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Lot 
Number Title & Description

1

6 Boxed Britains Knights of Agincourt Metal Soldiers - Medieval metal miniature 
figures - 41098 Sir Rowland Leinthall/ Robert D'Estoutville, 41097 Sir Thomas 
Strickland With Banner of St George, Agincourt Gloss Series 43003 Count 
Fauquembergues Wounded on horse and 43017 English Longbowman and Jean de 
Maingre Boucicalt Marshal of France, Knights os Agincourt 4113 Archers Target Set 
(archer and crossbowman with 2 shields8 and 4114 Men at Arms Fighting Scene (2 
knights with long axes, each with weapons and shield board accent pc) - in house 
shipping available

2

Roseville Baneda Mauve Glaze 2 Handled Vase 699-9" - Great example of American 
Art Pottery with original Roseville sticker on base - wide floral band, beautiful mottled 
pink/ fuchsia glaze, excellent condition with no chips or cracks, bold color and 
design,  minimal crazing noticeable on base upon very close inspection - in house 
shipping available

3

18" and 12" Murano Glass Courtier Figurines - Black glass bodies, gentleman in white 
with top hat and amber frills and sash, woman with knee on ground presenting round 
posy vase/ toothpick/ cigarette urn in fuchsia over white coat - in house shipping 
available (large box size for packing safety)

4 Vintage Signed Zuni Cluster Sterling & Turquoise Cuff Bracelet - signed REXX - 2" wide 
in beautiful condition {in house shipping available}

5
Antique Gustav Becker Wall Regulator Clock "Gloria" - Marked GB Silesia with a 
crown, P35, walnut case with eagle finial, art nouveau design. {in house shipping 
available}

6 Mid Century Modern Chrome And 5/8" Glass Coffee Table - 38" X 38", 16" Tall,  {local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

7 Bronze Statue of Woman on a Swing - 21.25" tall {in house shipping available}

8
3 Marvel Comic Cover 25.5"x18" Canvas Art Prints - incl. 2 Hulk & Captain America 
(some stains on the back, doesn't show thru on the front, see photos) {in house 
shipping available}

9

Finely Woven Persian Kashan Wool Silk Blend Pictorial Rug Tapestry of Scholarly 
Discussion - semi antuqe rug with fine detail of older and younger aspirant discussing 
issues from text with mosque crest and base motifs, sages sitting at base and portraits 
line the edges, Arabic text at base below main images -  63" long (including fringe) x 
40.5" wide (some staining, see photos) {in house shipping available}

10
Set Of 6 Marcel Breuer Cesca Midcentury Side Chairs Made In Italy - blonde with 
cane seats and backs, 2 with arms and 4 without, great condition.  {local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

11 Swiss Atmos Jaeger-Le Coultre Mantle Clock - Cal 540 high gloss gold case. Working, 
no box or papers. "in house shipping available

12
Modern Chrome & Glass Wall Shelf Unit - 3 chrome wall hung frames with 3/8" glass 
shelves - 65" wide x 13.25" deep x 85.25" tall (great condition, 1 shelf has thumb nail 
size chip) {local pick up only}
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13

Robet E. Howard's Conan -Red Nails - Original Art Archives Volume 1 with Sleeve 19"
x14" Hard Back - 2013, open in protective sleeve - book in great condition, sleeve has 
only minor rubs - Roy Thomas & Barry Windsor-Smith archives of Conan Red Nails, 
part of the saga of Conan The Barbarian created by Robert E. Howard in the 1930s, 
printed Genesis West publishers in 19"x14" Artist's Edition Hard back style - Artist 
Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's original art layouts 
of comic books with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with additional 
cover art, sketches and related image  beautifully set with page number and 
illustration detail on left and full page layout on right against black background- in 
house shipping available

14
Mid-Century Wicker and Lucite Purse Plus 4 Bangle Bracelets - pearlized lucite handle 
and top by Tropical Miami (used condition but still lots of life left), 2 carved bakelite 
bangles, & plastic ivory color and 2 tone bangles {in house shipping available}

15
J. Souza White Heron With Nesting Hatchlings Waltercolor - water color on paper 
sight 19" X 14" under glass, framed and matted 32" X 26", {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

16

IDW Artist's Edition Marvel Covers & Jack Kirby New Gods 17" x 12" Hard Back Art 
Book - 2014 first editions opened in excellent over all condition (Marvel Covers has 
fold out centerfold art, minor wear to back cover, New Gods has fine rub marks to 
back, slight paper waves from humidity, but no staining or wrinkles) - Artist Editions 
are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's original art layouts of comic 
books with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with additional cover art, 
sketches and related image - in house shipping available

17

19 Pair Chopsticks with Hand Carved Bone Handle - 10" long intricately carved ends 
with 12 pair of frog, 3 pairs of cobra, & 1 pair of lizards with wood . See photos for 
close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these 
wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

18 Metal Owl and Flock of Seagulls 3-D MCM Wall Art - Great retro vintage design - Owls 
16" X 39" unsigned, Gulls 16" X 35" unsigned {in house shipping available}

19

IDW Marvel Miracleman Artifact Edition 20.5" x 15.25" Hard Back LE 2015 Art Book - 
arranged by artists featuring John Totleben, Gary Leach, Alan Davis, John Ridgway, 
Mick Austin, Rick Veitch, Gallery Section of Gary Leach and John Totleben and more 
-  Artifact Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's Comic 
Book original art layouts with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with 
additional cover art, sketches and related images. Artifact Editions differ from Artist's 
Editions as they are highlighted select pages of artistic merit rather than full comic 
layouts. open, very minor rubs to cover, interior crisp clean and like new , - in house 
shipping available

20

Lynn (Leanna) Hutchins (1935 - 2003) was active/lived in Florida, Texas. - "Show 
Horses" painting of 2 prancing hourses in stylized town landscape reminiscent of 
Russian lacquer box paintings- Lynn Hutchins was born on March 10, 1935. Her love 
for art was noted at the age of four when she drew pictures on the floor of her Texan 
home. Through her years of artistic experimentation she performed in the theater 
where she won numerous awards, wrote novels, published Gospel songs, and in 
between those accomplishments pursued her Art interests - panel size" 24"x36", 
frame size: 29.25"x41.25" {in house shipping available}
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21

3 Piece Stereo With Speakers, Sony Blu-Ray BDP-S390, Sony Head Phones MDR-V6 - 
Technics Quartz direct drive turntable system SL-Q2, Technics RS-B48R stereo cassette 
deck, and Sony STR-V35 AM FM receiver working needs cleaning. pair of speaker on 
wood stands {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

22

Basil Wolverton's Weird Worlds Artist's Edition King Size IDW Hard Back - 22" x 15" 
Artist Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's original art 
layouts of comic books with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with 
additional cover art, sketches and related images - in house shipping available (second 
copy, not a re- run ... great images, known also for his Mad Magazine contributions)

23 Floridian Artist Su Daitch 2006 "Orchid" - Florida Artist acrylic on canvas 35" X 35" [In 
house shipping available]

24 Metal & Wood Piper Shore Bird Wall Sculpture - 16"x42" {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

25

Marvel IDW Jack Kirby's Fantastic Four The World's Greatest Artist Edition 22" x 15" 
2017 Hard Back - beautiful art book, original factory seal - Artist's Editions are archival 
top quality color scan prints of actual artist's original art layouts of comic books with 
blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with additional cover art, sketches 
and related image - in house shipping available

26

Antique Clark's Wood Spool Cabinet - these were originally used as store displays to 
sell thread.  This one has 2 drawers with orig. drawer pulls and graphics - Clark's (the 
most prolific cotton thread producers and suppliers & Mile-End (the location in 
Glasgow United Kingdom) on each drawer - 7" tall x (some signs of age on top and 
along trim on bottom) {in house shipping available}

27
1800s I. Blood Ballston NY Cast Steel Broad Axe and Hand Held Sickle - 30" Isaiah 
Blood broad axe has full mark on 11" wide blade and old weathered wooden handle, 
18" sickle with worn patina - in house shipping available (heavy, extra long box)

28

Artist's Edition IDW Steranko Nick Fury Agent of Shield - 22" x 15 " opened, great 
condition with very minor scuffs to rear cover, Artist Editions are archival top quality 
color scan prints of actual artist's original art layouts of comic books with blue line 
marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with additional cover art, sketches and related 
image - in house shipping available (second copy, not a re- run ... great images, classic 
Marvel illustrator)

29 Su Diatch 2018 "OPUS" - Florida Artist acrylic on canvas unframed painted edges 35" X 
35" [in house shipping available]

30

1940's & 50's Frederic L. Milton & Designer Fashion Prints For Haute Couture Fashion 
Houses - incl. 1950's collection of highlights of the major couture each season for the 
altiers, 12" x 18" print copies of pen and ink illustrations with pertinent details and 
descriptions of designs by the greats incl. Schiaparelli, Dior, Paquin, Balenciaga, 
Givenchy, Gres, Fath, & more marked original Frederic L. Milton's Confidential Reports 

& 1940's 12"x18" Lucille Baldwin Fashion Consultant prints with of Paris Collections 
drawings of all the same great designers (approx. 100 pages with yellowing and a few 
have tears but otherwise in good condition for age) {in house shipping available}

31

IDW Artist's Edition Jack Kirby's Marvel Heroes and Monsters Hardbound First Edition 
King Size Book - 22 1/2" x 15", Artist Editions are archival top quality color scan prints 
of actual artist's original art layouts of comic books with blue line marks, whiteouts 
and side notes, often with additional cover art, sketches and related image - in house 
shipping available
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32 Reclining Woman Mid Century Modern Art Print of Wood Block - image size: 18.5"
x48", frame size: 26"x56" {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

33

Collection of Small Bronze & Other Figures - incl. bronze 4.75" fairy and pot with 3" 
dragonflies and lily pads, 2 sitting buddhas 5.5" composite & 1" brass, vintage hand 
painted ceramic trinket boxes & pins & more - see photos for details - {in house 
shipping available}

34

21" x 14" King Size Kirby Is... Mighty! - Asgardian Epics of Thor 2019 Hard Back - 
Marvel Comics, King Size Collection of 16 Silver Age Thor Comics, released between 
1962 and 1969, in bold color king size format written and drawn by Stan The Man Lee 
and Jack King Kirby - like new, in protective plastic cover - in house shipping available

35
Floridian Artist Su Daitch Acrylic On Canvas # 389 "Doodlebops" 2009 - 36" X 36" 
stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick up or in house shipping available 
with box charge}

36

20 Necklaces with Indonesian Balinese Hand Carved Bone Pendants & Single Pendants 
- incl. fish, alligators, moon, tribal, scorpion, pot leaves & more - See photos for close 
up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these 
wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

37

Flintstones "Operation Barney" Sericel signed with Hanna Barbera Seal - Signed by Bill 
Hanna and Joe Barbera, #296/300, ("Animation Art Hanna-Barbera original hand-
painted limited edition cel" gold label) 9 3/4" x 13" sight, double matted under acrylic 
in 18.5" x 22.25" frame - in house shipping availabel with box charge

38 Su Daitch 2003 "He Loves You" painting - Florida Artist acrylic on stretched canvas 
unframed 36" X 36" painted edges. [In house shipping available with box charge]

39

Chalk Bust of Young Woman and Bacchante Embossed Metal Plaque - 18" titled 
"Clarte du Soleil" ("Sunshine")  chalk bust of young woman (some chips and rubs) and 
22" embossed metal plaque of draped nude Bacchanal lady of the vine in trance 
standing on a shell with grape vine behind and trailing roses on the sides - local pick 
up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

40
Anita Baldwin Original New York Framed Mixed Media On Canvas - Mixed media on 
stretched canvas 8" X 16" framed 9 1/8" X 17 1/8"  of Broadway memorabilia. Multi-
colored. Signed lower left. {in house shipping available}

41 Set of Vintage Aramith Belgian Pool Table Balls with Stars in Orig. Box - (used but still 
in great condition) {in house shipping available}

42
Collection of Mostly New Hunting Knives - incl. Winchester 4 pc. set, Smith & Wesson 
3 pc. set, Browning, Old Timer, Winchester 3 pc. pocket knife set, CRKT, Camillus & 
more many new in packages {in house shipping available}

43 Opera Length Single Strand Fresh Water Pearl Necklace - 50" long {in house shipping 
available}

44 Su Diatch 2008 "Check It Out" No. 13 Painting - Florida Artist acrylic on canvas 
unframed painted edges hangs either way. 24" X 36 1/4" [in house shipping available]

45

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. multi-strand crystal necklaces, Trifari, 1988 JJ, art 
glass, enameled pins, Meesco, Monet, Park & Luxe in orig. box, and more - we do our 
best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}
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46 Murano Art Glass Night Light with Shield Form Glass Shade - Fish detail in soft 
translucent glass, vintage stand - in house shipping available

47
Tray Lot of 120+ Pez Dispensers - Winnie The Pooh series in plastic packs, Star Wars, 
Muppets, Warner Brothers, Seasonal, Super Heroes, Trucks, and more - in house 
shipping available

48 1997 Round Copper Tree Frame Art Mirror - 28" diameter {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

49
10K Yellow Gold Fine Chain With Ladies BS 80 Virginia Univerity Class Ring - 10k 
yellow gold rind size 6/12, 18" yellow 10k gold chain, total weight 1.8 dwt. {in house 
shipping available}

50
2001 Limited Ed. Bob Burden Flaming Carrot Statue & Action Figure - regular edition 
#256/835 - 11.5" & 7" tall (both figures in good condition, box is stained and missing 
styrofoam, bubble pack shows some age) {in house shipping available}

51
Floridian Artist Su Daitch Acrylic On Canvas 2006 "Ocean Dance" #3 - 35" X 35" 
stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick up or in house shipping available 
with box charge}

52 14K Yellow Gold Box Chain With Heart Slide & Diamond Chip - 18" box chain, small 
heart slide with diamond, total weight 1.6 dwt. {in house shipping available}

53 Capiz Shell Hanging Swag Light - 22" long (some minor signs of age) {in house shipping 
available}

54
Floridian Artist Su Daitch Acrylic On Canvas 20056 Happy House #175 "Lazy Day" - 24" 
X 24" stretched canvas painted edges no frame. {local pick up or in house shipping 
available with box charge}

55 18" Flat Serpintine Chain & Sand Dollar Pendant - total weight 4.7 dwt {in house 
shipping available}

56 2 Metal Sculpture Wall Hangings - stylized Japanese pine tree design - 28"x37" {local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

57 Floridian Artist Su Daitch 2010 Acrylic On Canvas # 396 - 23" X 23" stretched canvas 
painted edges no frame. {local pick up or in house shipping available with box charge}

58
14K Yellow Gold Figaro Chain With 4 Sports Related Charm Pendants - 18" Figaro 
chain, football, basketball, soccer ball and turtle charm pendants, total weight 5.3 
dwt. {in house shipping available}

59
James Butler (Born 1925) is active/lives in New Mexico. Acrylic on canvas 
impressioinst landscape painting - James Butler is known for Landscape 16" X 
20"  framed 18" X 22". (In house shipping available}

60 Collection Of 12 James Swan And Other Wood Drill Bits In Wood Box - {in house 
shipping available}

61 10K Yellow & White Gold Nugget Letter "J" Ring - size: 10, 2.5 dwt. nugget style ring 
with the letter J and 5 diamond chips. {in house Shipping available}

62

George V. Bartlett 1886-1969 Watercolor On Paper "The Destroyer" - framed 24 1/2" 
X20 1/2", sight 13 1/2" X 91/2", Originally purchased from the estate art collection of 
WPA painter Charles Ragland Bunnell in 2007 at auction Best of the west auction 
Colorado Springs $562.00 USD. {in house shipping available} 
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63

Starfire 24" Light Sword & Leather Scabbard - Sword made by Starfire Swords 
Celebrating Swing Dancing and the Savoy Ballroom!, model LS-24 (24" blade). For 
those not familiar with the manufacturer, "Starfire Swords, Ltd. produces blades for 
costume, decoration, and staged combat. These blades are created without edges or 
points." So it is steel, but entirely blunt.{in house shipping available}

64
14k Gold Ring with Rainbow Heart Cubic Zirconia - with heart shaped rainbow 
cubic zirconia and 3 channel set diamonds on each side - size: 6.5 (1.5 dwt. incl. cz) {in 
house shipping available}

65

2 Pieces Of Framed Art by Albert Edel & Mitzi Johnston - Albert Edel Etching "Pilgrim 
Monument" in color unframed  10" x 7"   framed 21" x 17" Albert H. Edel (1894 - 
1970) was active/lived in Massachusetts, France.  Albert Edel is known for Etchings, 
marine painting. Mitzi Johnston 1988 colored etching "I love a parade" unframed 9" x 
5"  framed 16" x 12"  {in house pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping only}

66

74 Pieces Of Used Oneida Distinction Deluxe HH Staunless Flatware With Storage Box 
- 13 dinner knives, 1 butter, 12 tea spoons, 13 soup/ table spoon, 13 dinner knives, 13 
salad/ desert forks, 3 serving spoons, 2 slotted serving spoons, 1 cold meat fork,  1 
sugar, 1 gravy ladle, 1 dressing spoon. {in house shipping available}

67
10K Yellow Gold Fine Chain With 14K Yellow Gold Rose With Diamond Pendant - 18" 
fine 10K gold chain weight 0.4 dwt, 14 K rose pendant with diamond weight 1.4 
dwt. {in house Shipping available}

68

Two Paintings C. E. D. Rodick (Charles E Duncan Rodick) and Laura Bailey - C. E. D. 
Rodick (Charles E Duncan Rodick} (1874 - aft. 1940) was active/lived in Massachusetts, 
Maine, Nova Scotia / Canada.  oil on board unframed 13 1/2" x 17"  framed 17 1
/2"  x  21" A Canadian painter who lived most of his life in the U.S.A., Charles Edward 
Duncan Rodick was born in Kings [County], Nova Scotia, Canada and immigrated to 
the U.S.A. before the 20th Century (1888 or 1897). He subsequently lived in South 
Portland, Maine (c.1910); Portland, Maine (c.1920); and Boston (Allston), 
Massachusetts (c.1925 – 1940). His medium was oil paint. His subjects were 
landscapes, seascapes, marine scenes, urban scenes and rural scenes. His styles were 
Impressionism, Naturalism and Realism*
AND Laura Bailey  oil on board mountain landscape unframed 13 1/2" x 17 1
/2"   framed 16" x 20" - in house shipping available, box charge

69

Reed And Barton "Regents Park" Stainless 88 Piece Flatware Set - 12 dinner knives, 12 
steak/meat knives, 24 tea spoons, 12 dinner forks, 12 salad/desert forks, 12 soup
/table spoons, 1 cheese, 1 serving spoon, 1 gravy ladle, 1 cold meat fork, 1 sugar 
spoon, with wood storage box. {in house shipping available}

70
10K Yellow Gold Fine Chain With Topaz & CZ Pendant Set In 14K Yellow Gold - 18" 10K 
gold fine chain weight 0.2 dwt, 14K pendant weight 1.0 total dwt pear shape topaz 
aprox 2 ct. {in house Shipping available}

71

Signed Early Henry Evans (1918–1990) Linocut "Yellow Tulips" 1965 - 0sight 17 1/2" X 
12", framed and matted 24" X 18 1/4". some foxing.  Henry Evans began making 
botanical prints in 1958, depicting some 1400 subjects in 31 years. ... Self-taught as a 
printer, botanist, and artist, he developed a unique style and technique. He drew 
directly from living subjects, and all subjects were portrayed life-size {in house 
shipping available]
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72

74 Pieces Mid Century Modern Community Silverplate "South Seas" Flatware Set - 
Used Condition. 12 dinner knives, 23 tea spoons, 11 soup/table spoons, 12 salad/ 
desert forks, 12 dinner forks, 1 serving spoon, 1 slotted serving spoon, 1 cold meat 
fork, 1 dressing spoon. with nice wood storage box. {in house shipping available}

73 14K Yellow Gold Chain & Bead Anklet / Ankle Bracelet - 10" chain and faceted bead. 
1" adjustment links. total weight 2.7 dwt. {in house shipping available}

74

The 1974 Pulitzer Prize Winner in Editorial Cartooning, Paul Szep Signed Nixon 
Flashing CBS Cartoon - "The Nixon Interview... Warts And All" image sight 13 1/4" X 12 
3/4", framed and matted 22 1/2" X 21 1/2". inscribed "To Larry Kelleher"  signed 
lower right SZEP. Hand written and signed note to Larry on verso, see photo.  Paul 
Michael Szep (born July 29, 1941) is a political cartoonist. He was the chief editorial 
cartoonist at the Boston Globe from 1967 to 2001 and has been syndicated to 
hundreds of newspapers worldwide. He won the Pulitzer Prize twice for Editorial 
Cartooning in 1974 and 1977. Szep also won the prestigious international Thomas 
Nast Prize (1983). The Society of Professional Journalists/Sigma Delta Chi (SDX) 
honored him twice with its Distinguished Service Award for Editorial Cartooning (1973 
and 1976). He won the National Headliner Award in 1977 and the National 
Cartoonists Society's Editorial Cartoonist of the year (1978) {in house shipping 
available"

75

1847 Rogers Bros. Remembrance 90 Piece Silver-Plate 78 Piece Flatware Set - used 
condition, 25 tea spoons, 12 soup, 2 serving, 1 dressing, 12 dinner knives, 1 butter, 1 
gravy ladle, 1 cold meat fork, 11 dinner forks 12 salad/ desert forks. with wood 
storage box  {in house shipping available}

76 5 Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - pearl, crystal, tri gold leaf and flowers total 
weight 7.8 dwt. {in house shipping available}

77 Signed JWH Oil On Board Farrm Landscape - unframed 10 1/2" x 15 1/2"  framed 14" x 
19"  {in house shipping available}

78 2 Vintage BB Guns - Rogers Arkansas model #894 & Daisy Model 75 (both as is) {local 
pick up ONLY}

79
3 Pieces Of Gold Jewelry - 14K yellow gold German locket with color opens, 14K 
yellow gold British flag collar pin, 14K weight 4.1
10K white gold circle of diamonds pendant 1.2 dwt {in house shipping available}

80

3 Paintings by A H Well, and Geurrant - March-oil on canvas unframed 16" x 20"  AH 
Well or A Howell - oil on canvas seascape unframed 11" X 14"  framed 11 1/4" X 14 1
/4", Helen Orzel Guerrant floral still life on board  13" X10"  framed 15 1/4" X 11 1
/2"  Helen Orzel Guerrant, American artist. Active Docent Guild, Miller and Main 
Galleries, White House Galleries, New River Arts Council, Arts Council of Blue Ridge. 
With United States Navy, 1943-1945. Member American Legion, Virginia Watercolor 
Society, League of Roanoke Artists, Morning Music Club  {in house shipping available}

81 Lot Of 20 Brass Collectible Bells - school, maid, sick bed, and animal bells - see photos 
for full details. {in house shipping available}

82 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - 2 hearts, 1 maltese cross, 1 sand dollar. And 
leaf. total weight 4.4 dwt {in house shipping available}
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83

Michael J. Weber (Born 1941) is active/lives in Ohio Watercolor "Fading Light" 1991 - 
calming watercolor of evening shoreline with boat at dock - 8" x 16"  painting in 14" x 
16" frame {in house shipping available} Michael J. Weber was born in North 
Tonawanda, New York. As a child he spent many hours drawing during the long winter 
months and decided to study art in high school. After a tour of duty in the U.S. Navy 
he moved to Florida, attended Brevard County Community College and then studied 
art at the Ringling School of Art in Sarasota, Florida. After graduation he was hired by 
Hallmark Cards in Kansas City as a designer. Two years later he and his wife relocated 
to Manhattan where he worked for five years as a commercial artist. During evenings 
he continued to paint and had two one-man shows at the Summerfield Gallery in 
Dobbs Ferry, New York. It was during this time that he began exploring watercolor 
and decided to start doing outdoor art shows for a living. Since 1974 he has been a 
full time water-colorist. He initially painted landscapes but then migrated to still life 
subjects, attending workshops to perfect his painting techniques and teaching at the 
Old Lyme Academy in Connecticut.

84 Brass Pendant Arm Adjustable Retro Vintage MCM Floor lamp - mid century design 
accent lamp - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

85 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - shrimp with tiger eye beads and tear drop. 
total weight 4.0 dwt. {in house shipping available}

86

Richard Evett Bishop (1887 - 1975) "Falls at Lake Waygamac, Quebec" Oil on Board 
Painting - scenic meadow with stream and rapids in mountainous rocky landscape, 
Bishop was active/lived in Pennsylvania  -unsigned From the estate of the artist, info 
on verso see photos - unframed 12" x 16", framed 16 1/2" x 20 1/2"   local pick up and 
in house shipping available

87
Curvet USA Inc Glass Esse Wall Shelf With Brushed Silver Brackets - 39" long, 10" tall, 
9 1/2" deep. 3/8" g curved glass shelf  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packing and shipping}

88 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - small hoops and circles. total weight 6.1 
dwt  {in house shipping available}

89

Two Paintings G. Higginbotham And A. Lavalle - G.  Higginbotham 
watercolor   unframed size 10 1/2" x 14 1/2"  framed 16" x 20" and  A. Lavalle  oil on 
canvas  unframed size 16" x 20"  framed 16" x 20"
chip in glass over watercolor, see photo. in house shipping without glass

90 Contemporary Cremona Violin in Padded Carrying Case - model SV-115, #42214 {in 
house shipping available}

91 14K Yellow Gold Vintage Cuff Links - 5.4 dwt  {in house Shipping available}

92

George Wahington and 1870 Abraham Lincoln Antique Prints - Original hand colored 
engraving of Abraham Lincoln circa 1870 matted under glass in 15.5" x 12.5" frame 
(with COA on back and  fine portrait of Washington under glass in 30" x 24" frame - 
Local Pick Up Only

93

Lila Norma Shelby (1900 - 1994) was active/lived in Louisiana, New York. - Noted still-
life and portrait artist, Lila Shelby spent her early years in north Louisiana and the 
New York City area, with the last 38 years lived in the Metairie-New Orleans area.   oil 
on masonite unframed 8" x 10"   framed 13 1/3" x 16 1/2"  in house shipping available
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94 14K Yellow Gold & Diamond Ring - size 10, weight 4.3 dwt, 5 - 1 /16 ct. prong set 
diamonds in a row. {in house Shipping available}

95

70+ Comic Books Many Dark Horse - incl. The Fade Out, Hit, Sirens, Haunted Love, 
Providence, Haunted Horror, Velvet, We Can Never Go Home, Vertigo, Dark Shadows, 
Rat God, & 2 Mr. Monster reprint packs incl. limited ed. 113/200 hand signed cover 
Mr. Monster Golden Age issues Mr. Monster's Hi-Octane Horror #1, Hi-Shock Schlock 
#1 & 2, True Crime #1, Hi-Voltage Super Science #1, & Michael T. Gilbert's Strange 
Brew #1 and limited ed. 1/200 hand signed cover with issues 4-10 plus 1/200 limited 
Ed. miniature pencil layout autographed by Michael T. Gilbert {in house shipping 
available} 

96

Alex (Alexander) Poplaski (1906 - 1988) active/lived in Connecticut / Ukraine, Russian 
Federation - oil on canvas board unframed 9" x 12"  framed 14" x 17" "Old Lyme CT" 
For Connecticut on verso. A noted Colchester, Connecticut landscape artist, Alex 
Poplaski was born July 6, 1906 in the Ukraine. He was the son of Anthony and Alice 
Poplaski. The family immigrated to the United States in 1913, just prior to World War 
I. With the family settlement in Colchester in 1919, he was able to follow his interest 
in drawing and study with James G. McManus and Bertram G. Bruestle, two noted 
artists of the Old Lyme school. Being in the vicinity of Old Lyme also allowed him to 
know and be influenced by many of the artists associated with that area. Painting 
almost exclusively outdoors, the artist found inspiration locally and throughout 
nearby Vermont, Massachusetts, and Nova Scotia  {in house shipping available}

97
Three 10k Gold Band Rings - incl. white and yellow gold, & synthetic ruby and 
sapphire with alternating diamond chips - all size: 7 (2.8 dwt. incl. stones) {in house 
shipping available}

98 Oak Wall Hung Regulator Clock "The Time Mfg. Co." - Key wind Centennial Parlor 
Clock No. S1313. working, with key, gongs on 1/2 hour.  {in house shipping available}

99 Robbins "Dune Entrance White Sands National Park" - A pair of oil on canvas. 
unframed 12" x 16"  framed 13 1/2" x 17 1/2"     in house shipping available

100 14K Yellow Gold & Diamond Ring - size 10, weight 6.0 dwt, 2 sets of 5 - 1/32 ct. 
diamonds channel set diagonal. {in house Shipping available}

101
2 Cuckoo Clocks Made in Germany - 1- "In Muenchen Steht Ein Hofbraehaus" Musical 
Chalet Cuckoo and 1- small Western Germany Cuckoo clock. both working {in house 
shipping available}

102

R L Harvey (1888-1963) Casein (Milk Paint) On Paper "Banff Easter" - Beautiful 
composition of mountain scene from Banff National Park, Alberta, Canada., with snow 
dusted pines in foreground, early hints of thaw on lake and snow capped mountain 
peak in background - Reginald Llewellyn Harvey (1888 - 1963) was active/lived in 
Canada unframed 9" x 11"  framed 17" x 19"  local pick up  and in house shipping 
available

103 Vintage Men's Native American Turquoise Sterling Ring - with stylized eagles on each 
side - size: 9 (great condition) {in house shipping available}

104 Pair of Shield Shape Wall Plaques with Floral Design - 35"x23" {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

105 Vintage 1932 Roseville Art Pottery Blackberry Vase 458-4" - Mint condition, original 
Roseville foil label and red factory 568 pen marks on base - in house shipping available
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106 14K Yellow Gold Bracelet With 18K Yellow Gold Horn Charm - 7" Bracelet 14K weight 
1.5 dwt, horn charm 18K weight 0.5 dwt, {in house Shipping available}

107 John Burchetta 6" x 10 1/2" Free Form Ruffled Aqua Glass Bowl with Purple Trim - (1 
small rim chip) signed Burchetta 1993 - in house shipping available

108

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Sculpture - intricately carved 6.5" 
tall double owl. See photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living 
with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house 
shipping available}

109 10K White Gold Fine Chain & Open Cross With Diamond Center - 18" chain, weight 0.9 
dwt, {in house Shipping available}

110 Vintage Zuni Needlepoint Turquoise & Sterling Cuff Bracelet - 3/8" wide (very minor 
cracks in 2 turquoise stones, otherwise in great condition) {in house shipping available}

111
5 Ornate Cloisonné and Other Vases, Boxes, and Jars - 3 pcs cloisonne (5" vase, 4" 
ginger jar and 4" covered Vessel), 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" square bronze box with sterling star 
net inlay, Canada Seagull Pewter ring box - in house shipping available

112 3 Native American Sterling Silver Rings, Red Coral & Turquoise - {in house shipping 
available}

113

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Sculpture - 9" tall deer antler 
entwined with intricately carved owls. See photos for close up details of carving and 
of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art 
carvings {in house shipping available}

114

Roseville Baneda Green Glaze Wide Mouth Vase #606-7" - Great example of American 
Art Pottery - Small angular decorative rim handles, bold flower band and lightly rolled 
shoulder, original red 606 factory base marking, circa 1933 - in house shipping 
available

115
14K Yellow Gold Fine Chain With Charm Pendants - 14K charm pendants Grandma, 
Nana, and #1 Lady, 17" Fine 14K gold chain. total weight 2.8 dwt.  {in house shipping 
available}

116
5 Vintage Taxco Sterling Silver Bracelets - incl. heart & crushed turquoise and lapis 
inlay cuff bracelets and 3 bangle bracelets (all in great condition) {in house shipping 
available}

117 Mid 1920s Roseville Art Pottery Dahlrose Terra Cotta Glaze Vase 363-6" - Mint 
condition, no marks - in house shipping available

118 14K Yellow Gold Fine Chain With 3 Charm Pendants - 18" chain with praying hands, 
heart & the letter J charm pendants, total weight 2.8 dwt. {in house shipping available}

119 Royal Doulton Bird Dog Figurine HN 2529 - (in great condition) in house shipping 
available

120

4 Indonesian Deer Antler Animal Carvings Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately 
carved 3" tree frog on branch, 2" toad, 2" frog on leaf, & 2 - 2.5" frogs. See photos for 
close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these 
wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

121 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - pearl, jade, crystal, and enamel lady bugs. 
total weight 7.8 dwt.  {in house shipping available}
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122
3 Sterling Silver Hook Bangle Bracelets incl Taxco - 2 vintage Taxco both with 
turquoise and signed JJH with mutlicolor inlay - all in great condition {in house 
shipping available}

123 Lot Of Art Deco Sterling Silver Jewelry - Taxco, ear rings, cuff bracelet & brooches {in 
house shipping available}

124 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - garnet and topaz stones, total weight 7.2 dwt 
{in house shipping available}

125
Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. double sided heart locket and crystal pendant 
necklaces, vintage shell inlay pin & rings, bear pin, bear claw & bear claw key ring by 
Bennett, pendants, earrings, & more - contents only {in house shipping available}

126

2 Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Sculptures - 2 intricately carved 5" 
long rattlesnake on a branch one with frog and flowers. See photos for close up 
details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful 
one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

127 2 Sterling Silver Charm Bracelets - 8 charms on each bracelet.3 565 ozt.  {in house 
shipping available}

128

Tray of Vintage Sterling Silver Pins - incl. many made in Mexico with carved face, 
Genie & sword, Aztec sun, spiral, ribbon, filagree sword, mother of pearl & turquoise 
inlay Star of David, & more - we do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing 
pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

129 Lot Of Sterling Silver & Marcasite Jewelry - pendants & brooches {in house shipping 
available}

130 Pear Shaped Citrine Set in 10k Gold - citrine 15mmx10mm - size: 5.5 (2.2 dwt. incl. 
stone) {in house shipping available}

131 2 Royal Doulton Elegant Ladies - June HN 2027 and Janet HN 1537 - (in great 
condition) in house shipping available

132 Vintage 1933 Roseville Art Pottery Wisteria Vase #631-6" - Mint Condition, original 
red factory 631 pen marks and other notes on base - in house shipping available

133 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - flowers total weight 5.5 dwt.  {in house 
shipping available}

134

1969 Girolamo Luxardo Cherry Wine Decanter with Large Murano Fish Stopper - 
limited edition art glass decanter designed by Archimede Seguso for  Girolamo 
Luxardo in Toregglia, Italy - 10" fish stopper on deep olive green rock form base, 
originally filled with cherry wine, but now empty. It is in perfect condition except for 
wear to the label. Even the cork is in good shape!  "Made in Murano for Luxardo 
1969" marked on base. It has gold flecks through its fins, and silver flecks through its 
body. Although unmarked, Seguso is widely attributed to the limited edition stopper 
collaboration designs with Girolamo Luxardo. The colors and the metallic of the gold 
and silver really make it shimmer in the light- very pretty and eye catching! - (in house 
shipping available, extra packing to ensure safe arrival)
 

135 Gorgeous Signed Delbert Vandever Navajo Sterling & Turquoise Cuff Bracelet - quality 
workmanship and beautiful condition - 3/8" wide {in house shipping available}
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136 14K Yellow Gold 7 Stone Mothers / Grandmothers Ring - Size 6 1/2, total weight 3.9 
dwt, {in house shipping available}

137

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Sculpture - deer antler entwined 
with intricately carved creatures of snakes, frogs, & parrots mounted on wood base. 
See photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that 
carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

138

2 Royal Doulton Elegant Ladies – Sabbath Morn HN 1982 and Victorian Lady HN 728 - 
Sabbath Morn Rd mark, and hard to find Victorian Lady with blended pink gown, 
lavender shall and purple hat with basic Royal Doulton Mark but no Rd or HN 
number (in great condition) in house shipping available

139
Two 10k Gold Cubic Zirconia Rings - heart & flower shaped with synthetic rubies and 
cubic zirconia - both size: 6.75 (1.7 dwt. both rings incl. stones) {in house shipping 
available}

140

14" and 12.5" Murano Art Glass Lady Figurines in Billowing Dresses - 12.5" Southern 
Belle style with light amber over white dress, gold fleck base and accents, 14" in 
European high style ball dress in white with gold fleck high frills and base - in house 
shipping, large box insured Fed Ex to ensure glass safety

141 Royal Doulton Bone China Afternoon Tea HN 1747 - 2 ladies sitting on sofa sharing tea 
at tea time (in great condition) in house shipping available

142 18" Mikimoto Graduated Pearl Necklace With Sterling Silver Clasp - {in house shipping 
available}

143
4 Vintage Taxco Sterling Silver Bangle Bracelets - incl. great geometric designs with 
malachite, black onyx, & turquoise inlay plus tiger eye (all in great condition) {in house 
shipping available}

144

Native American Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. turquoise beaded necklace with turquois 
& coral pendant necklace and turquoise earrings by Running Bear, Emma Lincoln 
turquoise & coral dangle earrings, size 7 turquoise ring, & wood, turquoise and 
sterling beaded necklace  {in house shipping available}

145
Lot Of Native American Sterling & Turquoise Jewelry - ladies watch band with flex 
band, cuff bracelet, size 6 1/2 ring and 18" pendant with attached chain, {in house 
shipping available}

146 Royal Doulton Olivia HN 1995 Elegant Lady Figurine Holding a Bouquet of Peace Lilies 
- (in great condition) in house shipping available

147

2 Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately carved 3.5" 
floating walrus & 4" tree frog on log. See photos for close up details of carving and of 
the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art 
carvings {in house shipping available}

148
Lot Of 14K & 10K Yellow Gold Jewelry - 3 pair of 14K earrings and 16" chain with open 
heart slide - 14K weight 1.9 dwt, total 10K weight 1.0 dwt. {in house shipping 
available}

149

20+ Vintage Sterling Silver Pins - incl. Stamas with fresh water pearl, Lang fish, many 
with marcasite, dragonfly, train, bird on nest, apple, teddy bear, & more - we do our 
best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}
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150

4 Indonesian Deer Antler Animal Carvings Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately 
carved 3" tall monkey on tree, 3.5" eagle, 4" stacking owls, & 3.5" long rattlesnake on 
branch. See photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the 
tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping 
available}

151 Masonic Freemason Virtus Junxit Mors Non Separabit Ring - size 10, weight 0.510 ozt, 
skull and cross bones, Mason's symbols, hallmarks, {in house shipping available}

152

Tray of Vintage & Signed Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. signed Eagle Boy & Paula 
Armstrong inlay Navajo necklaces, carved onyx pendant necklace, 2 Taxco bracelet 
(safety chain is broken on large one), & howling wolf pin - we do our best to ensure 
there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in 
house shipping available}

153
Bold Floral And Diamong Pattern Vintage Woven Rug - 100" x 50" wide, loom weave 
stylized geometric diamond panels of heart leaves and poinsettia flowers {In house 
shipping available}

154 14K Yellow Gold Graduated Snake Link Chain - 18" long, 5.4 dwt {in house shipping 
available}

155

Amish/ Vietnamese Hand Sewn Quilt - Incorporation of Amish quilting communities 
with techniques and skills of the traditional Vietnamese traditions brought to the US 
by Vietnamese refugees and immigrants, white background - 116" long x 96" wide {in 
house shipping available}

156 Signed Coastal Landscape Oil On Canvas - Illegible Signature unframed 12" x 
16"  framed 16"  x 20"  in house shipping available

157 Four Pair Of 14K Yellow Gold Ear Rings - all with turquoise color beads - total weight 
7.4 dwt {in house shipping available}

158 2009 Marvel Limited Ed Bowen Designs - The Destroyer - #634/1000 in great 
condition 13" tall on 12" stand {in house shipping available}

159

5 Impressionist Oil Paintings byJuan C. Sosa -  water front landscape 13.25"x17.25" & 
water landscape 8.75"x10.75" in. 10.75"x12.75" both canvas and  coastal landscape 5"
x7" in 11.5"x13.5" frame, garden path 8"x10" in 10.25x12.25" frame, & The Trees 
sight 7.5"x9.5" all 3 on canvas board {in house shipping available}

160 Synthetic Ruby 10k Gold Bracelet - 7.5" long (1.6 dwt. incl rubies) {in house shipping 
available}

161
5/8" Glass 38" X 38" Coffee Table With Teak X Base 14 3/4" Tall - 1 small chips on 
edge of glass and 1 on a corner.  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing 
and shipping}

162 Coral Reef Wall Sculpture with Tropical Fish - 33"x29" {local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party shipping}

163 14K Yellow Gold Sculpted Band - 0.9 dwt, size 6 {in house shipping available}
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164

Used Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - 116" X 134" red background with deep accent 
colors of olive, forest green, sienna, light and dark blues, cream, salmon and tan - 
ground filled with directional branch and flower designs, layered center medallion, 
with pendants and complimentary spandrels,  border of floral and acanthus 
leaf design with double mirrored sawtooth and flower guard bands. - medium pile 
approx 12 knots per inch, some roughness to salvage edge, light wear to pile but no 
worn patches - great antique look, a cleaning would make the colors even more 
vibrant - {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

165
Pair Of Hand Decorated Floral Corday Table Lamps - 35" Tall with harp, hand painted 
and applied flowers on t tier brass base. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

166 14K Yellow Gold, Diamond & Pearl Ring - size 9, total weight 2.9 dwt. 6mm pearl,  {in 
house shipping available}

167 Pair Cloissone Base Table Lamps - 23" tall to top of harp (no shades, good condition) 
{in house shipping available}

168

Persian 100% Finely Knotted Wool Pile Rug - cotton warp, 109 1/2" X 153 1/4" Cream 
background, center medallion of flowers, over all flower and vine design, flower pot 
border with triple mirrored guard bands, interior and exterior framed bands. High 
knot density, soft cashmere like feel- nice appearance, upon close inspection can 
notice some localized staining, could use a good cleaning {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing ans shipping}

169
14K White Gold & Diamond Wedding Set - size 5 1/5, engagement ring with center 
diamond 1/32 ct flanked by 2 diamond chips, wedding ring has 3 diamonds chips - 
total weight with stones 2.3 dwt {in house shipping available}

170

3 Hand painted Ceramic Items - cylinder vase table lamp, hand painted birds and 
flowers,floral panels with cobalt background, 6 sided 2 handle vase lamp base only, 
blue and white garden stool one small chip repair near base see photo. {local pick up 
or buyer arranges 3rd party packing an shipping}
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171

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Profile Bird Faces": - From 
The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a 
sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban 
social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated 
by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, 
from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she 
was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

172 10K Yellow Gold & Diamond Ring - 13 baguette diamonds channel set in 3 swirl rows. 
size 6, total weight 1.9 dwt. {in house shipping available}

173
C. L. Muyne Oil On Canvas "Stone Bridge With Cows" - oil on stretched canvas 16" X 
24 1/4", framed 23 1/4 X 31 1/4" {in house shipping available fragile frame over size 
box}
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174

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Ellen And Me" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed  bottom right and signed and titled on 
verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

175 14K Yellow Gold Garnet & Diamond Ring - ring size 7 1/2, marquise cut 10mm X 5mm 
Garnet flanked by 4 diamond chips, 2.0 dwt total. {in house shipping available}

176
Vintage 3 Tier Acrylic Chandelier Light - twist design acrylic rods hanging in 3 tiers with 
10 total candelabra size bulbs -  actual size of light 18" long x 12" diameter {in house 
shipping available} 
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177

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Awareness" - From The 
Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom center and signed and titled 
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

178 10K White Gold Cut Work Ring - size 6, total weight 3.0 dwt. {in house shipping 
available}

179
7 Pcs American Brilliant Cut Crystal with Varied Hobstar and Pinwheel Designs - 9 1/2" 
pitcher, 4" tall oval bowl, round bowls, ovate relish trays and nappy - local pick up 
only or buyer arranges third party shipping and handling
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180

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 Diptych "Beetle Dance" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman two panels each 30" X 24" signed on verso -
Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

181

Cartier "Love Ring" 18K (750) Yellow Gold - size 5, weight 1.1 dwt. fully marked with 
fineness and makers hallmarks "LOVE RING" Created during the 1970's in New York, 
the LOVE collection remains today an iconic symbol of love that transgresses 
convention. The screw motifs, ideal oval shape and undeniable elegance establish the 
piece as a timeless tribute to passionate romance. see photos for marks, no box or 
papers {in house shipping available}

182

American Pewter Guild Kirk Tea Set "Colonial Williamsburg" With Round Tray - Set the 
stage with this wonderful Kirk Old Annapolis Coffee/ Tea set. A trip to Colonial 
Williamsburg, a nod to the colonial decor Kirk created this stunning set, in the 1950s. 
Pewter had been a great part of life in Colonial America. This was a costly and 
treasured set with wonderful workmanship.
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183

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Your Sadness Is Mine" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a 
sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban 
social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated 
by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, 
from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she 
was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

184 4 US Silver Peace Dollars - Two 1922, 1922-S and 1924 - See photos for details - in 
house shipping available

185

3 Hardcover Books - Jack Kirby's Dingbat Love, Sky Masters of the Space Force, & Dian 
Hanson's History of Pin-Up Magazines - 2019 Jack Kirby's Dingbat Love by John 
Morrow, 2017 Sky Masters of the Space Force compilation of 1958 & '59 comic by 
Jack Kirby, Dick & Dave Wood, & Wallace Wood & sealed 3 volume set of editor Dian 
Hanson's History of Pin-Up Magazines in slip cover {in house shipping available}

186

Collection of 2000-04 Springfield Simpsons Playmate Interactive Figures & More - incl. 
many playmate figures with accessories, Dark Horse Deluxe figure 2 Lisa Simpson in 
orig. box, Uno cards, dominos, lunch box, crazy 8 ball, & more {in house shipping 
available}

187 4 US Morgan Silver Dollars -2 1921 and 2 1921-D - See photos for details, in house 
shipping available

188 Approx. 125 1990's Comic Books Mostly Marvel - incl. Excalibur, The Toxic Avenger, 
Iron Man, Justice, Conan, DP,  DC Star Trek, & more {in house shipping available}
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189

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 Diptych "Hobo Chobo 
Chevrons" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 2 panels each 28" X 22"  signed 
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, 
nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter 
of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of 
NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as 
well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. 
Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from 
polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. 
Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She 
absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as 
Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al 
Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer 
with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. 
Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder 
prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, 
pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth 
preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, 
love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, 
stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art 
world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

190

3 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1883 w/ Rainbow Toning, 1885 and 1921-S - 
see photos for condition details - in house shipping available

 

191 2013 Signed Jim Steranko Pittsburgh Comicon VIP Poster with COA - 17"x11" (crease 
along the top) {in house shipping available}

192

Antique Silver Plate, Pewter, Brass, Figural Candlesticks, Petite Persian Rug and More - 
38" x 31" wool rug, pr bronzed spelter caricature musicians candlesticks after French 
Artist Francois George (1807-1873 - violinist has no bow, guitar missing scroll end), 9 1
/2" pewter vase with embossed roses (dent), Roundhead Leadless Pewter compote 
with inricate designs, candle snuffer, ornate chase work 10" brass candlesticks, 
silverplate tea pot and brass lion door knocker
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193

9 Foreign Silver Proof Coins - 5 Canada Dollars, Virgin Islands, German Olympics 
Commemoratives, Etc - Canada proof quality 1963, 1968, and 1967 Centennial 80% 
silver dollars, 1971 British Columbia Centennial and 1981 Trans Canada Railway 50% 
silver dollars, 1985 British Virgin Islands $20 Twenty Dollars .925 coin, 1964 Winter 
Olympics Republik Osterreich 50 Shilling .900 silver, German 1972 Olympics Munchen 
10 Marks .625 silver and 2013 Germany 10 Euros .625 silver "Schneewittchen Grimms 
Marchen - all Proof Uncirculated coins - see photos for details - in house shipping 
available

194

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "The Fountain Of Youth" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed bottom right and  signed 
and titled on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, 
whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .
Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat 
Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world 
music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability 
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of 
paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. 
She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as 
diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald 
Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased 
the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and 
visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though 
her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, 
watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art 
worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted 
with a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of 
place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in 
kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid 
follower of the art world and was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what 
is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

195

28 Pcs Chinese Blue and White Porcelains - 19thCentury Provincial shallow bowl, 
antique and vintage  plates and stacking canister set, phoenix blue and white plates, 
lotus and scale motiff cylinder tea pots, 8 pc fish form novelty nut/ berry set, and 
more - Brought back from Hong Kong - in house shipping available

196
Textured Black Folding Table And 4 Blonde Folding Slat Seat Chairs - Folding table 34" 
X 34" X 30 1/4" tall, chairs  31" tall, 17" wide, seat 17 1/2",  {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping}
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197

Tray Lot of Collectibles - Projector, Box, Decoys, Glass Rolling Pin and More - Bell & 
Howell Filmo Master projector, decoy trinket box and decoy signed Ken Harris 
Woodville NY, "Ahten" pottery platter by Rimmington Vian London for Bergdorf 
Goodman, 3 porcelain knob tassles, 2 cloth body flexy dolls with artsy porcelain faces, 
glass rolling pin with stand,  round box, glass dome clock and more - Local Pick up only 
pr buyer arranges third party shipping and handling

198

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Monkeys And Crocodiles" - 
From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30" X 30" signed and titled on verso -Phillis 
was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern 
European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the 
vibrancy of modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she 
was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her 
challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic 
influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely 
aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal 
iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both 
human and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented 
her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with 
strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). 
Living her art, she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her 
vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the 
wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-
consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and 
Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

 
 

199
MS 69 NGC 1989 American Silver Eagle and 2 UNC 1923 Peace Dollars - beautiful 
luster and strong strike details to .999 silver 1 troy oz 1989 Silver 1 dollar bullion coin, 
Peace dollars are bright and crisp - see photos for details - in house shipping available

200

65+ Pcs Fine Porcelains, Hand Painted Bowls and Plates, Tidbit and Teapot - Rosenthal 
Mid-Century Modern MCM retro vintage coffee pot, Royal Coburg console bowl with 
seated woman portrait medallion, Royal Doulton  Booth's Real Old Willow 2 tier tidbit 
tray, Royal Worcester Cotswold Fruit divided bowl, 2 RS Germany tab handled 
sandwich plates, RS Prussia style unmarked console bowl, cake plate and small berry 
bowl, 2 oval b10" owls with fancy floral bouquet Bisto England , 16" Carlsbad ovate 
bowl, 40+ pcs Theodore Haviland Limoges Jewel (meat platter, variety of plates and 
bowls), Royal Copenhagen  flower spray 910 pattern gravy boat and 5 berry bowls, 
Fettah Ceramic wall font, ribbed porcelain sugar bowl, Royal Copenhagen Egret  with 
repaired beak and more - local pick up only
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201
Pair Of Mid Century Modern Telescope Granville New York Director Chairs - 
Tan canvas seats and backs, folding, {local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}

202

Key Date 1903-S Morgan Silver Dollar F/VF - only 1,241,000 original mintage - flat 
areas in hair are noticeable, but all major lines visible, strong outlines and some detail 
of feathers on eagle - Grading is educated opinion, see photos for details - in house 
shipping available

203

Used Semi Antique Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - 115 1/4 X 153" red and cream 
background, vase and bird motif with floral center medallion with pendants, bold 
spandrels and full range of colors -high knot density, thick pile with some wear 
including wear patch just inside guard band on one side, staining, needs a good 
cleaning {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

204
Pottery Barn Glendale Pulley Task Table Lamp - 29" tall, bronze finish, 10" bell shade, 
adjustable weight balance neck, {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

205
Lot Of Sterling Silver Native American Jewelry - Feather Necklace with matching 
earrings, 2 turquoise pendants, V & red coral turtle stick pin, and Zuni inlaid 
necklace. {in house shipping available}

206

D-Scan Teak Mid Century Modern Desk With keys & Chair - Used minor signs of use. 
two piece teak desk by D-Scan with side lock drawers, from a local estate. Drawer box 
on top has a vanity mirror, and locking drawers. The drawer box on top is not 
attached to the desk and can be mounted on the wall if desired. {local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

207

Used Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - 119 1/2 159" dark red background, 6 borders, 
layered sunflower center medallion with complumentary corber spandrels, orchard 
floral arabesque and Sha Abbas design, butterflies guard bands with nice thick pile, 
{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

208 4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1924, 1923, 1922-and 1922-S - See photos for details - in 
house shipping available

209
Art Nouveau Stainded Glass Table Lamp00 - 29 1/2" tall, 20" stained glass and beads 
shade, bronze finish base, {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

210
Mid Century Modern John Widdicomb Acordian Doors Dresser - Used Condition with 
some finish issues on top. brass tab hardware, 9 interior drawers, some divided. 60W 
× 20D × 32H {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

211

6 Seated Liberty Silver Coins -1857 Half Dollar, 1858 Quarter and 4 - Half Dimes - 
Variety 1 (no motto above eagle) 1857 Seated Liberty Half Dollar XF and 1858 Seated 
Liberty Quarter VF+, and 4 half dimes (1839 AG, 1855 with Arrows F, 1856 G/VG, and 
1862 VF/EF - grading is opinion, see photos for details - in house shipping available

212 Cattails And Floral Stainded Glass Table Lamp - 30" tall, 21" overall floral shade, cattail 
bronze finish base with glass inlaid tiles. 

213

Fostoria American LARGE 3 Pc.Punch Bowl, Foot & Ladle - This bowl holds 3 1/2 
gallons.  It has an 18" diameter.  The item number is 147.  The glass ladle is 
original.  Base is item 246 and is an 11" bowl foot with no rays. all 3 in very good used 
condition.  {in house shipping available very large box heavy expect to pay over 
100.00 for shipping}
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214 4 US Silver Peace Dollars - Two 1922-D and Two 1922-S - See photos for details - in 
house shipping available

215

Stunning Mid Century John Widdicomb 9 Drawer Dresser Solid Wood w Brass 
Hardware - Used Condition with some finish issues on top.  Stunningly elegant nine 
drawer dresser made by John Widdicomb. Solid maple construction with solid brass 
pulls and drawer inserts. Height: 32.25 in.Width: 70.25 in. Depth: 21.5 in.  {local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

216
Peacock Stainded Galss Table Lamp - 34" tall, 22" 3 dimensional peacock 
feathers shade, bronze finish 3 peacocks base with inlaid glass accents, {local pick up 
or buyer arranges 3rd party packing ans shipping}

217

Rare 1868 Reverses 68 with No Broken Letters FS-05-1868-905 Die Variety - This 1868
/Rev'68 shield nickel (short notation FS-905) has hub 11b reverse and no broken 
letters, the rarest of this die variety. On the reverse Hub IIb, the stars align to legend 
as follows - Below the A in STATES,below the left serif of the second S in STATES, to 
the center of the F in OF, below the right edge of the foot of the M in AMERICA, and 
below the right of the upright of the R in AMERICA - in house shipping available

218

Used Paul Frankl Maple Nightstands for John Stuart With Nickel Plated Brass X Pulls - 
Extremely rare Paul Frankl nightstands for John Stuart USA, Usual wear for circa 1940- 
50 both tops have imperfections. Each nightstand features a pull-down top 
storage with two additional pull-out drawers below. {local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party packing and shipping}

219

2 Petite Black and Chrome Retro Vintage Desk Lamps - Viscount Model LP-50 with 
sideways cylinder base, chrome rod neck and black globe shade and petite gooseneck 
with black disc base, black and cr,home bell shade - see photos for details - in house 
shipping available

220

6 Silver Half Dollars - 1893 Columbian Expo, 1925 Patriot, 1963 Franklin, 2 1964 & 
1966 Kennedy - 1893 Columbian expo with slight wear to highest points of profile and 
minor loss to sail accents on reverse (AU?), 1925 Lexington-Concord Sesquicentennial 
1925 Patriot Minuteman/ Old belfry showing noticeable wear, 1963 Franklin AU/UNC, 
and 1964 Kennedy AU/ UNC and UNC/MS and UNC/MS 1966 40% silver - grading is 
opinion see photos for detials - in house shipping available

221

Mid Century Four Lght Floor Lamp and Iron Wire/ Rod Magazine Rack - 4 upward 
facing black globe shades on iron tripod form base with great retro vintage open 
metal rod magazine rack- local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping

222

Pr of Imperial Grand Rapids MCM Retro Mahogany Finish End Table - 21.5" tall, 22:"
deep, label reads "All Exposed Structural Parts And Plywood Faces Guaranteed 
Genuine Mahogany" on label - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing 
and shipping

223 NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo 1969-S Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollar - Brilliant cameo 
surface, great eye appeal - in house shipping available

224
MCM Retrto Vintage Lucite Base Table Lamp - open square lucite lamp base with 
swivel disc circle center on chrome foot, mid century modern classic design - 28" tall 
(pitting on chrome from age){in house shipping available with large box costs}
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225
Mid Century End Table - bottom drawer and brass covered legs - some wear on the 
top - 26" tall x 15" deep x 22" wide (local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping)

226
3 Pair of 14k Gold Pierced Earrings - pair of flower with white gold and diamond chip 
centers, 15mm diameter flower, & dangle with pearl decoration (2.5 dwt. all 3 pair) 
{in house shipping available}

227
Pedersen & Hansen VIBY J Denmark Teak Danish Modern Wall Mirror - Used great 
condition 44 5/8" X 18 1/2".   {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping}

228 Peavey Electric Bass Guitar - 20 fret, 4 string, black body, spruce neck, rosewood fret 
board, overall length -46", {in house shipping available}

229

Leif Ericson 2000 Millennium Commemorative Coins in Original Presentation Box - US 
& Iceland - Both are 90% silver, to commemorate the 1000 anniversary of Leif Ericson 
discovering the New World, US $1 coin total mintage of 500,000 and Iceland 1000 
Kronur mintage of 150,000 each mint proof coins in individual plastic cases within 
display case, with COA and original lined box - in house shipping available

230 Authentic Vintage Louis Vuitton Keepall 55 with COA - monogrammed canvas (in great 
condition, locked but no key) {in house shipping available}

231 Mid Century Modern Brushed Chrome And 1/2" Glass Coffee Table - 28" X 52" X 15 1
/4 tall. {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

232 2 NGC MS 68 PL (PROOF LIKE) 2000-D Millennium Set $1 Sacagawea Dollar - in house 
shipping available

233

2 Kosta Boda Open Minds Small Vases by Ulrica Hydman-Vallien (1938-2018) & J 
Sahlin Small Leaf Tray - Scandinavian Retro face designs on curvy body (4" mottled 
swirl pink with snake scarf accent and 3 3/4" mottled yellow with cat whiskers 
accents, signed  "Kosta Boda Artist's Coll. Ulrica HV 48747") and 5 1/4" green leaf tray 
signed "Kosta Boda Artists Coll  J Sahlin 79262" (Made in Sweden - in house shipping 
available)

234 2 Royal Doulton Ladies with Flower Baskets - Daffy Down Dilly Hn 1412 and Lady 
Charmian Hn 1948 - (in great condition) in house shipping available

235 3 US Silver Peace Dollars with Nice Luster - 1922, 1924, and 1925 - see photos for 
condition details - in house shipping available

236 Royal Copenhagen 4" x 5 3/4" Lion Cub Figurine #2596, Designed By Knud Kyhn - 
playful lion cub on back chewing on his foot, in house shipping available

237 9" Royal Copenhagen Woman Knitting Porcelain Figurine #1317 designed by Lotte 
Benter - in house shipping available

238 30" Native American Concha Belt - 13 - 1 1/4" X 7/8" conchas, with oval spacers. {in 
house shipping available}

239
Lalique Frosted Smyrne Swirls Crystal Smoke/ Votive Set - originally designed as a 2" x 
4" ash tray and 2 3/4" x 2 1/2 Cigarette/ lighter holder, they make superbe votive 
candle holders, both script signed Lalique on base - in house shipping available

240
Royal Copenhagen 4 1/23" x 10" White Stoat Porcelain Figurine #4572 - beautifully 
designed stoat/weasel figurine in white winter coat with blue eyes and pink nose {in 
house shipping available}
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241 3 Morgan Silver Dollars - Rare 1904, scarce 1896-O and 1883-S - see photos for 
condition details - in house shipping available

242 12 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. tiger eye, marcasite, crystal, onyx, & more - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

243
14 3/4" Scandinavian Retro Vintage Kosta Boda Kjell Engman Safari Leopard Design 
Vase 49358 - signed "Kosta Boda Art Coll. K Engman 49358" made in Sweden - in 
house shipping available

244 4 US Silver Peace Dollars- 1922, 1922-D and 1922-S Plus 1923-S - See photos for 
details - in house shipping available

245

Kosta Boda Scandinavian Retro Ulrica Hydman-Vallien (1938-2018) Caramba Series 
Vase & Petite Bowl - 6 3/4" Opalesque mottled swirl glass body with black hand 
painted and scrafitto accent squid like forms on large vase #48733 and face looking 
upwards design on 2" little bowl, both marked Kosta Boda Artists Coll. Ulrica HV 
(made in Sweden)- in house shipping available

246

2 Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Figurines - Vixen Fox and Cubs #1788 and Barking Fox 
#1475 - 4" x 6" mother fox with 4 kits curled up with her designed by P Herold and 5 3
/4"  Barking Fox with head raise upwards designed by W Nielsen - in house shipping 
available

247 Elegant Coral Set in 14k Gold Dangle Earrings - 1" long (1.7 dwt. incl. coral) {in house 
shipping available}

248

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Animal Sculptures - intricately 
carved 2.5" tall skull with rattlesnake & 5" long rattlesnake on branch. See photos for 
close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these 
wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

249

Two Fossil PR5196 Sport Collection Stainless Steel Brushed Silvertone Dial 100M Mens 
Watches - Sports Club Of Tampa Bay Fossil Watch, with tin and books. The Fossil 
PR5196 Sport Collection watches features a precise Quartz Movement encased in a 
round, 40mm (1.57") brushed solid silvertone stainless steel case and screwdown 
caseback. A scratch-resistant, hardened mineral crystal protects the brushed 
silvertone dial which boasts luminous silvertone arrow hands & hour makers and a 
quick-set date display window located at the 3:00 position. In addition, this Fossil 
features a stainless steel crown 3:00 and a brushed solid silvertone stainless steel 
unidirectional rotating bezel with etched black chapter markers. Rating water 
resistant to 100 Meters (330 Feet - 10 ATM) {in house shipping available}

250 Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - ring, bracelet, pendant, and brooches {in house 
shipping available}

251

2 Indonesian Deer Antler Animal Carvings Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately 
carved 6" long rattlesnake on log & 4" lizer on branch. See photos for close up details 
of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of 
a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

252

3 Fossil PR-5099, PR-5267 & PR-2136 Promo Watches With Tins - all 3 promo for 
"Outback Bowl Tampa Bay" 1- PR-2136 all stainless steel mens watch,1- PR-5099 all 
stainless steel ladies watch,1-  PR-5267 all stainless steel ladies watch, all 3 one 
money. {in house shipping available}
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253 4 PCGS and 2 NGC MS65 1967 Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars - 6 total - in house 
shipping available

254

4 Murano/ Venetian Design Flugelglas 8" Ruby Stain Goblets - Narrow swirl fluted 
hourglass form bowl with rigaree edge base line upon complimentary form disc all 
with bold cranberry ruby stain, finely reeded twist lyre form clear stem with 
rigaree and cornflower connector, ruby flash foot and gold accents - very thin, 
delicate glass, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

255

Royal Copenhagen Boy Carving Stick 905 and Bing & Grøndhal Children Reading 1567 
Porcelain Figurines - Made in Denmark - 7 1/4" boy carving at the end of his stick 
fishing pole sitting on a rock and 4" young boy and girl sitting with open book - in 
house shipping available

256 Italian Tri-Color 14k Gold Hoop Earrings - 5mm wide x 12mm diameter (1.2 dwt.) {in 
house shipping available}

257
Lot Of 5 Sterling Silver Baby Tableware & Souvenir Spoons - 2 baby forks, feeding 
spoon, and Rochester Fair spoon, City Hall Worcester Mass spoon, {in house shipping 
available}

258 Genuine Hermes Pleated Carre Plisse Scarf in Orig. Box w/ Tag - violet crinkle with 
horse decoration (never worn) {in house shipping available}

259 3 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1889, 1889-O and 1882-S - see photos for condition details - 
in house shipping available

260

3 Isle of Man Fine Silver Bullion, UK Silver and Commemorative and other Foreign 
Coins - 3 Isle of Man legal tender 999 silver 1 troy oz 1 Crown bullion Cat coin proof - 
1988, 1990 and 2001 -1964 BU Bermuda crown (BU, .500 silver), 1942 George VI 
Great Britain Half Crown (AU/UNC .500 Silver),Commemorative UK 5 pound 
commemorative proof coins in display booklets (2000 Centenary Crown (the Queen 
Mother), 2002 Golden Jubilee QE2 and 2003 Concorde Alderney BU and other foreign 
coins - in house shipping available

261

Matched Pair of George III 18thC London Assay 1789 Date Mark Sterling Silver 
Embossed Berry Spoons - great design of heavily embossed fruit on the bowls of 
serving spoons, Aesthetic geometric chased pattern on handle - clear assay marks, 
possibly 1809 but believe the "o" to be of the 1789 lower case date type, great detail - 
in house shipping available

262

Four 10k Heart Rings - incl. yellow and white gold heart with diamond chip center, 
white & yellow gold double band, synthetic heart sapphire with cubic zirconia on each 
side, & cubic zirconia heart - all size: 7 (3.0 dwt. all 3 rings incl. stones) {in house 
shipping available}

263

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. link chain, unicorn, shell, & stone pendants necklaces, 
deer pin, rings, filagree maltese cross pin, 12k gold filled pin & black onyx bracelet, & 
more - we do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

264 1980 Unc Mint Sets and 3 1964 Silver Unc Mint and Date Sets - 1964 are post mint set 
holders, seem to be proof or near, see photos for detials - iin house shipping available
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265

3 Rare Key Date Silver Coins - 1932-D & 1932-S Quarters, 1917-D Obverse Walking 
Liberty Half Dollar - Washington quarters 1932-S (408,000 orig mintage) VF/XF and 
1932-D (436,800 mintage) G and Walking Liberty half dollar 1917-D Obverse (765,400 
mintage) G - Grade is educated opinion, see photos for details - in house shipping 
available

266
Whitman Lincoln Cents 9405 Album 9405 COMPLETE except for 1909-S VDB &1922-D 
(Error) No Mint Mark - Front and Back View Album for full coin visibility - in house 
shipping available

267 50 Misc Date Carded Mercury Dimes - see photos for dates and details,  in house 
shipping available

268
12 Vintage Sterling Silver Rings - incl. Navajo Running Bear with wolf, turquoise, 
mother of pearl, black onyx, natural stone, & more - ring holder included {in house 
shipping available}

269

Lot Of 11 Mens & Ladies Wrist Watches - 1- Ford Motor Company Centennial Watch & 
Key Chain with display and outer box. 1- Bulova leather and gold, 1- Fossil Blue 
AM3346, 1-Klaus-Kobec Karisma Swiss, 1- Fossil Blue AM3187, 1-Citizen 1020-S54562, 
Seiko Divers 7N36-6A49 with 2 extra wrist bands, 1-Armitron Automatic 20
/4406TSV skeleton, needs band pin, 1- Kareena ladies. and 5 compartment 
Leatherette watch box with glass top {in house shipping available}

270 Sterling Silver Ring Lot - incl. bling, celtic knot, & more - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

271 Vintage 18k Gold Filagree Ring - size: 5.5 (2.1 dwt.) unmarked but guaranteed to be 
18k {in house shipping available}

272 6 MS 67 PL NGC 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - in house shipping 
available

273

4 Carved Tagua Nut by Indonesian Master Carver - intricately carved 1.5" - 1.75" long 
gecko, spiny lizard, tree frog, & rattlesnake. See photos for close up details of carving 
and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art 
carvings {in house shipping available}

274 3 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1880, 1883 and 1890 - see photos for condition details - in 
house shipping available

275 5 Rolls of BU UNC Quality Kennedy Half Dollars - - 2003-P, 1982-D, 2005-D, 1988-D, 
1973-D - in house shipping available

276

3 Seiko Disney mens & Ladies Wrist Watches - 1- Ladies 2294/5000 "The Nifty 
Nineties" gold and leather wrist watch new in box with papers.1- Mens 4372
/5000  "The Nifty Nineties" gold and leather wrist watch new in box with papers. 1- 
Mens 2027/5000 "Symphony Hour"  gold and leather wrist watch new in box with 
papers. all 3 one money. {in house shipping available}

277 4 US Silver Peace Dollars -1934-D, 1925, 1922 and 1922-D - some deep scratches on 
back of 1934-D - see photos for details  - in house shipping available
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278

Kosta Boda Ulrica Hydman Vallien (1938-2018) Open Minds Series Vintage Design 
Compote & Wine Glass - Stunning Scandinavian Retro Kosta Boda compote by Ulrica 
Hydman Vallien (Titled Open Minds - Signed and numbered #59830. measures 7.5" 
tall and 7.5" across the top. Perfect condition with no chips or cracks,  clear bubble 
accent glass with Retro Face design), and 7" mottled minty green opal wine glass 
signed "Kosta Boda Artist's Coll. Ulrica H V 98822", Made in Sweden - in house 
shipping available

279

3 Steuben Crystal Hand Cooler Animal Figures/ Paperweights - Ram, From and Owl - 
2" x 2 1/2" Ram looking backwards, 2 1/4" x 2" Owl with head cocked to the side and 
1 1/2" x 2 1/2" Frog - all with Steuben script engraved signatures, charming characters 
made to be held - in house shipping available

280

Tray of Antique US Silver, Copper and Other Coins 1803-1907 Including Some Worn, 
Altered and Punched - 1940 Washington, worn date Standing Liberty and flattened 
1902 Barber quarters, 1853 silver trime, 6 punched altered and worn seated liberty 
dimes, 3 1864 Two cent pieces, 1866 3 cent nickel, 2 as is shield and 1 worn 1897 V 
nickels, 1838 and 1848 large cents with nice details, 1857 Flying Eagle and 10 Indian 
Head small cents (two 1861, 1862, 1864, 1882, 1890, 1891, 1899, 1906 and 1907), 9 
punched filled or highly worn Indian Head cents, heavily worn 1803 and no date with 
punch Draped Bust large cents, 1945 and 1920 wheat cents - in house shipping 
available

281

2 Indonesian Deer Antler Animal Carvings Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately 
carved 6" long iguana on branch & 5.5" swimming crocodiles. See photos for close up 
details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful 
one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

282 2 Pair Women's Designer Sunglasses - incl. brown Tura with metal temples & gun 
metal Dara by Lulu Guinness - both pair like new {in house shipping available}

283 4 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1879, 1883, 1890-O and 1899-O - see photos for condition 
details - in house shipping available

284 8" Rosenthal1930s Dancing Poodle Dog Porcelain Figurine - in house shipping available

285

2 Indonesian Deer Antler Carvings Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately carved 6" 
tall skulls with rattlesnake & 5" gecko on tree both mounted on wood bases. See 
photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that 
carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

286

2 Morgan & 1 Peace US Silver Dollars, 1983 Osterreich Republik 500 Shilling & More - 
1884-O and 1921 Morgan, 922-S Peace silver dollars, 1883-1983 Weiner Rathhaus 100 
Jahre Osterreich Republik 500 Shilling commemorative and copy of ancient greek 
bronze coin, see photos for details - in house shipping available

287
4 Royal Doulton Little Girl Figurines - Monica, Tinkle Bell, Babie and Mary Had a Little 
Lamb - Monica HN 1467, Tinkle Bell HN 1677, Mary Had a Little Lamb HN 2048, and 
Babie HN 1679 (in great condition) in house shipping available

288
Tiger Eye & 14k Gold Beaded Necklace on 14k Gold Chain - 7mm tiger eye & 3mm 14k 
gold beads on 21" long 14k gold chain signed KIRI - display not included {in house 
shipping available}

289 4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1922, 1922-D, 1922-S and 1923-S - See photos for details - 
in house shipping available
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290 2 Pair of Women's Designer Sunglasses - incl. black Ted Baker Karenza & brown Tura 
with metal temples - both pair like new {in house shipping available}

291

3 Indonesian Deer Antler Minature Carving Balinese Artwork Sculptures - intricately 
carved 1.5" - 2" long alligator & snake head plus tree frog all mounted on wood bases. 
See photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the tribe that 
carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings {in house shipping available}

292

4 US Silver Peace Dollars - 1922, 1922-D, 1922-S and 1923-S - 
see photos for condition details - in house shipping available

 

293

Royal Doulton Miss Demure HN 1402 and Her Ladyship HN 1977 Elegant Lady 
Figurines - Mis Demure stands under fringed parasol, Rd mark and Her Ladyship 
wrapped in ornately decorated shawl Rd mark HN 1977 (in great condition) in house 
shipping available

294

Case Lot of Vintage Costume Jewelry - Many Signed Pcs. - incl. great vintage 4 pcs. 
rhinestone suite, Weiss, Krementz, Sarah Cov., Trifari, West Germany 2 pc. suite, 
Goldette 2 pc. suite, celluloid souvenir pin, etc. - we do our best to ensure there are 
no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

295

1900 Type Set of 6 Coins from Philadelphia Mint plus 1884-O &1896-O Morgan Silver 
Dollars - Type set are all 1900 plain mint coins with  AU Morgan dollar, well worn 
Barber half, quarter and dime, V nickel and Indian Head cent, 1884-O and 1896-O VF
/XF Morgan silver dollars - grade is opinion, see photos for details - in house shipping 
available

296

Mad's Greatest Artists The Completely Mad Don Martin Vol. One & Two Hardcover 
Books in Slip Cover - 2007 by E. C. Publications - vol. one 1956-1974 & vol. two 1974-
1988  (some minor damage to cloth covering on slip cover, see photos) {in house 
shipping available}

297
2 Antique Towle's Log Cabin Tin Syrups with Paper Labels - 1909-1918 miniature 
salesman sample (not much label left) - 2" long x 2.25" tall x 1.25" wide & 4" long x 
2.75" wide x 4.5" tall (label as is)  {in house shipping available}

298
2 Canada 1858 Large Cents - VF 30 and G/VG - See Photos for Condition and Details, 
1,540 original Mintage, first coinage of The Province of Canada - in house shipping 
available

299 German WWI Trench Art Tankard - inscribed F.K.W. 2, Sept. 1915 - 6.5" tall {in house 
shipping available}

300

Binder of 100+ Orig. 1930's - 40's Fashion Model Hand Colored Sketches & Prints - 
incl. most from designers and design houses of the time by Jeanne Paquin, 
Mainbocher, Lucile Pray, Marcel Rochas, Alix Barton, Madeleine Vionnet, & more plus 
5 Edyth Sparag Studios & 6 International Studios  - These were sent out by fashion 
designers to salons around the world to create for their cliental as supplies and 
factories were limited during WWII. This binder is from a local estate. (all in good 
condition for age) {in house shipping available}

301 1998 and 2000 American Silver Eagle 1 oz Fine Silver One Dollar Bullion Coins - both in 
protective cases, slight toning - in house shipping available
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302
Islamic Panther Head Bone Handle Kris Dagger/Knife with Velvet Lined Sheath - 
intricate engraving on Damascus steel sheath, blade, & guard - has water pattern on 
both sides 14" long {in house shipping available}

303

Norma Flanagan Painter, Jewler & Sculptor "Modernist Carved Stone Fish Statue" - 
This signed sculpture by artist Norma Flanagan is a rare example; she concentrated 
largely on encaustic painting and occasionally jewelry design. She has been a long 
time artist in residence at the Silvermine Guild in New Canaan Connecticut & 
Greenwich Village. Described in the New York Times as an artist who deserved serious 
attention, and praised for her works shown at The Hammond Museum. she used 
recycled wood for bases of her sculpture.  {local pick up only, very heavy}

304

3 "Two-Fer" 1868/ Rev 68 Shield Nickel Variety Coins - 1 Major DDO 8-O-IV F-107 
with multiple clear die cracks and cuds and reverse with 1 broken letter, 1 Major RPD 
with light scratch and reverse with 1 broken letter (AU Details),  and RPD AU/BU 
Luster with 1 broken letter reverse - from estate collection of highly regarded Shield 
and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his 
opinion, check photos for details, although some details are difficult to capture with 
my camera - in house shipping available

305

Tray of Miniature Indonesian Balinese Hand Carved Bone Animals & More - incl. 
whale, dolphin, hammerhead shark, alligators, bear, scorpion, deer, lizard, 
rattlesnake, flower, turtle, pot leaf, sun, moon, & more (some have drilled holes some 
do not) See photos for close up details of carving and of the collector living with the 
tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

306

Cast Iron Dog Doorstops, Ship bookends, Leaf Tray, Sad Iron, Spelter Elephant and 
Teddy Bank - 10" English bulldog, 8" flat style Irish Setter by Virginia Metal Crafters, 
14" leaf form tray, 6" solid iron sad iron, pr 4" Albany Fdry Co #174 Mayflower/ 
Schooner bookends, 5" single clipper ship bookend, 14a" black painted spelter 
elephant with trunk up (no tusks) and 2 1/2" bear bank marked Teddy local pick up 
only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

307

Vintage 1950s Quarter Kitty Savings Bank Folder With 20 Washington Silver Quarters 
plus 10 more - 1943, 2 -1944, 1946, 1952-D, 1954, 4 -1956, 1957, 1957-D. 1958-D, 
1960, 1960-D, 2 -1961, 3-1962-D, 1963-D, 6 1964, and 3 1964-D - in house shipping 
available

308 3 Vintage Steiff Animals w/ Tags - 10.5" falcon, 11" giraffe, & 10" "Renny" reindeer (all 
good condition with tags, reindeer has no ear tag) [in house shipping available]

309

1897-1901 Expertly Executed Artist's Sketch Book from Cruttenden Rochester NY Art 
School - Remarkable collection of outdoor sketches, model poses, meticulously 
designed miniature landscapes including gray scale sailboat mounted on the back of 
"The Cruttenden School 1900-1901 86 East Avenue Rochester New York" small 
gray bulletin cover or display card and 3 petite watercolor miniatures mounted into 
the book. 10" x 8" book with hundreds of drawings -Although no artist name has been 
identified, one page without subject reads Sophie Miller, most scenes and models 
identified with name or location and date of drawing and several studies refer to 
student's sketches "After Arthur B Davies" - over 100 pages of partial to full sketches, 
studies, notes and technical drawings, presumed to be student at Cruttenden school - 
in house shipping available
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310

5 Consecutive Year US Philadelphia Mint Silver Proof Sets 1960-1964 - all in original 
manilla envelopes, (1960 has corner tear to envelope and slit open top, 1961-1963 
envelopes are untorn, 1964envelope flat is torn) - all coins and packets complete - in 
house shipping available

311

11 English Bone China Cups and Saucers with Cream and Sugar and misc Hand Painted 
Plates - incl. RS Prussia cream & sugar, 6 hand painted violet floral 9 3/4" plates with 
gold decoration, 11 English cups & saucers, & hand painted dessert tray {in house 
shipping availalbe}

312

2 Marvel Limited Ed. Hammers on Stands - Thor & Stormbreaker - 2007 Mjolnir: 
Thor #771/1000 in very good condition & Stormbreaker: Beta Ray Bill's Hammer #899
/1000 (pitting in brass plating and missing some laminate cover of wood holder {in 
house shipping available}

313

Lady Liberty Centennial Silver Dollar Collection -1878-S Morgan, 1923-D Peace and 
1986-S Liberty - COA  states1896 Statue of Liberty silver dollar is proof condition, 
Morgan and Peace are guaranteed to be in Extremely Fine Condition - some toning to 
all thee fronts, reverse are all bright luster (see photos for details) - in house shipping 
available

314

Service for 12 of Easterling Sterling Silver American Classic Flatware - 12 each of soup 
and teaspoons, dinner knives, & 13 dinner & 11 salad forks plus 7 serving pcs. that 
incl. butter knife, 4 serving spoons, ladle & meat fork (86 troy oz. accounting for 
dinner knives{in house shipping available}

315 Absolute DC's The New Frontier Hardcover Book with Slip Cover - 2006 by writer / 
illustrator Darwyn Cooke's issue #1-6 (great condition) {in house shipping available}

316

Fossil Dean Chronograph Beige Dial Men's Watch FS5163. - Stainless steel case with a 
stainless steel bracelet. Fixed stainless steel bezel. Beige dial with luminous black 
hands and index and Arabic numeral hour markers. Minute markers around the outer 
rim. Dial Type: Analog. Luminescent hands and markers. Date display at the 3 o'clock 
position. Chronograph - three sub-dials displaying: 60 seconds, 60 minute, and 24 
hours. Quartz movement. Scratch resistant mineral crystal. Screw down crown. Solid 
case back. Case size: 45 mm. Case thickness: 12 mm. Round case shape. Band width: 
22 mm. Deployment with push button release clasp. Water resistant at 100 meters / 
330 feet. Functions: chronograph, date, hour, minute, second. With tin and books. {in 
house shipping available}

317 2 Glass Perfume Factices - 9.5" Eternity for Men & 6" Tresor Lancome Paris both 
Glass {in house shipping available}

318
4 Hardcover Comic Reprints & Illustrations incl. Frankenstein - 2014 Roy Thomas 
Presents - Frankenstein volume 6 & 7 & Planet Comics vol. 6 all with slip covers & 
sealed Mark Shultz Portfolio with slip cover  {in house shipping available}

319
4 Ethnic Bracelets - 3 Sterling Silver - incl. sterling silver multi-color jade with gold 
wash, Siam niello design, & Chinese story teller plus Mexican carved black onyx (not 
sterling) {in house shipping available}

320 3 - 1960's Deluxe Reading Barbie Doll Size Kitchen Pcs. - incl. stove, refrigerator, & 
dishwasher - 12" tall (see photos for condition) {in house shipping available}

321
Limited Ed. The Incredible Hulk Comic Book Cover Scene Replica - Mr. Master Replica 
#691/2500 with COA  - 20" tall x 14" deep x 12" wide {in house shipping available in 
extra large box, weighs 20lbs}
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322 6 MS67 PCGS 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - in house shipping available

323

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed 
Figure Sets - BF-47 Alard, Monch Von Basel on horseback, BF-53 Sir John of Hainault 
on horseback, BF-64 William Lord Greystock, BF-68 Archibald Douglas "The Grim", BF-
70 Marshal Lord Reginald Cobham Capturing Comte de Dammartin (marked World 
Art, not Alymer), and BF-56 King Jean's Spearmen (2 piece set) - in house shipping 
available

324

2005 Limited Ed. Marvel Diamond Select Statue - Fantastic Four vs. Moleman - depicts 
the first issue of The Fantastic Four - 8 total pieces that originally all sold separately - 
includes The Thing #459/3000, Human Torch #602/3000, Mr. Fantastic #372/3000, 
Mole Man #494/3000, Invisible Woman #758/3000 - all in great condition, 1 small 
chip on the back arm of the underground creature where it attaches, no boxes) {in 
house shipping available}

325 Lot Of Native American Sterling Silver & Red Coral Jewelry - ring, pendant, brooch
/pendant, pair of ear rings, and cuff watch bracelet. {in house shipping available}

326
4 Beaded Necklaces incl. Bone & Black Onyx - 8 strand beaded, halolite stone hand 
knotted with carved cat, hand knotted black onyx with panda pendant, & beaded 
bone - contents only {in house shipping available}

327
Tray of Vintage Animal Pins - incl. cats, owl, elephant, dolphins, butterfly, etc. - we do 
our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

328 5 Stone Silver Co. Pointed End Coffee Spoons Monogram "NE" - 2.605 ozt sterling {in 
house shipping available}

329
Limited Ed. The Mighty Thor Comic Book Cover Scene Replica - Mr. Master Replicas 
#478/2500 - 9.5" wide x 8" deep x 18" tall (minor scuff on ege of Thors cape) {in house 
shipping available in extra large box, weighs 9 lbs}

330
Approx. 125 1990's Comic Books Many Marvel - incl. X-Men, Wolverine, Ghost Rider, 
Daredevil, Mephisto, Nick Fury vs. S.H.I.E.L.D., The 'Nam, & more {in house shipping 
available}

331

5 Three Cent Nckel Die Variety Coins - 2 1866 "Candlestick" R, 1869/1869 RPD-001 FS-
302, 2 1875 MPD - 1866 AU with strong die clash, candlestick reverse (cud to top of 
first "I" looks like candle wax) and second with a little more wear, 1869/1869 
Repunched Date Mark, 2 1875 MPD-001 Misplaced Date "1 in Neck" showing end of 1 
serif poking out of front bottom edge of neck - from estate collection of highly 
regarded Shield and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry - grade and 
attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although some details are 
difficult to capture with my camera - in house shipping available

332
3 Jack Kirby Portfolios with Black and White Prints - incl. 2 limited ed. 24"x17" - #115
/500 and #226/500 with 6 plates in each signed by Rosalind Kirby, & 11 - 11"x8.5" {in 
house shipping available}

333 Antique Chinese Children's Binding Shoes in Shadow Box - 13"x16.5" {in house 
shipping available}
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334

7 1869/1869 RPD-001 FS-302 Three Cent Nickels - varied conditions, one with possible 
DDO - from estate collection of highly regarded Shield and Three Cent Nickel die 
variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for 
details, although some details are difficult to capture with my camera - in house 
shipping available

335

Breville Nespresso Coffee Maker -  brews five cup sizes at the touch of a button. The 
crema, a rich and generous hazelnut-coloured foam, is naturally formed of coffee and 
air during the brewing process using Centrifusion™, a patented extraction technology 
developed by Nespresso - working {in house shipping available}

336
100+ Comic Books - incl. DC 1st Issue Rima The Jungle Girl, Weird Love, Creeps, 
Afterlife Archie, Mister Miracle, Silver Surfer, Bug, Hulk, Nameless, Secret Wars, 
Popeye, Avengers, & many more {in house shipping available}

337 Tray Lot Of 72 Fasion Rings -  tray not included {in house shipping available}

338 Eight 1970's-90's Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey Circus Posters - 22"x14" (all 
unused new old stock) {in house shipping available}

339 Case Lot Of Hand Made Wood Cars & Sculpture - including push button candle stick 
phone. {in house shipping available}

340

Lot Of Sterling Silver & 12K Gold Filled Jewelry - 26 pcs of sterling silver rings, 
necklaces, pendants, and earrings total weight 4.765 ozt, 5 pcs of 12k gold filled rope 
necklace, tie clasp, brooch, & 2 fine chains with lockets total weight 1.725, {in house 
Shipping available}

341

950+ Pokemon cards with 25+ Holo and Reverse Holo, Lunch box, 2 Videos, etc - 950+ 
mixed Pokemon cards with 25+ Holo and Reverse Holo,  Art holo Dhelmise V 009/202, 
Pidgeot EX 64/108 , Pokemon lunch box, 2 videos, etc - see photos for details - in 
house shipping available

342

20+ Vintage Super Hero & More Posters Direct from Estate - incl. 1987 double sided 
Enemy Zero poster signed by Yasushi Nirasawa with inscription to Shawn Nagle & 
hand written letter to Shawn Nagle with sketch, Event comics Dynamic Forces uncut 
collector cards poster, The Dark Knight, Godzilla 1985 The Legend is Reborn, 1992 
Marvel Masters, 1984 D.C. New Gods, 1982 Omega Man, vintage Thor & Submariner, 
Michael Keaton Batman, Wolverine, 1987 Captain America, 1984 Fantastic Four, 1983 
DC, 1984 Masters of the Universe, 2009 full size Vampirella, & more (most in good 
condition with some minor signs of age but please see photos) {in house shipping 
available}

343

5 1867 Shield Nickel Special Die Variety Coins - No Rays Major RPD F-187 XF, 1867/1 
NR possible RPD and Die Break  XF, NR RPD AU, RPD Cud on top left XF, 1867/1867 
South RPD NR VF - from estate collection of highly regarded Shield and Three Cent 
Nickel die variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check 
photos for details, although some details are difficult to capture with my camera - in 
house shipping available
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344

Action Figure Lot incl. New Gods in Orig. Packaging, DC Shazam, Etc. - "Godzilla King 
Shidorah Toho Banai 3 headed Kaiju monster, 6 DC comic Shazam family, two 8" 1998 
Michael Allred Madman, (1 in orig. as is bubble pack), 6.5" flaming carrot (rub on 
foot), 3 Monogram Tim Burton 4" figures - Corpse Bride Emily & Maggot, Nightmare 
Before Christmas Jack Skeleton & Oogie Boogie (broken cigarette), 1996 Applause FCN 
Flying Tick, Gumby, 2005 Marvel Bandai 3" Daredevil, & more  {in house shipping 
available}

345 Lot Of Sheath Knives & Fantasy - {in house shipping available}

346

4 1868/ Rev 68 Die Variety Coins Including "Two-Fers" - 1868 FS-902 "Transitional"  XF 
with very noticeable die cracks to obverse on both sides with heavy cud fill at 7 
o'clock and other filled crack from 3 - 4 o'clock,major breaks to  C & S in Cents with D 
&S in United States present but slightly weak and doubling to A; 1868 Transition to 3 
Broken Letters (C&S full break, weak top line to D & S in United States), 1868 Two Fer 
FS-904 4 Broken Letters, RPD VF with full breaks to C&S in Cents D & S in Untied 
States, 1868 Two-Fer DDO F-108 AU+ with noticeable doubling south, die break from 
end of right leaf garland, broken C in Cents with beginnings of loss to the S - from 
estate collection of highly regarded Shield and Three Cent Nickel die variety collector 
Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details, although 
some details are difficult to capture with my camera 

347

Collection of 1980's-90's Signed Prints by Fantasy Artist Jill Bauman - 9 prints - 2 
framed 106/500 & 107/500 21.5"x17.5", Three 20"x16" matted "The Wimper of 
Whipped Dogs" 102/500, "Shattered Like a Glass Goblin" #103/500, & "On the 
Downhill Side" # 103/500 all from Deathbird Stories, Three 14"x11" matted "Dark 
Delicacies" #101/200, "Haeckler's Tale" #106/200, & "Leon on the Loose" from 
Floating Dragon #112/325, & 9"x6" with handwritten thank you note - all with orig. 
hand signature {in house shipping available but will be very large box because of glass 
on framed pcs.}

348 700+ Vintage Travel Postcards - mostly travel from Alaska, Alabama, Arizona, 
Arkansas, California, & More {in house shipping available}

349
Tiffant & Co. Folding Pocket Picture Frame With Box And Pouch - engraved "D" on 
front cover, hinged double frame marked Tiffany & Co. 925 Sterling 1.3 dwt.. {in 
house Shipping available}

350
2 Antique Table Top Desks And Pair of Truned Wooden Candlesticks - 1 small dome 
top walnut letter box with wreath and fan inlay. With key. 1 oak lift front desk with 
bottom drawer with pen compartment, inkwell, with key. [In house shipping available]
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351

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager 
Hyman, Portfolio of unframed original art, box of sketch books and artist books she 
was inspired by. {not everything has been photographed}   Phillis was a sophisticated 
outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish 
immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social 
realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern 
art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and 
struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from 
which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was 
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, 
brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben 
Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma 
that was her mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and 
number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer slyly 
from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling 
necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional 
materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to 
her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of humor and a steely 
gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, 
and freedom versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings 
and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was registered with 
NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research 
Foundation. {in house shipping available}

352 Ruby and Diamond Gold Ring - prong set oval 0.40 ruby surrounded by 10 round 
diamonds - size: 5.5 (1.3 dwt. incl. stones) {in house shipping available}

353
Vintage 1960's Barkcloth Curtain Panels - 4 panels 39.5"tall x 49" wide & single 
pleated - 78" tall x 86" wide at pleated top, 200" across bottom (one side is faded with 
tear on seam and one pleat unsewn) {in house shipping available}

354

13 Dansco and other Unused Coin Albums for a Wide Variety of Coins - Unopened 
Dansco in original factory seal (Eisenhower Dollars including proof-only issues 8176, 
Washington Quarters 7140, Buffalo Nickels 7112, Jefferson Nickels 7113, and Lincoln 
Cents 7100) plus unsealed Liberty Head Half Dollars 1892-1915 7150, Liberty Dimes 
7121 and Two Cent Pieces 1864-1872 and Nickel Three Cent Pieces1865-1889 6108, 
Intercept Shield factory sealed Roosevelt Dimes Including Proof Only Issues 1946-
2002 A-0060 in external binder, Whitman Two Cent/ Nickel Three Cent 1864-1889 
9024 and Shield Type Nickel collection 1866 to 1883 9006 (both vintage appear 
unused with some toning, 9024 book with some pencil notes)HE Harris Mercury Dime 
1916-1945 2683 and Roosevelt Dime starting 1965 2685 (last printed date 20000), 
and CWS Slip E-Z Canada Cents - in house shipping available

355
14K Yellow Gold With Cornflower Sapphires & Six 7mm Pearls - 30 - 1/32 ct. 
cornflower sapphires, six 7mm pearls, total  weight 7.9 dwt, {in house shipping 
available}

356 6 pair Salvatore Ferragamo Shoes - all size: 5 (in seldom worn or never worn 
condition, box may not necessarily match shoe style) {in house shipping available}
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357

Illustrator Barry Windsor-Smith Art Prints - 24"x18" color Warrior of Lemuria, limited 
ed. 17.5"x29.25" matted orig. signed 55/1000, 1974 black and white orig. signed 709
/1000 (some discoloration), 1975 Gorblimey Press Shelf Stuff black and white 
portfolio {in house shipping available but will be large box because of glass in frames}

358
Timeless Vintage Italian Cazzola 18k Gold Dangle Earrings - 2.5" long multi-strand 
chain with 6mm pearls, hearts & clovers (9.8 dwt. incl. pearls) {in house shipping 
available}

359 75 Plus Pocket Knives - {in house shipping available}

360

2 Albums of Vintage Postcards, Trade Cards, etc - 16 Chromolitho trade cards, Silk 
Stehengraph 1800s CDV cabinet photos, 200+ postcards incl souvenir travel, leather, 
collage,1909 Tucks and other St Petersburg, New York World's Fair, and lots more - in 
house shipping available without the album covers

361

Lot Of Sterling Silver and 14K Jewelry & Baby Items - Sterling Baby brush & comb, 2 
youth 14k yellow gold bracelets 1- 5" and 1- 3 1/4", hand made silver leaf brooch, pair 
of pearl and sterling stud ear rings, sterling 16" figaro chain, 14K Yellow Gold ear cuff, 
and sterling silver & pink stone bracelet ring combo. 14K weight 1.5 dwt {in house 
shipping available}

362

Unusual Color Iron-On Transfer of Vintage Fashion Prints from Haute Couture 
Dressmaker Shop - approx. 80 - These were made from hand colored fashion prints by 
Edyth Sparag Studios, Internation Studios, etc. images are approx 8" tall {in house 
shipping available}

363

20+ Vintage Fantasy & Horror Posters - incl. 1987 Aliens life size, Gigers Alien, & 1984 
H.R. Gigers Alien, reprint of 1931 life size Frankenstein, 1973 Creepy magazine Uncle 
Creepy & Cousin Eerie, 7 Frank Frazetta, 1984 Prince Purple Rain, & more (most in 
good condition with some minor signs of age but please see photos) {in house 
shipping available}

364

Tray Lot Of Costume Jewelry - Heidi Daus red bead and muti color rhinestone 
necklace, 2 32" hand knotted jade bead necklaces, moonstone glass bead rosary, 
large metal and wood crucifix, rhinestone flex bracelet, rhinestone necklace and 
bracelet, carved MOP  clip ear rings and pin. small victorian bar pin. all one 
money.  {in house shipping available}

365

14 Pcs Fine Decorative Porcelain Bowls, Pitchers, Figurines and More - Wedgwood 
green Jasperware 5" x 8" footed bowl and 3 1/2" x 5" round box, Royal Worcester flat 
back 9" pitcher with gold decorated florals, 7" floral decorated 2 handled vessel of 
similar design, 2 Carl Thieme Dresden flower decorated bowls with seated puttis and 
flowers (some chips on flowers), 4  blue and white chinoiserie 8" plates with 
embossed Rd on on base, Villeroy and Boch trinket bo, mini blue and white delft 
Holland scene pitcher, and 3 1/4" porcelain flower figurine- local pick up only

366

Tray Lot of Chinese and Related Decorative Collectibles - 8" antique Famile Rose 
covered ginger jar (drilled for lamp base), 7" x 6" novelty desk box made from 
fragment of antique porcelain vase, 1 1/2", 3" and 3 1/2" brass cylinder boxes with 
blue and white porcelain inset lids, 6" onyx vanity tray, mudman fisherman, 7 1/2 
meta clad porcelain shallow bowl, 5 1/2" porcelain butterfly bowl in presentation box 
and 3 1/23" x 11" x 15" storage box with dragon embroidery lid - in house shipping 
available, large box size pricing
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367
12 Women's Sterling Silver Rings - incl. Judith Ripka rose quartz, large modern design 
by SETA, marcasite, semi-precious stones, & more - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

368

9 Pcs Imari and Chinese Polychrome China - 12 1/2" 1800s center bowl with 
plychrome floral oue\ter design and internal band (small rim ship), Imari 15" platter 
and 4 8 1/2" cupped plates, 7 1/2" and 5 1/2" shallow bowls and 6" x 5" Famile Rose 2 
stack canister set

369

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed 
Figure Sets - BF-79 Jean de Bouflers on horseback (base separated), BF-82 Sir Walter 
Pavely on horseback, BF-84 Guichard de Beaujeu,"BF-85 Sir Williams Trussell de Fitz 
(all 4 with removeable helmets), BF-22 Thomas Hatfield - Bishop of Durham, and BF-
94 English Archers 2 piece set) - in house shipping availablev

370
Vintage Tiffany & Co. 14k Gold Clip On Earrings - 3/4" diameter ribbed dome design - 
marked S14kS (Simon Sobie & Co.) and Tiffany & Co., and patent #156952 (6.4 dwt. 
both) {in house shipping available}

371
Waterford Cut Crystal - 2 pair of Millennium series toasting flutes ( Love and 
Compilation), large and small picture frame, eagle paperweight, 3 1/4" rose bowl, - 
check photos for details, in house shipping available with extra shipping charges

372

Fine Porceialns including Nippon, Royal Albert, Shelley and More - Royal Albert Old 
Country Roses deviled egg plate and basket, Shelly cup and saucer, Nippon tea pot 
and 4 cups and saucers and Coopercraft made in England dog figurine - in house 
shipping available

373 Vintage Italian 14k Gold Infinity Symbol Necklace - 16" long (1.6 dwt.) {in house 
shipping available}

374 Antique French Wood Cased 6 Song Music Box with Inlaid Top - Pin line inlay with bird 
center accent, plays with glass inside lid cover, base has Ste Croix stamp

375

3 Free Form Art Glass Vases and Boquet of 8 Glass Flowers - 14" vase with blue 
interior and milkyi slate mottled crackle finishn free form swung rim and 8 flowers 
from 14" tp 20" in blues, whites and amethyst plus 2 9" retro vintage MCM design 
melon ribbed custard glass pedestal vases - in houe shipping available

376

Collection of Gold Estate Fraternity, Employment Recognition, & Other Gold Jewelry - 
vintage 14k white gold diamond chip pendant on 14k gold chain, 2 ARCO 14k gold & 
diamond tie tacks (just the actual tab is gold attached to gold filled tie tacks) 10k 
Atlantic pin, 14k National Congress of Parents and Teachers pin engraved on back, 10k 
gold vintage Delta Sigma Pi with seed pearl, & fresh water pearl with 14k gold clasp - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

377

3 Pcs Scandinavian Art Crystal - Kosta Decanter, Orrefors Console Bowl and Clock - 10" 
eight panel Kosta decanter, 3 1/4" x 7 1/4" Zodiac bowl  by Erika Lagerbielke signed 
Orrefors EL 4729 31 (1992-2007), and 3 1/2" 5 panel petal cut novelty clock - in house 
shipping available

378

1978 The National Cartoonist Society Presents The Portfolio of Fine Collection with 
Limited Edition Prints 1232/1500 incl. Jack Kirby - 14 black and white prints incl. 
original signatures on DC Comics Batman Jerry Robinson, Will Eisner, Johnny Hart, 
Barry Windsor-Smith, Wallace Wood, Harvey Kurtzman, Milton Caniff, Al Williamson 
Russell Myers, Jim Steranko, Jeffery Jones, Jack Kirby, John Severin (some have stains 
on the edges, please see photos) {in house shipping available}
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379 Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - rings, necklaces & pendants, bracelets, and ear rings. 
{in house shipping available}

380 10 1/4" Mottled Yellow Opalesque Annie Glass Art Vase with Pulled Apex, Signed and 
Dated 1995 - in house shipping available

381 Waterford Cut Crystal Pitcher, Compote, 3 Marmalades and 2 Salts - 7 Pcs fine cut 
crystal - in house shipping available

382 Tray Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - Rings, brooches, pendants and chains and 
bracelets. {in house shipping available}

383 4 Marvel Canvas Comic Book Cover 11"x14" Art Prints - Iron Man, Captain America, 
Thor, & Spider-Man {in house shipping available}

384

7 Small Royal Copenhagen Figurines, Trays and Plates - Kitten, playful puppies, Fish 
Pin Tray & More - Pointer puppy dogs playing, Tabby cat playing with tail #(1875) 727, 
Fatail Goldfish tray $931, 2 square trinket trays with rounded corners (3366 
Ringkobing Kirke and 3477 Frederiksborg Slot)1971 and 1973 Mors Dag (Mother's 
Day) plates

385 14k Gold Chain Necklace - 16.5" long matches bracelet in lot #388 (14.2 dwt.) {in 
house shipping available}

386
2001 Signed Bob Burden Limited Ed. Flaming Carrot Statue with Orig. Box - 
champagne edition #89/100 - 11.5" tall (statue is in great condition, box has stains 
and styrofoam is damaged) {in house shipping available}

387

Cut Pressed & Art Crystal Vases, Bowls, Marmalades, Pitcher, Coasters, Salts with 
Sterling Spoons h p - Czech sea life vase inspired by R Lalique, wheel cut cylinder 
pitcher, vase, butter dish, covered candy, mustard, 5 coasters , 4 salts with 3 sterling 
and 3 glass salt spoons and MOP handle pickle fork  - local pick up only

388 14k Gold Chain Link Bracelet - 7.25" long - matches necklace in lot #385 (7.6 dwt.) {in 
house shipping available}

389 1999 Marvel Limited Ed. Bowen Designs The Original Ironman Gold Version - #677
/2000 - 10" tall (some discoloration in gold finish) {in house shipping available}

390

Collection of Movie Posters, Comic Illustration, & Large Comic Books - incl. 2 Boom 
Studios 17" Pen & Ink Hit 1950's noir comic books (vol. 1& 2), 4 Richard Stark Parker 
Darwyn Cooke - 3 2009 IDW Published 10.5"x5.5" prints & 11"x14", plus a set of 8 
Avatar Cinema Purgatorio movie limited to 500 11"x17" (1 has damage on corner) {in 
house shipping available}

391 Vintage 14k Gold Jade Ring - 11mmx8mm jade cabochon prong set in size: 5.5 ring {in 
house shipping available}

392

Steuben Crystal Candy Bowl w/ Ram's Head Finial Lid, Snail Handle Bowl and Tiffany & 
Co Vase - 6 1/2" x 6" rams head candy/ bonbon bowl has some chips to inside rim of 
lid, 3 1/2" x 6 1/2" snail handle bowl has some light scratches only visible when held 
up tot he light and Tiffany & Co 4 1/4" spiral cut vase - in house shipping available

393
Vintage 1930s Roseville American Art Pottery Jonquil Crocus Bulb Pot/ Vase 95-6 1/2" 
- great condition, no marks - no chips or cracks some minimal  crazing noticeable on 
base, see photos for details - In house shipping available
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394 Antique 14k Gold Coral Ring - 17mmx8mm coral cabochon set in 14k gold with leaf 
and vine decoration - size: 8 (2.6 dwt. incl. coral) {in house shipping available}

395

EC Archives Picto-Fiction Set & Wally Wood Classic Tales of Torrid Romance Hardcover 
Books - 2006 reprint of 1956 Shock Illustrated, Confessions Illustrated, Crime 
Illustrated, & Adult Tales of Terror Illustrated in orig. slip case by Gemstone Publishing 
Inc. (some minor damage to side of slip case) & sealed Vanguard's Wally Wood 
Classics Series with slip case {in house shipping available}

396 Collection of 9 Pocket Knives - incl. 3 Franklin Mint in Orig. soft sided cases, 2 patriotic 
in wood display case, vintage Boker, Barlow, & Primble {in house shipping available}

397

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Judith Ripka necklace with matching earrings & 
mother of pearl with marcasite pendant necklace with matching earrings, tiger eye 
and other rings, bracelet, earrings, & more - we do our best to ensure there are no 
broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

398 Fostoria Rose Chintz Etch Center Bowl with Sterling Foot and Pr 6 3/4" Bud Vases - 
(good condition) in house shipping available

399 2005 Marvel Toy Biz 16" Galactus Action Figure - great condition {in house shipping 
available}

400

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. sterling vintage rhinestone necklace, heart 
bracelet engraved with Straight From the Heart, Love of Self, Spirit, World, Others, 
enameled flower anklet, rings, thimble, & earrings plus 12k gold filled rhinestone pins 
including one with matching earrings - we do our best to ensure there are no broken 
or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

401 Limited Ed. Universal Studios Monsters Legacy Series II Set in Box - #534/2012 
Dracula, The Bride of Frankenstein, & Frankenstein {in house shipping available}

402

Vintage Log Cabin Collectible Lot - incl. 4 glass banks, Corning heat proof syrup 
warmer, 12 double spout individual syrups by Log Cabin & Wigwam, 25 Towle's Log 
Cabin demitasse spoons, Towle's Log Cabin maple delicacies recipe booklets, little 
wood crate possibly pen holder, & more  {in house shipping available}

403
Lot Of 14K Gold Jewelry - 2 fresh water pearls and 14K yellow Gold 7 1/2" bracelets, 
pair of 14K yellow gold Mikimoto pearl ear rings, and pair of 14K white gold pearl ear 
rings. {in house shipping available}

404
Approx 30 Vintage Disney Comic Books - Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Uncle Scrooge, 
Popeye, Comics and Stories and others including 15 cent Gold Key, DC 
Hercules Unbound, etc - in house shipping available

405

6 Murano and Related Art Glass Bowls, and Vases - 3" x 7.5" shell form with Alfred 
Barbini Murano Italy tag, 3" × 11" crossed rib oval art bowl, 3" Venetian glass mini 
vase, 5.25" clear cut glass vase with white and black stripe accents, Murano style 
contemporary 10" green pear form and 5" amber cornucopia vases in house shipping 
available, large box to ensure safety of glass

406 Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - bracelets & ear rings, {in house shipping available}
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407

1978 The National Cartoonists Society Presents The Portfolio of Fine Comic Art 
Limited Ed. 1232/1500 Signed Prints by Artists - 14 mostly black and white prints 
many with orig. artist signatures by Jack Davis, Neal Adams, Berni Wrightston, Gil 
Kane, George Evans, Hal Foster, Selby Kelly, Michael Wm. Kaluta,   {in house shipping 
available}

408
Antique Carved Wood Tea Caddy with Tin Lining - locking with key - 6.5" tall x 15" 
wide x 11" deep (some signs of age on back lid, see photos) {in house shipping 
available}

409

13 Canada 1859 Large Cents, Varied Die Varieties - Includes 1859 W-9/8, Low 9 DP, DP 
#2 , Near 9 N9, 1859/9, Bold Date, and more - from estate collection of highly 
regarded die variety collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, 
check photos for details, although some details are difficult to capture with my 
camera - in house shipping available

410
Vintage Retro MCM Shenango, Syracuse and Other Restaurant Ware China - Great 
retro decorated hardy restaurant china plates and bowls of different designs {local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

411
2 Marvel Omnibus Sealed Fantastic Four Hardcover Comic Books - 2007 Vol. 2 Stan 
Lee & Jack Kirby & 2015 Fantastic Four  Fraction, Bagley, M. Allred, Kesel, L. Allred, 
Ienco, & Quinones - both unopened  {in house shipping available}

412

HE Harris Coins of The Twentieth Century Complete 30 Coin Type Album - 1881 
Morgan, 1923-S Peace, 1971-S 40% silver and Bicentennial Eisenhower "Ike"  and 
1979 Susan B Anthony dollars, 1907 Barber, 1945 AU Walking Liberty, 1963 UNC 
Franklin, 1964 UNC silver, 1966 UNC 40% silver, 1971 Clad abd 1976 Bicentennial half 
dollars, 1907 Barber, 1927 Standing liberty, 1963 silver, 1976 Bicentennial, 1998-P 
clad Washingtons and 1999-P Delaware state quarters, 1915 Barber, 1945 Mercury, 
1964 Silver and 1999-P clad Roosevelt dimes, 1899 V, 1935 Buffalo, 1945-S BU silver 
war and 2000-D Jefferson nickles, 1909 Indian Head, 1940 BU Lincoln wheat, 1943 
Steel and 2000-D Memorial Lincoln cents - grades are opinions, see photos for 
details - in house shipping available

413

10 Pcs Lautsitzer Glas Hand Blown Cut to Clear Crystal Decanter, Cordials, Rose Bowl 
& More - 15 1/2" ruby cut to clear decanter and 6 harlequin 5" cordials, 6" cobalt cut 
to clear rose bowl (all with Lautsitzer Glas German Democratic Republic stickers (1 
cordial marked Imperlux), and unmarked deep read cut to clear cream and sugar - in 
house shipping available, large box for safety of glass

414 Richard Ginori Contessa Brown China - 6 dessert plate, cups & saucers plus teapot 
(great condition) {in house shipping available}

415

Lot Of Vermeil Sterling Silver Jewelry - gold plated over sterling silver liquid silver 
necklace and matching ear rings, heart bracelet with 5 diamonds, basket brooch with 
muti color stones, star burst brooch with red center stone,stone heart pendant with 
Putti. {in house shipping available}

416 6 1/4" x 14 1/2" Lladro Recumbent Clown with Beach Ball #4618 - Retired 1991 - in 
house shipping available

417

5 As Is Marvel Limited Ed Statues - incl. 2008 Wizkids Fin Fang Foom, 1998 Daredevil 
Yellow Ed #723/2000 Randy Bowen, 2006 Kraven Diamond Select #12/2500, 2003 two 
piece Diamond Select miniature Fantastic Four, & Valkyrie (see photos to see damage) 
{in house shipping available}
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418 18K Yellow Gold Chain with 14K Yellow Gold Foot Ball Pendant - 23" box serpentine 
18K chain, 6.9 dwt, football 14K pendant 1.1 dwt. {in house shipping available}

419
Pair of Gild Finish Wall Shelves Resting on Eagles with Outstretched Wings - acorn 
finial drops, draped pinecone base finial and support for eagle - 12" tall x 14: wide 
and  6" deep (small chip to one corner) - in house shipping available

420

46 Painted & Unpainted High Setail ek castings "Tin Soldiers" Russian Metal Miniature 
Medieval Knight Figures - 26 Painted by well known Russian artists - Niena St 
Petersburg (M 11 14 Snorgova, 11. 17Smirnova, kneeling 13th century Mongol 
Warrior, and Russian knight, etc), other unnamed, several ek castings, Rose Model 
Soldiers and more plus  20 unpainted high detail ek castings "Tin Soldiers"  metal 
miniature figures - Russian tin soldier collection, in house shipping available

421
5 United States Mint Silver Proof Sets - 2000, 2003-2005 and 2005 Quarters - Each set 
contains 10 coins including silver dime, half dollar and 5 silver quarters, approx 
1.34  troy oz silver in each set - second 2005 set is silver quarters only

422

4 Marvel Fantastic Four Toy Biz Action Figures - 2006 Masterworks Legends #1 
Fantastic Four Meet the Mole Man, 2002 Human Torch & Marvel Legends 2 Thing 
Yancy Street Boys, & 2003 Mr. Fantastic (all in good condition) {in house shipping 
available}

423
61 Pcs Wedgwood Gold Florentine Bone China Dinnerware set - Service for 12 less 2 
saucers (12 each dinner, salad and bread plates, 13 teacups, 10 saucers and 2 coffee 
cups) - local pickup or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

424

20 Antique & Vintage Sterling Silver Pins - incl. Norway & Siam enameled (some mild 
signs of age, see photos), Napier, Danecraft, Beau, Jewelart, & more  - we do our best 
to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

425
3 Vintage Unpunched Trade Stimulator Punch Boards Inc. Silver Cargo - Silver Cargo 
has great vintage pin-up image, all in good shape and unpunched - in house shipping 
available

426
Mid Century Decorator Greyhound and Other Bookends - Pr Ceramic Greyhound Head 
Bookends, bronze finish spelter Greyhound desk sculpture and pr of Asian children 
figurines/bookends {in house shipping available}

427

5 Commemorative US Mint Sets With Silver Dollars and Others - 2 two coin silver 
dollar and clad half dollar sets - 1991United States Mount Rushmore Anniversary 
Coins, 1986-S United States Liberty Coins - 2008 Bald Eagle Silver Dollar and bronze 
National Wildlife Refuge System bronze medal, 2001 Pearl Harbor Tribute 1oz fine 
silver American Eagle coin with colorized image of Roosevelt on obverse and Pearl 
Harbor 60th Anniversary scene on reverse, and 1982 George Washington Silver half 
Dollar in Cardboard display box - in house shipping available

428

Sets of 3 1980 Lucasfilm Star Wars Empire Strikes Back Poster Series by The Coca Cola 
Company plus Vintage Theater Poster - 10 sets of 3 Empire Star Wars posters 24"x18" 
& live theater performance posters 22"x14" (see photos for details) -  {in house 
shipping available}

429 2 Wood Folk Art Style Figural Monk Carvings - 27/ 28" Flat back construction, rough 
cut folk art style front figures - in house shipping available
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430

5 US Mint Commemorative Silver Proof Dollars - Eagle, Edison, First Flight, Lewis & 
Clark, & Buffalo - All in original US Mint display boxes and cases with COA info papers 
- Boxed set with full box and sleeve and internal display box (2001 Smithsonian 
National Museum of the American Indian American Buffalo after the buffalo nickel 
design, 2004 Lewis & Clark Bicentennial), cardboard presentation boxes in full sleeve 
(2003 First Flight Centennial and 2004 Thomas Alva Edison) and presentation case and 
box 2008 Bald Eagle - in house shipping available

431

Lot Of Us Military Collectibles - Coat buttons, hat insignia, belt buckle, USN recruiting 
badge, national simulation center Leavenworth medallion, purple heart box and 
ribbon, sharp shooter badges, US insignia,  WW I victory medal with aisne-marne & 
meuse- argonne bars, air force commendation medal, US Army achievement medal 
(box only) and blue/green/white ribbon & enamel bar  and Masonic Knights Templar 
Maltese Cross Medal With American Eagle. all one money. {in house shipping 
available}

 

432

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed 
Figure Sets - BF-87 Sir Maurice Berkeley, on horseback, BF-90 The Duke of Bar on 
horseback, BF-86 Sire de Terrail, BF-88 Raoul de l’Isle, BF-92 Sir John Codrintgon 
Standard Bearer of Henry V, and BF-105 Count Jean de Luxembourg (removeable 
Helmet missing) - in house shipping available

433 Complete Franklin Silver Half Dollar Series in Dansco Coin Album, 1948-1963 (35 
Coins) - Many UNC and AU, see photos for details - in house shipping available

434

75 Pcs Pink Windsor and Cubist Dinner Ware, Green Trio Sets and Other Depression 
Era Glass - 26 pcs pink Windsor (handled berry serving bowl, 11 small sherbets, 7 cups 
6rimmed and one sloped side sauce bowls), 16 pcs Cubist (5 salad, 8 bread plates, 2 
saucers, sugar bowl), 10 green trio sets (4 green Octagon and 6 with scrolled edge 
(plates have some discoloration, knife marks), 2 3 part dishes in chrome basket 
holders, 3 part octagon relish, 2 swirl optic dinner plates and two handled lemon plate 
-  Local Pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

435

2 Shelves Full of Vintage Retro Forest Green and Black Amethyst Glass - Approx 24 pcs 
forest green vases, decorated retro tumblers, bowls, Charm cups and saucer, 11 Pcs 
Black Amethyst with platter, 5 luncheopn shack plates, three 3 footed bowls, large 
vase, etc - see photos for details - Local Pick up or buyer arranges third party packing 
and shipping

436 4 Rolls of BU UNC Quality Kennedy Half Dollars - - 1985-P BU, 1986-D BU, 1989-D BU 
in Bank Roll, 2003-D BU and 2004-D BU - in house shipping avaialbe

437

9 Mid Century Pottery Vases and Vessels - Van Briggle, Weller Baldin, Studio, Matt 
Glaze and More - 7 1/2"white moonglo mat glaze Van Briggle vase (base chip), 6" 
Weller Baldin apple bud vase (scale deposits to rim), Spara Keramics 9 1/2" reeded 
white glaze cylinder vase, 8 1/4"  blended varied greens over brown glaze handled 
pear form vase (artist signed 1974 Venezuela), flat bowl form  white mat glaze and 
tera cotta finish with Greek panel scene planter bowls, angular art teapot/ pitcher, 
blended glaze redware bottle vase (old wear to handle), Rackliffe Blue Hil NC blue 
glaze favor vase - local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping
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438

2 Shelves full of Anchor Hocking Royal Ruby Vintage Retro MCM Glassware - Mid- 
century modern kitsch favorites, - 12 pcs tiered base (water pitcher with 10 tumblers 
and 1 juice), 17 pcs Bubble (5  water, 2 juice and 4 low ball tumblers and 6 sauce 
bowls),5 pc Burple and 6 pc Coronation berry sets, 6 leaf form ind. berry bowls, etc) - 
local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

439

11 Nova Scotia -2 Penny and 9 Half Penny Bank Tokens abd - 2 1813 BR 965 NS-21A2 
lg. C. W. eng.F+/VF Trade and Navigation Pure Copper Preferable To Paper, Province 
of Nova Scotia Halfpenny Token s (2 1823 and 3 1832 with George IV & Thistle, 1840 
Victoria & Thistle, and 1856  Victoria & Mayflower no LCW), 2 1856 Penny Token 
Victoria and Mayflower W/ LCW - grades are opinion, check photos for details, 
although some details are difficult to capture with my camera - in house shipping 
available

440
Used Peavey Transformer 212 TransTube Series 2x12 Modeling Guitar Combo 
Amplifier - with folding stand {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

441
Peavey VYPYR 30 Amp Modeling Amplifier & Peavey PFC4 Professional Foot Controller 
- Amp with original box. no box for foot controller. {local pick up or buyer arranges 
shipping and packing}

442
Dansco Eisenhower Dollars Including Proof-Only Issues 8176 Album COMPLETE with 
varieties 1971-1978 - 32 Coins includes Silver Poof and BU issues, Variety I and II 1976 
- 10 are 40% silver - in house shipping available

443 Fender Deluxe 85 - Red Knob - 2-Channel 65-Watt 1x12 Solid State Combo Pre-Owned 
Amplifier - {local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

444
Behringer 180-Watt 2-Channel Ultra Bass Amplifier -  with Original Bugera 12" 
Speaker, FBQ Spectrum Analyzer, Compressor and Ultrabass Processor 
and Behringer foot peddle FS112B

445
33 Silver Proof Washington Quarters 1962-1964 - 13 -1962, 8 -1963, and  12 -1964 -
coins worthy of professional grading, bright cameo finishes, crisp details - in house 
shipping available

446 Dutch Style Still Life Floral Signed Vandyke - 24" X 20" oil on stretched canvas, framed 
31" X 27". {in house shipping available}

447

Marvel IDW John Byrne's Fantastic Four Artist Edition 17" x 12" 2017 Hard Back Art 
Book - Original Factory Seal, small rip to plastic bottom right front and center - Artist 
Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's original art layouts 
of comic books with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often with additional 
cover art, sketches and related image - in house shipping available
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448

Original WWII German RARE Luftwaffe (Air Force) Africa Corps EM/NCO’S Tropical 
Breast Eagle - Original WWII German RARE Luftwaffe (Air Force) Africa Corps EM/NCO’
S TROPICAL BREAST EAGLE. (Hoheitsabzeichen) . In late 1940, with the impending 
German entrance into the North African campaign, the army quickly developed and 
issued tropical uniforms and equipment in time for DAK, Deutsches Afrika Korps, 
(German Africa Corps), personnel’s arrival in Tripoli in February 1941. At the same 
time the Luftwaffe also developed and introduced their own version of the tropical 
uniform and insignia including a slightly different colored breast eagle. Machine 
embroidered, second pattern, (Circa 1936/1937-1945), Luftwaffe eagle, clutching a 
canted swastika in it’s talons, in silvery/grey cotton threads on a cut-out, inverted 
triangular, tan cotton base. The eagle has a roughly, 83mm wingspan from tip to tip. 
Uniform removed condition. {in house shipping available}

449

Salvatore Ferragamo & Other Designer Shoes - size: 5 1/2 except for bright red pair is 
a size 6 - 5 pair Salvatore Farragamo, black pair Ralph Lauren (no box) & Coach (in 
seldom worn or never worn condition, boxes may not necessarily match style of shoe) 
{in house shipping available}

450

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed 
Figure Sets - BF-63 Enrique Bastard of Castille on horseback, BF-66 Sir Jean do Grailly 
The Cptal de Buch on horseback, BF-71 Tristan Jean de Maignelais, BF-72 Robert de 
Duras, Prince of Morea, BF-74 Sir Nele Loring on foot with removable helmet (no box), 
and BF-65 English Longbowmen (2 piece set) - in house shipping available

451
Roosevelt Dimes1946-1969 Whitman Album 9414, Complete 55 BU UNC Coins - 
amazing condition, all with full bright luster, some with noticeable toning and 
occasional bag marks, front and back view album- in house sipping available

452

IDW Artist's Edition 17" x 12" Jack Kirby Mister Miracle Hard Back Art Book Factory 
Sealed - Artist Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's 
original art layouts of comic books with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, 
often with additional cover art, sketches and related image - in house shipping 
available1

453
Case Lot Of Lighters and Related Collectibles - Zippo lighter, dice, cast iron toy 
motorcycle, travel clocks, ash tray, pipe, sunglasses,  ci case. {in house shipping 
available}

454

4 September 11 and Liberty "Land of The Free" .999 Silver Troy Oz Bullion Coins - 3 
September 11th Commemorative rounds with Twin Towers, First Responders and 
Pentagon obverse designs and Statue of Liberty coin round in display cse with 
Highland Mint USA

455
Mid Century MCM Retro Vintage Curtis Jere Cafe Metal 3-D Wall Art - Signed c. Jere, 
26" x 43" and 7" deep, superb design and perspective - in house shipping available 
with additional boxing and oversize package charges

456

IDW Artist's Edition Jack Kirby Kamandi The Last Boy On Earth Vol 1 and 2, 17" x 12" 
Hard Back - Artist Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's 
original art layouts of comic books with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, 
often with additional cover art, sketches and related image - in house shipping 
available

457
Ladies Lot of Vintage Watches, Cameos, Pins, Etc. - 3 carved shell cameo, watches (), 
fraternal pins, etc. - we do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces 
but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}
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458 Sam Kovacs "Folk Art Village" - 24' X 20" oil on stretched canvas, framed 33" X 29 1/4".
{in house shipping available}

459

Tray Lot of Ladies' and Household Collectibles - 30" x 64" Hansel and Gretel and 29" x 
43" antique court scene tapestries, 3 antique purses (metallic and glass bead rose 
pattern, German silver baby mesh and Belgium beaded coin purse on kid leather coin, 
all have some issues), 2 wood look shuttles, Royal Winton Chintz sugar bowl,  heart 
trinket box with miniatures Star Wars and knight pewter miniatures, cigarette case 
and lighter, compasses, bone sewing tools, 1926 Phi Pi Sorority Fall Dance card memo 
book in diamond shape celluloid front and back, Shakespeare Co oil can, misc tokens 
and more -min house shipping available

460 4 Rolls of Quality Kennedy Half Dollars - 1980-D, 1982-P (CH BU Hand Selected), 1981-
P BU, 2002-D BU and 2002-P BU -  in house shipping available

461

Dave Gibbons Watchmen IDW Artifact Edition 17" x 12" Hard Back Art Book - 
Watchmen has been called the greatest graphic novel of all time. Alan Moore and 
Dave Gibbons created a story and graphic narrative unlike anything that preceded it, 
revitalizing the entire art form that followed. It is the one book that nearly all comic 
readers know inside and out… or so you thought! Now, with the full assistance and 
cooperation of Dave Gibbons, comes Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen: Artifact Edition, 
crammed full of high-resolution scans shot directly from Gibbons’ original art and 
printed in a stunning 12 x 17 format. Covers, interiors, advertisements, portfolio 
pieces, and color guides—this is the ultimate collection of the ultimate graphic 
novel! Artifact Editions are archival top quality color scan prints of actual artist's 
Comic Book original art layouts with blue line marks, whiteouts and side notes, often 
with additional cover art, sketches and related images. Artifact Editions differ from 
Artist's Editions as they are highlighted select pages of artistic merit rather than full 
comic layouts. - in house shipping available

462 Crosby Oil On Canvas Landscape - woodland stream, 224" X 16" oil on stretched 
canvas, framed 29 1/2 X 21 3/4" {in house shipping available}

463 6 MS 67 PL NGC 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - In house shipping 
available

464

Wagner Ware Magnalite Cookware Including 13 Quart Roaster, Super Maid Roaster 
and More - Wagner Magnalite 4267-P 13 quart roaster with lid, 4681 1/2 P sauce pan 
with lid, 4510 rectangular skillet (no lid), extra dutch oven lid only and Super Maid 
Cookware smaller roaster with lid - in house shipping available, but large and heavy so 
figure that into your bidding

465

Edgar Whitfield Jenney (1869 - 1939) Watercolor "New England Homestead" - Edgar 
Whitfield Jenney (1869 - 1939) was active/lived in Massachusetts.  Edgar Jenney is 
known for Coastal scene painting, interior decoration, teaching.  Water color on paper 
sight 15" X 13", framed and matted 25 3/4 X 21 3/4". {in house shipping available}

466
20 Silver Proof Washington Quarters 1951-1964 - 1951, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957 1958, 
1959, 1960, 1961, four 1962, three 1963 and 4 1964 - great condition, most worthy of 
professional grading - in house shipping available
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467

1800s Library Edition Books by Tennyson, Poe & Brennan, Vintage Comics, Records, 
and More -  The Poetical Works of Alfred, Lord Tennyson (Poet Laureate) Complete 
Edition from the Author's Text Troy NY Nims & Knight copyrightby THomas Y Crowell 
& Co 1885 with gold page ends (complete, somewhat worn fabric style cover), Poems 
of e3dgar Allan Poe, Including some poems not hitherto introduced in his works to 
which is added a full and imparial memoir of the poet Illustrated copyright 1882 by 
henry Williams in fancy gold and bo=lack on yellow binding, My Christmas Candle and 
Other Poems by Julia Sullivan Brennan R R Donnelley & Sons Cxompany Chicago 1910 
first edition, Wild Animals of North America National Geographic Society1918, Robin 
Hood Illustyrated by Edwin John Prittie 1923, petite boooks Daisies of the Psalms 
(cover and binding as is), Dickens The Cricket on The Hearth, Elvis and more, oval 
portrait and move star head shot of Charles B, record albums by Rosemary Clooney, 
Perry Faith and his Orchestra, Les Paul and Mry Ford, Joni James,Bing CrosbyBenny 
Goodman, Burl Ives, Songs of the 560s, Danny Kaye Hans Christian Andersen stories 
and more, comic books incl 4 Classics Illustrated 15 cent, Archies Pals and Gals, 
Forever People, and From Beyond the Unknown 25 cnents, 8 variant covers of Robin II 
The Joker's Whild #1, 3 Transformers, Giant Size Spider-Man and Master of Kung-Fu, 
Justice League America, Superma in Action comics, Shock Treatment Leginaires and 
more (see photos for details

468 Paolo Massimo Abrams Italian Oil Floral Bouquet Still Life Painting - 19 3/4" X 14" on 
stretched canvas, framed 31" X 21 1/2". {in house shipping available}

469

US Currency Fractional and Dollar Coins - Two 1874 Series 10 Ten Cent fractional 
Currency Notes with portrait of William Meredith, 1928  Series Two Dollar Note, 1935 
G and 1957 One Dollar Bill Silver Certificates, HE Harris Millennium Edition Sacagawea 
Dollar album of 5 coins, 1979 and 1974-D Eisenhower "Ike" dollars, "First and :ast 
Dollars of the Millennium" Susan B Anthony 1999 and Sacagawea 2000 colorized in 
display box, loose 200-P Sacagawea and George Washington First Presidential Dollar 
PLUS high quality replica of 1874-CC Trade Dollar "420 Grains, .900 Fine - in house 
shipping available

470
MCM Retro Vintage Lucite Table Lamp - square columnar form with architectural 
rough chipped edge accents - local pick up only or buyer arranges thrid party shipping 
( bulky, fragile, large and heavy!)

471
MCM Pull Down Retractible Atomic Age Flying Saucer Ceiling Light Pendant Lamp 
Fixture - Imperialite? - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping (bulky, 
fragile, large and heavy!)

472
5 Rolls of BU UNC Quality Kennedy Half Dollars - 1974 Choice BU Hand Selected, 1974-
P BU (only 19 coins), 1978-P BU, 1981-D BU and 1988-P - BU - in house shipping 
available

473

4 Production Art Cels of Fantastic Four & Strange Tales - 3 color comic book 2 
mylar pages of illustration and separate story - Fantastic Four with Moleman, 
Fantastic Four with Silver Surfer, & Thor plus #105 black and white Cover Strange 
Tales with Human Torch  {in house shipping available}

474

MCM Retro Vintage Wall Mount Rectangular shade Wall Lights - Original mid-century 
Modern glass wall mount long rectangular shades that attache to chrome fixture 
(shades, excellent, some pitting to metal, original sockets) - local pick up only or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping (long and fragile!)
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475

3 Lladro Porcelain Lady Figurines - Girl with Lamb 1010, Spring is Here 5223 and 
Chrysanthemum 4990 - 8 3/4" Girl with Lamb in matte finish with embossed Lladro 
Made in Spain (no ink stamp, retired 1994), 6 1/2" Spring is Here 2253 holding pot of 
plowers, and 11 1/2" "Chrysanthemum" Japanese young woman in kimono behind fan 
with flowers in hair, retired 1998 - in house shipping available

476

Arts and Crafts Slag Glass Domed Caged Shade Table Lamp - fancy Art Nouveau/ Arts 
and Crafts base (some finish issues) with 6 panel domed shade in caramel and tan - 
local pick up only or buyer arranges thrid party shipping ( bulky, fragile, large and 
heavy!)

477 Japanese Rockabilly Slot Machine with Tokens, Working - With keys and tokens. [ local 
pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping]

478
Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. pendant necklaces, crushed stone turquoise and 
coral cuff bracelet, link and semi-precious stone bracelets, #29 race car ring, earrings, 
& more - contents only {in house shipping available}

479
Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. necklaces, bracelets, & earrings - we do our best to 
ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

480

Tray Lot of US Commemorative and Contemporary Coin Sets, Misc Medals and More - 
complete1999-2008 100 coin State Series P&D in  2 HE Harris coin albums, 2009 
District of Columbia and US Territories Quarters Proof set,  empty HE Harris National 
Parks album, United States Mint large America the Beautiful Quarter Coin Album with 
park descriptions with 15 quarters, 2008 Kennedy half dollar with colorized Obama 
Change We Need overprint in display case, World War II 50th Anniversary Half Dollar 
Commemorative Coin and Victory Medal Set in info presentation folder, 2004 
Westward Journey Nickel Series 6 Coin Set, Walking liberty half dollar with gold wash 
money clip, Bicentennial 1976-D Kennedy half dollar, 1939 New York World's Fair 
Czechoslovakia Freedom Medal in original Medallic Art Co NY box and calling card of 
wife of the Czech  counsel general, 2005 Ronald Reagan medal with first day cover 
stamp and 1950 California Statehood stamp display set, Wounded Warrior Project 
Challenge Coin in Envelope and flyer, 1975 Paul Revere medal, US Mint Independence 
Hall and Haverhills 1990 Haverhill 350 anniversary medals and 5 miniature 14k copies 
$50 St Gaudens Golden Eagle Coins (approx 4 grains each) - in house shipping available

481

Lot Of 6 Silver German WWII War Artifact Rings 800 -Sterling - 1- 1944 Nazi SS Officers 
Honor Ring also known as a Totenkopf honor ring or SS Ehrenring, totenkopfring size 
11 inscribed Geldern 21/12/44 Himler silver ring, 1- Nazi Waffen SS Totenkopf skull 
ring size 11 1/2 marked Berlin 800 RZ in circle and dble lightning bolt. 1- NSDAP Silver 
Ring Nazi Eagle and Swastika size 11 1/2 black enamel, 1- Nazi Black,White And Red 
Enamel Silver SS Officers Ring size 11. Nazi Nordland silver & enamel ring size 12 1/2, 
marked 800 Veljekset Sundqvist., 1- Waffen SS Silver Totenkopf Skull, Eagle 
& Swastika Ring size 11 -  believed to be period but not authenticated, sold as is {in 
house shipping available}

482
Large Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. necklaces, bracelets, & earrings - we do our best to 
ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

483 Plasticville HO Gauge House, Tressel Sets and Model Packs - see photos for details - 
LOCA L PICK UP ONLY or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping
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484
Lot Of German WWII Re-enactment Buttons, Badges, Emblems, Arm Bands, Ink 
Stamps, Iron Crosses & More - some photos, and documents. See Photos For Details. 
{in house shipping available}

485

12 Chinese and Japanese Vases, Jars, Bowls and Trays - 9 floral design 3 1/2" coasters/ 
ring trays in varied colors, 5" red ground ginger jar with peonies, 2 1/2" deep green 
ground bowl with fine floral decoration inside and out,  4 1/2" intricate Japanese deep 
blue sterling wire iris favor vase ( silver mark on base) and 6" black ground vase  with 
chrysanthemums - in house shipping available

486

Case Lot of Collectibles incl. Pez Dispensers, Buttons, Pocket Watch, Keys, Etc. - incl. 
NYC souvenir salt & pepper shakers, Ingersoll Yankee pocket watch (as is), buttons, 
belt buckles, MAR tin litho Figaro from Walt Disney's Pinocchio wind up (as is) & 
Japanese tin litho cat playing with ball wind up (no key), bolo, carved bone beaded 
necklace, & more  {in house shipping available}

487

6 Traditions Medieval Knights Mounted Metal Miniatures - MK 07 Thomas de 
Beauchamp, MK 08 Thomas Strickland Esquire with the Banner of St George at 
Agincourt, MK 09 Sir Richard Pembridge, MK 10 Augier de Montaut Sieur de 
Mussidan, MK 11 Renaud V de Pons, and MK 12 Gautrier VI Compte de Brienne - 
Hand painted Medieval metal miniature figures - in house shipping available

488
Large Tray Lot Of Costume Jewelry - Rings, necklaces, pins, bracelets chains and more 
- we do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

489 200+ Vintage St Petersburg Postcards Through the Ages - 2 albums including

490

4 Antique Decorative Lacquer Ware Boxes - 19thCentury Chinoiserie Tea Box, Russian, 
Japanese, Etc - 4 1/2" x 8" double compartment English lacquer ware tea caddy with 
delightful eaf and fern designs, 2" x 7" Russian lacquer ware finely painted story 
scene  (Mystora Village Signed WC), 1 1/2" x 7 1/2" square 19th/ early 20thcentury 
Japanese black lacquer box with birds on electric wires and 9" x 11" Chiinese round 
carved wood box with floral scene raised on collar foot - in house shipping available

491

11 AHM HO Gauge Locomotive Engines and Toy Train Cars in Boxes - 5024 HD 
Milwaukee FM Dummy A diesel locomotive engine, Illinois Central, Kellogg's Frosted 
Flakes, and Penn Central box cars, CN open bed and Soo Line Gondola, Union Pacific 
52437 pulpwood rack car, Heinz Vinegar and Roma Wine tankers, flat coal car and 
hard to find 5423 C Dept of Mines Helium carrier car- all with original AHM boxes -in 
house shipping available

492 Large lot Of Tokens And Coin Copies - 100s of tokens and coin replicas. {in house 
shipping available}

493

Cybis/Cordey Madonna Bust with Lace Scarf, Open Sleeves and Rose - Classic praying 
madonna figure with fine porcelain shawl hair wrap, hair curls, upen billow sleaves 
with periodic button accents and applied rose to base, MC moniker over 5075 on 
base, in house shipping available

494

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. beaded crystal, art glass, shell, & rhinestone 
necklaces plus bracelets, earrings, & more - we do our best to ensure there are no 
broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}
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495

Case Lot of Victorian, Vintage & Fashion Jewelry - incl. Victorian needle case, Coro 
necklace, Star, Avon owl solid perfume, art glass & other beaded necklaces, 
lucite necklace, & much more - we do our best to ensure there are no broken or 
missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

496

4 Art Crystal Desk Figuress/ Paperweights - Steuben, Kosta, Orrefors - Kosta Boda 
Elephant designed by Vicke Lindstram (signed Kosta #95726 Lindstram) and Seal/ Sea 
lion by Paul Hoff (signed Kosta 97384 Hoff), Orrefors trout, and Steuben Snail - in 
house shipping available

497

Lot Of New And Vintage Watches - including 9 new Lirn large face, Code, Care Bears, 
Charles Raymond, Energy Armor, Geneva, Kathy Van Zoeland, Joan Rivers, Disney, 
Issac Mizrahilive, Timex, La Marque, Adrienne, Guess, Sophie, Anne Klein II, Peanuts, 
Phillip Crowe pocket watch, B>U>M>, Fred Belay, {in house shipping available}

498

10 Tyco HO Railroad Locomotive Engines and Toy Train Cars in Original Boxes - Tyco 
638 Chattanooga engine and tender, #4173 Pennsylvania locomotive engine, Great 
Northern flatcar carrying large pipe pieces, Shell and Coca-Cola tankers, Maintenance 
932 3- way action car, Santa Fe crane car, flat car with 2 Union Pacific semis aboard, 
Log Dump Car set with remote control, see photos for details - in house shipping 
available, heavy and bulky, 

499

Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. cuff & heart link bracelet, guardian angel, Art Deco design 
pendant, & filagree design flower pendant necklaces, rings, earrings, & more - we do 
our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

500
Very Full Case of Fashion Jewelry - incl. necklaces, bracelets, earrings, & more - we do 
our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

501

Lot of Vintage Coca-Cola Collectibles - incl. 1950's-70 Pause for Living magazines 
presented by Your Friendly Neighbor The Coca-Cola Bottler, 2001 Hallmark Clement C. 
Moore 'Twas The Night Before Christmas, 12 Unused Eze-Stik Drink Coca-Cola wall 
calendar holders, 4 Christmas tree ornaments, die-casst metal musical bank in orig. 
box (as is), pins, pencil sharpeners, pens, etc. {in house shipping available}

502
George Tudzarov Zaro 1993 Raku Woman Sculpture - American artist known for 
sculpture (1944-2000), especially Raku glaze female figures - stylized dancer in flowing 
dress with arched back -  in house shipping available

503
Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. lots of beaded necklaces, bracelets, & more - we 
do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee 
- contents only {in house shipping available}

504

2 RC Plane Kits -
Kits appear to be complete, Cox Gooney Bird  Ultimate R/C Trainer  unassembled with 
Styrofoam body and full decal sheet (wing Span 39", Length 32 3/4" ) and GWS The 
"Warthog" A-10 Thunderbolt English & Chinese box (approx 34" length x 38" 
wingspan, Styrofoam body, etc - both appear to be complete, both open, no 
noticeable damage, but sold as is - in house shipping available

505

4 Vasa Murrhina Glass Vases - pair of 8" vases in rich hues of pink amber and 
burgundy with bold mica fleck accents , trefoil ruffled rims and white interiors and 8" 
melon rib pink hue (all attributed to Boston Sandwich Vasa Murrhina) and 8" 
triangular pink spatter ware vase with raised spiral rib optics attributed to 1890s 
Legras - in house shipping available, large size box to protect glass
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506

Tray of Vintage Jewelry - incl. Star & Trifari necklaces, carved shell cameo pin, carved 
bone necklaces, bracelets, & pendants, mother of pearl, abalone, polished stone, 
jade, & hematite necklaces & bracelets, rhinestone pins, & more we do our best to 
ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents 
only {in house shipping available}

507

Approx. 100 1940's-50's Haute Couture Fashion Prints - prints on onion paper of orig. 
illustration sketches of highlights of the major couture of the season for ateliers by 
many of the great fashion designers incl. Dior, Schiaparelli, Balenciaga, Fath, Balmain, 
Desses, & more - 8"x12" (condition is generally very good for age) {in house shipping 
available}

508
3 Royal Doulton Reflections Art Deco Style Figurines - 1986 Rose Arbour HN 31,45 
1988 Autumn Glory HN 2766, and Sweet Buoquet HN 3000 -in house shipping 
available

509
Full Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. multi-strand beaded necklaces, rhinestone, & 
more - we do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no 
guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

510
Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. art glass & faux pearl beaded necklaces, Coro & 
Marvella, & more we do our best to ensure there are no broken or missing pieces but 
there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

511

Contemporary Folk Art Artists Lucky Horseshoe Tramp Art Design Bix by ML Michael 
Lavery 2005 - raised triangular ridge horseshoe shape lid  houses carved chick within 
it's center, inside of lid marked MDL '05 in silver pen for Michael Lavery - in house 
shipping available

512

Case Lot of Graded US Silver and Other Coins and Medals, Foreign Proof and UNC 
Commemorative Sets - PF 69 Ultra Cameo NGC 1993-S James Madison 
commemorative silver dollar, MS65 NNC 1955-D Key Date silver Roosevelt dime, NGC 
MS 67 1967 SMS (Special Mint Strike) Roosevelt dime, International Numismatic 
Bureau INB Cameo PR70 1976-S and MS70 1994-P  Washington quarters, GCGS MS-70 
Jefferson Nickel and SGS MS-70 Lincoln Cent (gradings are opinions of company, see 
photo for details), misc Kennedy and other medals, transportation and Missouri tax 
tokens and souvenir travel spot pennies, 1980 USSR Olympic Games in Moscow One 
Rouble 6-Coin Commemorative Set in Display case, 1979 San Marino 9-Coin Mint 
Set  with BU beautiful silver 500 Lire chariot coin with box and descriptions, 1977 
Belgium 8 coin uncirculated set in case with notations in French and Dutch in case, 
Ireland's Decimal Coins polished standard specimens Central Bank of Ireland in folder 
plus WWII era paper currency (Belgium 100 francs 4-11-44, Luxembourg 20 
Frang 1943, Greece 20,000 drachmai (1946 or 1947), The Central Reserve Bank of 
China 5000 Yuan 1945 and 100 Yuan 1944 notes) - in house shipping available

 

513
Collection of Vintage Tin Towle's Log Cabins - medium size 5" long x 5" tall x 3.25" 
wide & small size 3 5/8" wide x 2.5" wide x 4" tall (most have great graphics, some 
with minor dents) in house shipping available}
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514

Pokemon Topps TV Animation Edition Foil, Regular Release andLarge Cards, Power 
Ranger and More - incl. 8 Japanese Pocket Monster Cards, Lots of Topps TV Animation 
Edition Cards incl 34 foil, 3 large Art foli incl 2 Black Star Promo (Lycanroc GX SM14 
and Ash-Greninja XY133) plus Scizor EX 76/122 - all with some scratches and 
indents)  Blastortoise and 2 Charmander key chains, Pokemon store card box,  plus 
folder of 100+  Power Ranger cards including foils and more {in house shipping 
available}

515
Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. Laguna, Trifari, & more - we do our best to ensure 
there are no broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in 
house shipping available}

516

William Columbus Ehrig (1892 - 1969 Ogunquit, Maine) Oil On Canvas "Turbulent 
Ocean" -      
William Ehrig is known for coastal Maine marine, stormy seascape and landscape 
paining. {in house shipping Available}

517 3 Reverse Painted glass Snuff Bottles in Boxes - 3" bottles with blue flowering 
branch and black bamboo designs - in house shipping available

518

8 Pieces Of Cast Iron Cookware & 1 Meat Grinder - 1-Wagner oval Roaster 17 1/2" X 
11 1/4" with roast trivet and basting lid, Griswold #8 dutch oven no lid,1- un marked 
water kettle, 3 USA Skillets 6 1/2", 8", & 9 3/4", Lodge 10SK skillet and 10DO dutch 
oven one lid fits both, 1- Universal meat grinder. All one money. {local pick up or 
buyer arranges packing and shipping 3rd party}

519
Approx. 20 Hunting & Pocket Knives - incl.G96 with leather sheath, Gladding Fillet, 
William Rogers, Coleman, Smith & Wesson with leather sheath, Gerber, Hoffritz, 
Schrade, & more  {in house shipping available}

520

4 Art Glass Vessels incl Sommerso Murano and 4 Glass Flowers - Sommerso Murano 
blue and purple thick walled round and amber and green tri-point bowls, 9 1/2" ovate 
vase of white, green and blue layers with sequential bubble accent green middle band 
and five -12" glass flowers, 4 1/4" Bohemian aqua glass vase with finely etched 
PRAHA image of Prague's Charles bridge and  steepled castle - in house shipping - 
heavy glass, large size box charges to ensure safe delivery

521

Collection of Vintage Remote Control Cyber Robot Toys - Wowwee Robosapien X 
Humanoid Robot with remote control, Big & Lil Scratch  with 1 remote control, 2 i-
Cybie robot dogs with 2 pamphlets and batteries, 1 remote control (all as is, not 
tested) {in house shipping available}

522
Stunning French Impressionist Oil Heavy Impasto Painting On Board - Unsigned "Canal 
With Buildings" panel 20 1/4" X 15 1/4", framed 29" X 24". {in house shipping 
available fragile frame oversize box}

523
Vintage 1930s Roseville Pottery Moss Urn Vase 779-8" - mint condition light mossy 
green drop glaze over light terra cotta ground, embossed base mark (some internal 
crazing, no chips, cracks or breaks) - In house shipping available
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524

Tray Lot of Collector Set , Sheath and Vintage Pocket Knives - Sheath and fighting 
knives (Taylor 246 Vietnam Commemorative "A Tribute to Those Who Served 1962-
1975 We Remember", Chipaway Cutlery 14 1.4" Alamo Bowie with Silvet Plated Guard 
and Hiltin boxes and USA Saber blade with John Deere handle in canvas sheath), 
boxed collectible folding and pocket knives (2 taylor 040 Loretta Lynn Coal Miner's 
Daughter Butcher Holler Kentucky, Taylor 122 Republic of Texas and Alamo 2 Pc set, 
Indiana Hoosiers 1987 Champs, Taylor 006 The Constitution of the United States 
200th Anniversary 1787-1987, Elvis knife and 4 pc tractor handle collector set and key 
chain in tin box), Novelty Flying Dragon Neck Knife pendant with hidden pull out tail 
knife) plus vintage unboxed pocketknives (camp knives incl Camco 450 3 blade, Kamp-
King 4 blade and scout 2 blade, Aus-8 utility knife), Comstock Creations pewter leter 
opener and more - in house shipping available

525

Lot of Football, Baseball, Hockey Cards & Promo Photos - Some Signed - incl. 8"
x10"  Tampa Bay Lightning promo signed photos - 2 by Alex Killorn, Paul Ranger, Brad 
Richards, Chris Gratton, Dimitry Afanasenkov & Marc Denis plus 9 signed cards, 3 NY 
Yankees signed 8"x10" promo photos - Michael Pineada, Adam Warren, & Dellin 
Betances, signed Rays baseball cards - Dan Wheeler, Akinori Iwamura, & Andy 
Sonnanstine, many football cards incl. Buccaneers signed Steve DeBerg, Vinny 
Testaverde, San Francisco, 1980 Cowboys, Miami, & more, plus basketball cards  {in 
house shipping available}

526
Tramp Art Box Raised on Pedestal Base with Single Drawer - 10" tall, traditional cigar 
box construction with great aged patina, felt lined, porcelain knobs on lid and drawer 
- in house shipping available

527
3 Framed Maxfield Parrish Prints - Daybreak 22"x33.5" & 12"x20" both in original 
frames copyright The House of Art & Stars 20"x14" reprint (local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping)

528
London English Telephone Company Candlestick Phone wiht Brass Accents - Nice 
Vintage telephone after the early No 72 variety with extra brass upgrades - in house 
shipping available

529

Desk Model Dutch East India Style and Field Cannons - 14" x 8" (with cart) 
Heavy bronze Dutch East India type cannon with wide flared nose and VOC East Indies 
Company logo, on wood support cart with brass wheels, and 11" x 5" all brass field 
cannon - in house shipping available

530 Approx. 125 1980's & 90's Comic Books - incl. Conan, The Punisher, Silver Surfer, The 
Nam, & more {in house shipping available}

531

Lot of Wedgwood Jasperware, Delft and Other Fine Porcelains - Delft blue and white 
porcelains (2 - 6.5"  and 1 -4" plates, 2 3 1/2" shell dishes, medium size and pr tiny 
shoes, salt and pepper, 4 6" tiles, 4" and 6 .5" steins, 5" and 4" mini candlesticks, 2 
novelty spoons with delft medallions, Wedgwood with 7 blue and white Jasper ware 
blue and white bridge and other ash/ pin trays, 2 basalt glaze spade trays, lenox 
elephant, white emboxed heart ash tray and more - in house shipping available

532

3 Vintage Airplane Model Kits - Guillow's Balsa wood Flying Model Kit Supermarine 
Spitfire "Britain's Top World War 2 Fighter"  and British SE-t5 World War 1 Fighter and 
Sterling Models Rocket Firing Fokker D-7 World War I Fighter of the Imperial German 
Air Forces with 24" wing span "Easy Conversion to Control Line of R/C Flying with 
Action Features - Spitfire partially built up, Fokker D-7 unassembled with balsa sheets 
still intact, SE-5 unbuilt with Balsa pieces separated - believed complete, but sold as is 
- in house shipping available
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533
Pr 25" Calla Liily Metal Art Pieces with 11" and 12" Hand Forged Itron Artist 
Candeleholders - Great unsigned artist made metalware, pefect for a MCM or Arts 
and Crafts design lover - in house shipping available

534 6 Gallon Pickling Crock with Lid, Bown band Glaze - Blue #6 Horseshoe Mark, brown 
top band over grey/ tan base glaze, original lid 2 tiny chips to inside lid ring support

535

5 Pcs Rosenthal Bing & Grøndahl Seagull Vases and European Cherub Scene Mantle 
Urn - B&G Seagull 4 3/4" Vase #681, 2 2/4" 673 and 2 1/3" ovate #369 vases/vessels, 
2 1/2" floral decorated ovate vase and 14.5" mantle urn/ lamp base with urn vase 
body decorated with blue and white cherub scenes, silver overlay decoration , 
Silverplate foot and cap with medallion finial (displays wonderfully as mantle urn, 
easily transformed into lamp with it's own finial) - in house shipping available

536

Tray Lot of Metal Ware, Figurines, Tin Types and More - 6" wall hung metal satyr head 
match holder, 7" unicorn bookends, tin type of Victorian gentleman in 3" x 2 1/2" 
fancy union case, S & A Dachshund candle snuffer, 2" x 4" Hudson Pewter whale, 
Goebel  sparrow and 5" Dresden design cherub with flute candleholder, 3" x 6" 
Seahorse Silver Springs Souvenir ash tray,  - in house shipping available

537

2 Tramp Art Boxes - Box with Tall Backsplash, Hex Shape Box - 11" tall with fine 
decorated  back splash, lift up lid with Grauleys Hand Made Nickel Cigars scenic design 
interior and slide out base drawer (minor warping to lid), 9 1/2" Hexagon Box with 6 
petal raised flower center and old green paper interior, lift off lid - in house shipping 
available

538
A Collection Of 19th / 20th Century African 21 Metal Currency Bracelets & 1 Choker - 
{in house shipping available}
 

539

2 North Western Tribe Native American Masks - 10" tall and wide, beak fr=rom nose 
in tan colors with in house shipping available red masked inset eye bands, black 
accent, 14"x10" weathered blue green face with 3 raised frogs on forehead, intricate 
red wash and black "tattoo" face story accents with white wash finish - both hand 
hewn from log with worn natural horse tail hair - in house shipping available

540
Case lot of Ethnic Pottery, Carvings and More - Inlaid carved wood crocodile, 7" 
Navajo wedding vase, Mexico pottery owl, llama and fish figurines, 3 61/2" carved 
wood masks, 4" stone and MOP inlay mask, and more

541
3 Royal Doulton Ladies - Spring Morning HN 1922, Southern Belle HN 2229 & Delphine 
HN 2136 - bone china ladies with billowing dresses (in great condition) in house 
shipping available

542

3 Advertising Crock Stoneware Jugs and Bottles - 12" jug "H Lees Herb Beer Brewer 
Hurst Ashton-Under-Lyne 1909 (Please Replace Stopper and Return When Empty)" 
with Pearson & Co Whittington Moor Chesterfield oval imprint, 8 1/4" Crystal Ginger 
Bear Blackpool sloped shoulder and 6 1/2" conical shoulder E.P.Shaw & Co. Ltd with 
Staffordshire dog trademark bottles - in house shipping available (extra 
weight, packing)

543

Amy L. Walton (1899 - 1999) Oil On Canvas Plein Air "Hills Of Mystery" Painting - 
Classic California school with Eucalyptus tree, country farm house and rolling hill 
landscape, dated 1978 (at the age of 79!) on back - Amy Walton was active/lived in 
California and taught in the Los Angeles School district for 30 years and is well 
respected as a California landscape artist. Oil on canvas unframed 20" x 24"  framed 
24" x 28"  local pick up and in house shipping
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544

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. link bracelets & chains, filagree butterfly pin, 
sombrero hat charm, rings, earrings, & more  - we do our best to ensure there are no 
broken or missing pieces but there is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

545

Lot of Glass Figural Candy Containers and Dishes of Different Forms - candy containers 
8" and 5 1/2" pistol (1 with screw top lid), 2 locomotives, battle ship, old firetruck 
with candy and original cardboard label bottom, Scottie, hen on nest, wheelbarrow, 3 
lantern forms (1 without cap), puppy, polar bear on iceberg, sad iron -  related small 
figural dishes Scottie, swan bowl, pedestal, Kewpie with side vase, 6 horse pulled 
wagon dishes in varied sizes - and small figural bottles (Model T, character reading 
and puppy) - in house shipping available

546

3 Stoneware and Salt Glze Crockery Jugs - 13 1/2" 2 gallon with brown glaze domwd 
inset top/ gray salt glaze cylinder base with blue 2 mark ( lip repair, base chip and 
character indent to side), 10" speckled tan salt glaze jug with rolled shoulder and 
hand applied handle, and 8" brown glaze - local pick up only or buyer arranges third 
party packing and shipping

547

Lot Of Desk Items Pens, Note Pad & Desk Clock - 1 - Montblanc Black Meisterstück 
Classique Ballpoint Pen, 1 - Outback bowl 2000 Tampa bay wood and gold tone pen 
with football case, 1 - 1999 SEC Championship wood cased desk pen, 1 -  Cross 
alabaster and gold filled pen & pencil desk set, 1 - Cross gold filled promo pen,
1- Cross gold tone floral engraved pen, 1 Cross Pen & Pencil Century set, 1 - 
Reflections red marble and gold tone (engraved Mitch Shriber) with box, 1 - Cole 
leather note pan with pen, 2 - Montblanc style promo pens Moffitt Foundation & BDI 
Business Dev, Institute, 1 - Sheaffer stainless steel promo pen "Sports Club Of Tampa 
Bay", 3 - Fun AXA Equitable light up promo pens, 4 - Hamilton-York Cobalt Blue and 
gold tone retractible roller ball promo pens and a German Made Phinney-Walker 
alarm clock (Semca Clock Co. Germany) with Leatherette jewelry box base.  {in house 
shipping available}

548 WOW 25" Round Brass, Copper & Wood Clock Face Wall Hanging - 2" Roman 
numerals I-XII, {in house shipping available Heavy}

549 Lot Of 8 Studio Art Pottery Face Jugs - some signed see photos, {in house shipping 
available}

550

5 Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Bird Figurines Made in Denmark - 3 Titmouse, Seagull 
and Bird Box - 3 Titmouse birds (1633 "Optimist" and 2 - 1635 "Pessimist"), Seagull 
with fish 1808 and trinket box with preening bird finial 1623 - in house shipping 
available

551 5 1960s Alligator Head Taxidermy in Varied Sizes - with glass marble eyes - 10"-16" 
long {Local Pick Up Only, will not ship out of state}

552

Approx 49 Pcs Noritake Blue Dawn China #622 - incl. 8 each dinner & salad plates, 12 
bread plates, 7 rimmed soup & 8 sauce bowls, 6 cups and 8 saucers,cream, sugar, 
round tab handled & round veggie bowl, gravy boat with attached liner, oval & 
covered veggie tureen (all in good condition) {Local pick up only or buyer arranges 
third party shipping}

553
Vintage 1930s Roseville Art Pottery Cherry Blossom Vase #623-7" - Mint condition, 
bold colors and tiny molded handle rim accents - no marks or tags - in house shipping 
available
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554

10 Volume "Pictorial History of The Second World War", Uniform and Photos - 10 
Volume "Pictorial History of The Second World War" by Wise & Co copyright 1944 
with navy uniform top,  pea coat,  black leather boots and B & W photos - {in house 
shipping available} - HEAVY

555

Set 7 Harry Potter Series with Extras & Lord of the Rings Books - all 7 first edition 
Harry Pottery American Edition books with dust jackets (The Philosopher's Stone, The 
Chamber of Secrets, The Prisoner of Azkaban, The Half-Blood Prince, The Goblet of 
Fire, The Order of The Phoenix and The Deathly Hallows)1990's Lord of the Rings 
Trilogy in single volume, plus Bloomsbury first run England Edition Harry Potter and 
the Order of the Phoenix and The Deathly Hallows plus additional American Goblet of 
Fire {in house shipping available}

556

Tray of Antique & Vintage Jewelry incl. Gold & Silver - carved bone Billiken pendant on 
14k gold chain, 4 1920's People's Palace Jersey City swimming medals (1 sterling) 
engraved on back, mechanical naughty mid century Taxco sterling locket with carved 
face cabochon, sterling book locket necklace, antique .800 pendant with marcasite on 
sterling chain, antique .980 silver cannetille Maltese cross from Jordan on sterling 
chain in orig. box, Strassbourg souvenir pin, 2 ladies watches - gold filled Bulova & 
Wadsworth (neither work as is condition), & more - contents only {in house shipping 
available} 

557

Wilton Armetale "Pewter" Dinnerware Queen Anne, Mulberry Hill Octagon, Colonial 
and Plough Tavern - 2 large turkey/ Roast carving trays, rose embossed rim serving 
tray, 3 part rectangular plate with rounded corners, 8 Queen Anne 11" dinner, 8 -7" 
salad and 4 - 4 1/2" bread plates, 6 Octagon Mulberry Hill 7" soup bowls and 2 salad 
plates, 8 Colonial round 6" bread plates and 13 oval 7" side 
plates,  2  Pough Tavern tureens with lids and ladles - plates have some knife marks 
and wear, as is - local pick up only as it is HEAVY and BULKY to ship

558 Unusual Copper Arts and Crafts Inspired 4 Part Wine Cooler Display - /Art Deco style 
design, center holds ice to keep 4 bottles cool and dry - in house shipping available

559

Kevin Kiermeier Signed Special edition #SE Funk-O-Pop Stadium Giveaway Witness 
Protection JSA - Star Wars Edition in Han Solo dress for "Star Wars" day, signed in 
silver with "It's not wise to upset a Wookie" quote - in house shipping available, JSA 
certified, witnessing signature- in house shipping available

560
Marvel Action toy Biz Action Figure Lot - incl. 1999 - 5" Thor & Hulk, 8" Ant Man, 2003 
6" Dr. Strange, 2005 - 8" Hulk & 6.5" Cyborg & Nightcrawler, 3" Ant Man with ants, 
2000 X-Men Professor X plus more {in house shipping available}

561 Large Vintage Ceramic Lit Christmas Tree - 35" tall (good condition, 2 spots in the 
glaze, see photos) {in house shipping available but will be very large box}

562
3 NGC Graded State Quarter Proof Sets - PF 69 Ultra Cameo 2003-S Silver & 2005-S 
Clad & MS 65 2003-D - each set slabbed in NGC's attractive 5 coin display cases, in 
house shipping available

563

Frederick M. Loewenguth (Born 1887) was active/lived in New York. "Floral Still life" - 
Frederick M. Loewenguth is an American artist who was born in 1887. Frederick M. 
Loewenguth's work has been offered at auction multiple times, with realized prices 
ranging from $210 USD to $700 USD, depending on the size and medium of the 
artwork. Since 2012 the record price for this artist at auction is $700 USD for Untitled, 
sold at Cottone Auctions in 2020.
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564

9 Pcs Fostoria Heriloom Glass in Green, Pink and White Opalescent - four 6" x 9" wide 
panel ruffle point handkerchief bowls (3 green and 1 white), 14" pink oval bowl with 
pulled sides, 7" shallow white square bowl, green opalescent fine ribbed 11" plate and 
quatrefoil rim bowl and 10"  ovate nappy - local pick up only or buyer arranges third 
party packing and shipping

565
Corey Taylor Signed Slipknot #177 Funk-O-Pop Vinyl Figure, JSA COA - in original pack, 
pack signed by Corey Taylor with JSA Certificate and matching sticker = in house 
shipping available

566

Yamada Baske (1869 - 1934) Winter Landscape Oil on Canvas Painting Dated 1927 - 
Canvas 28 1/2" x 21 1/2" framed 32 1/2" X 29 1/2" "Winter Landscape" featuring 
snow lined street flanked by bamboo leading to village and cloudy muted skies 
exemplifying his subtle mix of the post impressionist American style with the Japanese 
aesthetic  Yamada Baske was born "Fukawa Jin Basuke" in Tokyo in 1869 and first 
studied art at the Furoko School, Tokyo.  After coming to America in 1885 he 
continued his studies at the Art Students' League in New York; at the Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts; and from 1897 to 1899 at the Philadelphia School of 
Industrial Art (the March 1907 Philadelphia Museum bulletin described him as having 
been a "brilliant student").  Among his teachers were William Merritt Chase; Herman 
F. Deigendesch (1858-1921); Farber; and Mr. Stratton.  Later he organized the 
"Basuke Sketching Class" of Yokohama, and also taught for a time at the Tokyo Fine 
Art School (now known as Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku) where his exhibited work won 
prizes and honorable mentions.  Baske exhibited at the Beard Art Galleries in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, attracting the attention of the Minneapolis School of Fine 
Arts, for whom he began teaching watercolor classes in 1907.  His hallmark misty 
landscapes became (and remain) his most popular subjects.  Baske died in 1934. 
unframed 28 1/2" x 21 1/2" framed 32 1?2" X 29 1/2" in house shipping

567

Case Lot of Bottle Toppers, Banks, Lighters, Boxes, Toys and More - Uncle Sam's  3 
coin register bank, Jedd and Highland Coal book bank, Eight O'clock coffee tin litho 
bank and conical dime bank, Soviet Union carved wood trinket box, Meriden 
Silverplate Aesthetic Movement engraved match/ trinket box with handle, bag of 
vintage marbles and shooters, gyroscope, Anri and Black Forest style hand carved 
wood mechanical bottle stoppers ( man drinking from Chianti bottle, head lifts and 
mouth opens, tilts head to read paper and put on glasses, hat pops off and bird comes 
out though only partway working) and solid granny stopper, carved toothpick holders 
(man with barrel and wide open mouth), and carved figural nutcracker, glass Santa 
Christmas bulb, Champion 6 lever and petite heart locks and pile of antique keys, John 
Wright drunk and lamppost ash tray, John Rabone and Sons 6" slide caliper rope/ 
cordage pocket ruler guide, pocket comb and case, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad 
worker badge button (W. & L. E. RY.), good luck horseshoe fob, various lighters, dice, . 
tea strainer, swans glass toothpick, shaving brush, iron turtle box, tea strainer with 
holder, and more - in house shipping available

568
4 Royal Doulton Little Ladies – HN 1513, Ruth HN 2799, Bo Peep HN 1841 and April 
HN 4878 - Biddy Rd mark only, April is Pretty Ladies Flower of The Month series 
2005  (in great condition)  in house shipping available

569

Tiffany & Co Baby/ Youth China Plates, Bowl and Mugs plus Silver Plate Teddy Set - 
Alphabet Bears 9" divided plate and mug, Mason's Ironstone Tiffany Tots 6 1/2" baby 
bowl, 7" plate and mug in blue Tiffany & Co box, plus unmarked silverplate 7 1/2" 
deep plate, baby spoon, fork, and mug with embossed teddy bears - in house shipping 
available
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570

9 Art Glass Vases, Fenton Bells, Bowls, Orrefors and More - 11 1/2" made in Poland 
black and white free form display vase/ votive with open wall sides, 13" orange and 
white vase with controlled bubble accents and frit columnar base signed FIC 2001, 3 1
/4" x 4 3/4" Orrefors Residence bowl with tw8 panel twist form #4570/11 with box, 3"
x5" end of day confetti spatter glass bowl with spiral accents, 5" hand blown orangey 
red fish weight/ witches' ball,  Fenton 7" light blue frosted/ stretch and 6 1/2" Royal 
Blue with hand painted flower bells, 3 1/4" pink pattern glass rose bowl and 3 1/2" 
cranberry ribbed pitcher with clear reeded handle (attrib to Pilgrim Glass) - local pick 
up only or buyer arranges third party shipping and handling

571
Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. necklace & bracelet set, semi-precious stone, 
bangle, & link with heart bracelet, earrings, rings, & more - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

572
Unframed Impressionist Florida River Landscape Unknown Artist - oil on masonite of 
majestic trees reflected in still stream, signed lower right illegible, unframed 26" x 34" 
{in house shipping available}

573 Lot of Hunting Knives & Hatchet - incl. Tactical,  Old Timer bowie, Smith & Wesson 3 
Pc.set, Hogzilla, Gerber, & more - many new in packages{in house shipping available}

574

3 Italian Art Glass Empoli or Murano Covered Vessels - 5 1/2" ribbed white with gold 
fleck and controlled bubble candy jar with twisted leaf finial, 6 1/2" pink ribbed swirl 
dresser jar with gold fleck ball finial and controlled bubble accents, and 8" purple 
pulled ŕeather on silver fleck white grou d and matching stopper ( see photos for 
details - in house shipping available

575
Franklin Mint Coin Sets of All Nations Vol I & II With Coinage Sets from 50+ Countries - 
individual sleeves hold the coinage of each country from the 1980s - see photos for 
details great way to learn about the coins of the world - in house shipping available

576

Antique Oli On Canvas Venice Canal Scene Painting with Gondola - canal scene with 
gondola docked at intersection, fully lined in all directions by old stone buildings, 
Illegible signature lower right, noticeable paint loss -  unframed 14" x 10"   framed 22" 
x 18"  local pick up and in house shipping available

577
1890 Kindergarten Work Book of Weaving, Embroidery, & More - adorable book of 
weaving, origami, embroidery, & hand painted flowers & butterfly inscribed "Come let 
us live with the children" {in house shipping available}

578

15 Bachmann HO Gauge Toy Train Locomotive Engines and Train Cars in Boxes - 
Locomotive and caboose combo, 646 Santa Fe with smoke and tender, 701 EMD FT 
deisel chrome Amtrak and 4 1301 Metroliner Dummy, 2 1371 Old West Passenger 
Cars 47' coach snd 1 combo, 825 Penn Salt 3 dome tank, 1315 South Hills Lines Brill 
Trolley, see photos for details - in house shipping available, heavy and bulky,

579

USSR Russian Military Patches, Stars, Medals, Photos, Bullets, Money, Hat Insignia, 
And More - Vintage worn bronze belt buckles, wide variety of patches, photos, war 
era currency from Japan, Mexico, Russia and others, star sickle and hammer hat and 
uniform adornments, buttons and more - vintage to contemporary replica, see photos 
for details  {in house shipping available}
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580

4 Victorian and Art Glass Vases - 6 3/4"pink satin "peachblow" inspired cruet with 
clear stopper and applied handle, 8 1/2" pink spatter conical perfume bottle with 
applied satin glass rope swirl and bird stopper, 5 1/2" vibrant orange cut velvet 
diamond optic air trap satin pitcher with reeded applied handle and 11 1/2" iridescent 
Vaseline opalescent JIP lip pattern glass vase - in house shipping available, large size 
box to protect glass

581

Case Lot of Vintage Collectibles - incl. Annie Oakley cut out olls, books, & first issue 
stamps, Japanese Mikuni tin litho wind up train & Horner Good Luck tin, Felsenbrau 
beer bottles salt & pepper shakers, Willie & Millie The Famous Kool Penguins salt & 
pepper shakers in orig. sealed box, 20 45 jukebox records from the 1950's-60's, 8 
unopened Elvis Chu-Bops bubble gum cards, souvenir & baby spoons (Donald Duck, 
Snoopy, Huckleberry Hound, promotional Quintuplets in orig. shipping box from 
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Tony the Tiger, Campbell soup girl, Gerber baby, Humpty 
Dumpty Beetleware, & more,  {in house shipping available}

582

Marie Louise Stahl (1861 - 1953) Pastel on Paper Painting of Colorado/ Arizona Mesa 
Country - Pastel on paper of the red sandstone mesa cliffs, muted purple shadow 
forground and vast desert sky filled with whispy clouds - unframed 14" x 26"  framed 
19" x 31" - active/lived in Ohio, Marie Louise Stahl was born in Cincinnati about 
1865.  Over time, she had exceptional training starting at the Cincinnati Art Academy 
under Meakin and Nowottny. This was followed by a stint at the ASL in New York with 
Volk, Mowbray and Blum.This education was capped off with instruction in NY with 
William Merritt Chase and Provincetown’s Charles Hawthorne. In 1892 to 1894 she 
taught art at a local girl’s school followed later by a 30 year career and eventually 
head of the art department at Ohio U.   local pick up and third party shipping available

583
Vintage 1934 Roseville Art Pottery Luffa Vase 686-7" - original foil sticker,  hand 
written blue glaze R and factory red 686 pen marks on base - great mint condition Art 
Deco design, green drip accents on terra cotta glaze body - in house shipping available

584 4 Art Glass Vases & Bowls - signed Jonathan Shaw 24/195, 8 5", 11" tri-lobe bowl, & 
13" Steuben bowl (surface scratches on bottom) {local pick up only}

585

Italian impressionist Oil On Canvas Painting of Dramatic Coastal Scene - late afternoon 
coastal landscape seen from high elevation with dramatic free standing outcrop 
remnant islets, soft purple shaded hues lower right illegible signature, unframed 16" x 
24"  framed 19 1/2 x 27"  local pick up and in house shipping available

586
Batman Val Kilmer Signed #289 Funk-O-Pop Collectible Vinyl Figure With JSA 
Certificate - both JSA and Celebrity Authentics Holo seals, great signed figure - in 
house shipping available

587 1995 DC Limited Ed. The Joker Statue with Box - by sculptor William Paquet #3766
/4650 - 12" tall (box does not have orig. styrofoam) {in house shipping available}

588

42nd Highlanders #11 Britains Pre War Black Watch Toy Soldiers Ex to NM OTC Box 
and Band - Nice Royal Highlanders set with great paint Original Tie Card in tattered 
box, plus Highlanders Marching Band Post War Britains Toy Soldiers XF to NM no box - 
23 pcs, great paint and over all condition, some loss and damage to plastic drums, see 
photos for details in house shipping available

589

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - Quoc turquoise necklace (signed Q.T.), signed Stuart Nye 
cuff bracelet, Taxco abalone shell pins, Siam ring, Robert Lee Morris earrings, art glass 
beaded bracelet, pendant necklaces, & more - contents only {in house shipping 
available}
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590

Mid-Century Art Glass with Rosenthal, czech Republic tumblers, Hoya Stems, Horses 
and More - Rosenthal Weihnachtsteller in Glas Bjorn Wiinblad 1977 plate in box, pr of 
10" crystal toasting flutes with hand etched lily design by Hoya Crystal in presentation 
box, 6 -6 1/4"Czech Republic art glass tumblers with mixed pattern spatter glass bases 
in varied array of colors, 6" Wedgwood crystal Unicorn and hand painted Swedish 
style glass horse signed CH.S/HW.- in house shipping, large oversize shipping box 
costs to protect glass

591

Louis Rauch 1897-1981 Winter Landscape Oil On Canvas Board Painting - Still snow 
covered forest scene with only the fewest of late autumn leaves left, fallen tree trunk 
in foreground, Great play of light and space - Louis Rauch was born in Cincinnati in 
1897, attended Cincinnati and Norwood schools, and in 1914 started studying at the 
Cincinnati Art Academy. During WWI he served with the U.S. Armed Forces in Europe, 
mostly in France.  Every time he could, he visited art galleries there, and studied for 
awhile with Dirk Smit, a renowned Dutch artist. unframed 20" x 24"  framed 26" x 30" 
in house shipping available

592 3 Royal Doulton Elegant Lady Figurines in flowing dresses - Janine HN 2461, Lorette 
HN 2337 and Kirsty HN 2381, {in house shipping available}

593
Two Flats of 30 HO Gauge Locomotive Engines and Toy Train Cars - Life-Like in boxes, 
mixed locomotive engines incl Chessie, Spirit of 1776 engines and cars, short set and 
so much more - see photos for details - in house shipping available, heavy and bulky,

594 Anatol Krasnyansky "Harlequins" Color Lithograph - Signed in silver pen. sight 18" X 23 
1/4". framed 19 5/8" X 25". {in house shipping available}

595

2 Sterling Handle Carving Sets and Weighted Sterling Salt and Pepper - Primrose 1936 
Pat by International Sterling and Princess Ingrid 1945 Pat by Frank Whiting carving 
knife and fork sets, reeded panel sterling salt and pepper shakers have weighted foot 
and glass liners - in house shipping available

596

5 Vintage Cast Iron, Brass, Pottery and Composite Bookends - Bradley and Hubbard 
bronzed finish cast iron man and woman golfer with B&H marks on back, cast iron 
Scotties, brass golf balls on tees, filled pottery collie heads and composite library 
books bookends - in house shipping available

597

1990 Les Misérables Broadway Cast Signed Poster Broadway Theatre - some of the 
autographs Daisy Eagan, Bill Solo, Jane Robertson", Shanelle Workman, Jennifer 
Butt, Jennifer Butt, Kim Lindsay, Eden Riegel, and many more, see photos.   framed 22 
1/4" X 14 `1/4", {in house shipping available}

598
Pr Turn of the 20th Century Globe Form Chinese Porcelain Famile Rose Ginger Jars - 
Mirrored pair with family in temple garden scene, stylized bat accents - 9" tall (1 lid 
with finial and edge chip) {in house shipping available}

599

50+ Pcs Royal Doulton Coniston H5030 1970s English Fine Bone China Dinner Ware - 9 
dinner, 12 salad and 11 bread plates,12 cups and 7 saucers, platter, oval serving bowl, 
gravy boat and liner - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping

600 Chinese Reerce Painting On Glass "Tiger Master" - 26 3/4" X 19 1/2" framed.  {local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}
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601

GI Joe 3 3/4" 25th Anniversary Action Figures with Stands - Sgt Bazooka with bazooka, 
pack and helmet, Flint with pistol, gun and ammo belts,  Spirit Iron Knife with pack (no 
guns or eagle), Abernathey/ GI Joe Hawk, (all with black G.I. Joe display bases), Duke 
with silver gray stand, power pack and gun (no helmet) and extra gun - in house 
shipping available

602
Orange Swirl Satin Finish Art Glass Lamp with Mushroom Shade - Small chip on top of 
base behindmetal band, a couple of rim xhips under leaf arms, no visible chips when 
assembled - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

603
Frontline Figures Medieval Knights Metal Miniatures - Medieval metal miniature 
figures from around the world including horse and knight with original pack  - in house 
shipping available

604

3 Baccarat and 1 Waterford Art Crystal Paperweights/ Desk Sculptures - 2003 
Waterford Cut Crystal Limited Edition Superbowl XXXVII Champions Tampa Bay 
BuccaneersFootball Paperweight  (#1,486 of 2,003 with box and COA), and signed 
Baccarat Swan, Snail and Squirrel - in house shipping available

605 Marvel Limited Ed. Phoenix Statue in Orig. Box - # /3000 with COA {in house shipping 
available}

606
Justine Alexander 2013 "2 Portraits Of A Young Girls" - Mixed Media on acrylic panel, 
both 29" X 18" board, framed 34" X 22 1/2". both frames as is. {in house shipping 
available}

607

3 Pcs Royal Copenhagen Porcelain - 7" Vase #2669/108, 5 3/4" Vase #4879, & 7" 
Crackle Glaze Plate - 7" wide mouth vase with waterlily and dragonfly glaze,5 3/4" 
vase with sparrow on blossoming branch and 7" plate with celadon color crackle glaze 
and gold and black rim #457/2568 - in house shipping available

608

2 Framed Reproduction Rock Poster & Salon des Cent Prints - 50th anniversary Alan 
Freed Productions limited ed. concert poster print with COA - frame 20.5"x12", Alan 
Freed Productions limited ed. print of Grateful Dead poster - 17"x15", & Alphonse 
Mucha Salon des Cent print - 18.25"x14.5" {in house shipping available}

609

80 Pcs Noritake Bancroft 5481 China Dinnerware Set - 12 each dinner, salad and bread 
plates, 14 cups and saucers, 10 coup soups, master berry and 11 individual berry 
bowls, large and small platters, oval bowl, gravy and liner, creamer and sugar - very 
attractive pattern with fanc gold on ivory band decoration - local pick up only of buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping

610 3 pcs Vaseline glass - Opalescent vaseline Wreath and Shell ladies' spitoon/ ivy vase 
whimsey and pr vaseline Diamond Point candlesticks - in house shipping available

611 Justine Alexander 2013 "Portrait Of A Young Girl" -  41" X 29" oil on streched canvas, 
framed 49" X 37". in house shipping available}

612 Justine Alexander 2009 Acrylic Abstract On Stretched Canvas - unframed 50" X 40". {in 
house shipping available}

613

Signed Trick or Treat Mini Bust Ricou Browning Creature From the Black Lagoon Mini 
Bust - last living classic Universal Monster actor, Ricou Browning was the underwater 
stuntman that played the creature in all the underwater scenes, Bust is in good box, 
well signed with JSA Certificate and label. - in house shipping available
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614
Rectangle Hand Tooled Brass Tray With 2 Folding Legs - Convertible coffee table, brass 
wall decoration, luggage racks, fold away storage. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

615 Queen Size Wood Four Poster Bed Frame With Wood Rails - see photos. 57" wide, 67 1
/2" tall. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

616
70+ Pcs MCM Retro Anchor Hocking Royal Ruby Bar Ware Glasses - varied sizes and 
styles of tumblers, sherbets, small ball pitcher, and more - see photos for details - 
Local Pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

617

4 Gold FleckTama Superstar Drums & TJ Percussion Snare Drum - Tama 22" Base, 13" 
tom, 12" snare, and 16" floor tom drums Pre-owned, great over all condition with well 
used heads, 3 new head covers included{ local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

618 Beveled Edge Oak Framed Wall Mirror - 34 1/4" X 35" with applied oak decoration. 
{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

619

Cameo Ballerina, Sylvan Parrot & Other Pcs of Green Depression Glass - Cameo 
Ballerina cookie jar, 8 -9 1/4" dinner plates and 11 3/4" oval platter, Sylvan Parrot 11 1
/2" platter, 10" Sunflower three footed cake plate, Madrid 10" grill plate, Hazel Atlas 
Ribbon Panel milk pitcher , wide rib cream and sugar - in house shipping available

620
Lori Kiplinger Pandy Triptic Papercast "Heron & Flora" - left and right panel limited 
number 170/950,framed 39" X 18 1/2" each, center panel 845/950 framed 43" X 35 1
/4". some foxing. {local pick up or boxing charge for shipping}

621
Wrought Iron Bridge Floor Lamp with Four Sided Caged Slag Glass Shade - ornate 
twisted pillar base with onyx disk base and egg center ball accent, figural arched top 
and  as is caged shade - Local Pick Up Only

622
Spectrum The Explorer Southern HO Guage 5 Car Train Set with #2504 Locomotive - 
includes transformer, 2540 steam locomotive engine and tender, #11, #601 and 
#1004 passenger cars - in house shipping available

623

12'10" x 9'10" Hand Woven and Knotted Persian Wool Rug with Directional Urn and 
Figural Design - Thick pile with high knot density intricate patterns of alternating vases 
and offering bowls, floral center medallion in directional center field filled wih trees 
and floral planters and urns, tree of life designs with birds and paisley spandrels - 
deep cobalt center ground with rich spectrum of blues, reds, creams and supporting 
accent colors, offering vessel and vase border with strong double mirrored guard 
bands - thick pile, high knot density - aq SUPER rug of great weave and design -local 
pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

624

Elliott's Designs Inc. Painted White With Brass Trim Cast Iron Twin Day Bed Frame - 
With Trundle Popup Twin Bed Frame and wedding ring quilt and monkey pillow. day 
bed 82" wide, 40 1/2" deep, 46 1/2" tallest point, 16" tall without mattress, {local pick 
up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

625

20+ Double Sided Movie Theater Promo Posters - incl. Middle School, John Wicker, 
Power Rangers, Tarzan, Lego Batman, Free State of Jones, Lights Out, Don't Breath, 
Sausage Party, Stork, Suicide Squad, The Accountant, Fantastic Beast, Wonderwoman, 
Tyler Perry Halloween, Beyond, Teenage Mutant Turtles, Blair Witch, & more (most in 
good condition but see photos, most in orig. box from local movie theater) {in house 
shipping available}
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626 Full Uncut Sheet of 50 2013 One Dollar Bills wuth Certificate - 2013 A Boston D block 
printing, with original COA and shipping tube - in house shipping available

627
3 Piece Hand Carved Wood Screen And 2 Panels - 3 Piece screen 60" wide, 72" tall, 
each panel 20" X 72" tall, 2 panels 20" X 72" tall. all one money. {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

628

6 Pcs Ethnic Stone Carvings and Tiny Weave Baskets, Beaded Belt, Bookends, and 
Obelisk - Double carved South American figure, petite Mayan style stone mask head, 
horse hair style woven favor basket, beaded belt with unusual geometric front panel 
design, black and white tiered marble bookends, and pink marble obelisk - in house 
shipping available

629 English Child's Leather Riding Saddle - in good condition {in house shipping available}

630

David Schluss "Love Story" 257/350 Lithograph - Image 23" X 36" famed 40 3/4' X52 1
/2" publishers impression stamp over edition number bottom left. David Schluss, was 
born in 1943. He started painting at a very early age in Israel. He attended school in 
the ancient city of Jaffa, the historical seaport in central Israel. It was there that the 
mystical walls of the city and the austere religion of the historic churches, temples 
and monasteries captivated him. It was during these early years in Israel that Schluss 
sensed his overwhelming desire to paint. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}
 

631

Blue Danube Blue Onion China - 10" fruit and 2 -7" shallow bowls, butter, salt and 
pepper, shell nappy, mug, 3 cups and 2 saucers,4 Dinner, 3 salad/lunch and 1 bread 
plate, 9" square dessert/ tidbit tray,cream and sugar (cream has damaged handle - 
local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

632

Vintage Red Fire Truck Pedal Car with Chrome Bell (no Ladders) - iconic mid-century 
pedal car classic fire engine with light and bell - no ladders, but replacements are 
inexpensive and easy to come by - some pitting, great overall, minor marks - local pick 
up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

633
French Impasto Oil On Canvas "Mountain Landscape" - Illegible signature bottom 
right, see photos. stretched canvas 30 1/4" X 24 1/4", framed 38 1/4" X 32 1/2" {in 
house shipping available}

634
7 Pc Vintage Erphila Barrel Form Beer Pitcher and 6 Stein/ Mugs with Varied Scenic 
Designs - Czechoslovakian beer set, chips to base of 3L pitcher, some base finish rubs 
on 1/2 L #3073 mugs - in house shipping available
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635

VERY VERY Large Lot Of Fostoria American Pattern Glass Tablewares - including 3- 10 3
/4" plate/tray, 12- 9 1/2" Plates, 11- 8 1/2" Plates, 8 -9" plates, 1- 4" spooner, 1- 
individual salt, 1- 2 part relish, 1- 10" Handle cke plate, 4- 5 1/2" bowls, 1- 9 1/2" Sq. 
footed vase, 1 set large sugar and creamer, 1- ashtray as is some chips inside rim, 1- 5 
1/4" round 2 part mayo, 1-11 1/4" and 12 1/2" oval platters, 10 1/4" oval 3 part relish, 
1- 8 1/4" footed 2 handle comport, 4- napkin rings, 1- 9" oval bowl, 1- 6 1/2" & 7 1/2" 
sq. footed urn vase, 1- 5 1/4" flared vase, 1- small wedding bowl no lid, 1- cheese 
compote, 1- 5 1/4 " flared vase, 1- 4 1/2" bell footed compote, 1- *" serving bowl, 1- 
10" 3 footed bowl, 1- 10 1/2" 3 footed bowl, 1- 12 1/2" low footed bowl, - 8- 5 1/4" 
flared ice teas, 4- 5 1/4" flared heavy ice teas, 8- 3 3/4" juice, 4- 4" tumblers, 4- 5" 
footed goblets, 2- 3 1/2" flared tumblers, 11- 3" footed sherbets, 4- 4 1/2" beer mugs, 
small sugar & creamer, 4- 4 1/2" sherbets, 1 tom & jerry mug, and 2 - 3" flared flat 
footed juice. all for one money. {local pick up only or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}

636

Collection Comic Book Collectibles - incl. Fantastic Four & Green Lantern comic book 
cover tin signs, Mr. Fantastic & Invisible Woman action figures in orig. box, Captain 
America jack in the box in orig. box base, Star Wars Saga Ed. chess set (never opened), 
Pokemon Monopoly (looks to be complete), 1977 Spider-Man board game (very good 
condition for age), King Kong diaries book, lots of collectors cards incl. Toy Story, 
Indiana Jones, Fantastic 4, Dragonslayer, Fantastic Four, The Lion King, & more {in 
house shipping available}

637

Case Lot of MCM Retro Vintage Chrome, Silverplate and Iron Candle Holders - 
Duchin weighted sterling, fancy Spain silverplate, Dansk chrome and cast iron, Ystrand 
Metall Sweden, Solingen, {Danish Modern cone and wire forms and more - in house 
shipping available}

638

Collection of Sony Playstation 2 & 3 consoles & Games with Controllers - most games 
are PS2 - Frogger, Monsters Inc., Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, Tarzan, Pack-Man 
World 3, Fantastic 4, Scooby-Doo, Star Wars, Nightmare Before Christmas, PS3 games 
- Lion King, Simpsons, Motor Storm, Little Big Planet, & many controllers (not tested, 
no guarantee it works, AS IS) {in house shipping available}

639 2 Tier Cart Full of Windsor Teddy Bears & Figurines - 16 teddy bears (most with orig. 
tags) & 9 figurines with orig. boxes {in house shipping available}

640

Case Lot of Antique Metal and Stoneware Accent Pieces - Wire collecting basket, 
antique hand painted tole ware tin cylinder contailer and watering can,  "1794" 
crossed hands metal wall plaque, cast iron dog door stop, yellow ware stoneware 
pudding mold, Majolica pineaplle water pitcher,  and gentleman pig bisque humidor 
with attached match holder (no lid, slight chip to rim) - local pick up only or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping

641 Larkin Oak Desk - 60 1/2" X 30" tall, 12" deep, fall front desk and storage 
shelves  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

642 Brown Leather Schott Bomber Style Jacket - with removable Fur collar and lining, size: 
46 (excellent condition) (these have stain on top edge)

643

60+ Pcs Royal Doulton The Chelsea Rose H4801 Bone China Dinner Ware - 1964-1970 
- 9 cups, 13 saucers, 8 dinner, 9 salad and 7 bread plates,11 ind berry bowls, platter, 2 
sugar bowls (1 without lid), creamer and teapot (old foot repair) - local pick up only or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping
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644

Used Black Leather Large President Recliner "Ekornes Stressless" Lounge Chair with 
Ottoman - Used Condition, Swivel Recliner: W:34" H:40.5" D:30" Seat Dimensions: 24" 
Wide Between Arms Seat Depth to backrest: 19" Seat Height: 17", Ottoman Dims: 
Wide: 21" D: 15" H:15"  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping}

645 Oak Bow Front Curved Glass China Cabinet With 3 Glass Shelves - 63" X 41" X 16" 
deep, {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

646

Folk Art and Ethnic Carvings, Pottery and Instruments - Hand carved saint panel with 
weathered paint, ethnic string instrument with coconut sounding 
chamber,  soapstone carving of winter hunter tagged "Mathias Lorentzen 05/78 
Frederikshaab", round based southwestern vessel with incised design and petite clay 
mask- in house shipping available

647
Retro Vintage MCM Brass Pagoda Form Table Lamp - Mid-Century Modern oriental 
inspired design - 28" tall (local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping, 
bulky, fragile, large and heavy!)

648
Art Deco Oak Single Door China Cabinet With 3 Loose Shelves - fretwork in door glass, 
61 1/2 X 30 1/2" X 16" deep.  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping}

649

3 Round Nesting Longaberger Baskets and 2 Nesting Drum Boxes with Hand Painted 
Ship Lids - drum boxes painted in weathered nautical gey with antique gold accents, 
stud lid construction, hand painted ships adorning each lid - in house shipping 
available

650 Pair Of Gold Tone Flex Goose Neck Work Lamp - Used 18" tall.  {local pick up or in 
house shipping available}

651

Antique Cast Iron And Oak Adjustable Book Stand - 12" height adjustment, flat to 
angle pivot adjustment, book thickness adjustment, book open or closed adjustment. 
4 legs with iron casters. {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping}

652

Case Lot of MCM Danish Modern Wood, Glass and Other Decorative Talble Wares - 
72" x 54" Autumn color table cover Woven in Belgium Expressly for Bloomingdale's,
Temp-tations by Tara oil vinegar salt and pepper pottery table set, Danish modern/ 
retro wood (3 sizes salt and peppers, 3 matching and 1 extra wood candlestick, Robert 
Treate Hogg cabinet makers urn form candlesticks, bread and cheese plate, snack tray 
and bread tray with woven base),  Blenko blue glass diamond and disc candle blocks, 
8" retro European design martini shaker and 12" Beaker drink mixer pitcher,  Venetian 
amethyst cordial decanter with silver overlay decoration adn 5 cordials plus 4 
conplimentary cordials, 2crystal car figurines, candlesticks and more - local pick up 
only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping 

653 Pair Of Black Painted Adjustable Stools With Chrome Foot Rest - 26" to 31" 
adjustment,  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

654
Florentine Wood X Base With Rectangle Glass Top - 3/8" 48" X 24" Beveled glass top, 
table 12" tall with top.  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping}

655 Nautilus Shell Design Table Lamp - hand painted shell on stylized metal base 28" tall { 
In house shipping available, very large box}
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656 Set Of 6 Shelby Williams Industries Bentwood Cafe Chairs - Padde seats and back 
rest.  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

657 Hans Andersen Teak Side Table Round Top - 17" tall, top 14 1/4", tripod base. water 
stain on top.  {in house shipping available}

658 Royal Haeger 16" Blue/Green Floor Planter with Original Walnut Wood Stand - # 896-
W with great mid-century MCM retro vintage aesthetic {in house shipping available}

659

Laurel Lamp Co. Mid Century Black Walnut And Brushed Aluminum Abstract Globe 
Floor Lamp "Saturn" - 59" Tall total, 39" square teak plinth base, 19" tall brushed steel 
globe cage with a frosted 12" glass globe shade. base has a small veneer repair see 
photo.  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

660
Gangso Mobler A/S Danish Modern Slate Top Coffee Table - Great Mid Century Danish 
Modern Design - 51" X 27" X 16 1/2" tall  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packing and shipping}

661

100+ Pcs Depression Era Monax Petalware - 1 oval and 3 round platters, 2 pr creamers 
and open sugars, 8" serving and 12 -5" bowls, 14 9" dinner, 612-8" salad and 23. -6" 
bread/ dessert plates, 11 cups and saucers, 4 cream soups and saucers, 6 footed 
custard/ sherbets and saucers and milk glass salt and pepper - local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping

662 2 Sets Of 1- 14 Selected Writings Of Ebert Hubbard - 1916-1923 The Roycrofters. {in 
house shipping available book rate USPS}

663 Antique Oak Arts And Crafts Book Shelf - 31 1/2 Tall, 32" wide, 10" deep,  {local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

664

Great Lot of Mid Century Modern Retro Vintage Aluminum Serving and Cookware, 
Blue Enamel Ware, Etc - Blue enamel over porcelain fondue pot with cast iron base, 
skillet (minor chipping near handle), sauce and butter pots, Dansk porcelain serving 
plate, fanciful serving trays and bowls, grasshopper bowl, crab tray, turkey shape 
napkin rings and lots more, includes table trivets that hold blue anchor hocking glass 
serving dishes, straight from the oven to the table (see photos) - local pick up only

665
Bourn Hadley Tiger Oak Arts And Crafts Library Desk - 2 sides book storage, 3 storage 
drawers, L some top blemishes see photos,  label on base, 42 1/2 X 29" X 26" 
deep,  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

666 Wooden Taj Mahal inspired Wooden Finch Bird Cage - 3 arched dome tops with 
spindle rod bars, slide front door - in house shipping available

667

Peter Ipsen 11" Pottery Gold Fish Plate, Berrera College Broom and Black Forest 
Tyrolean Nutcracker - Peter Ipsen Enke classic Danish pottery 11" deep plate with 
embossed dfish and coral design and PIE under crown mark #139 IX (slight glase flake 
on rim), 19" hand made broom with original "Berea Colledge Student Induistries 
Berea Kentucky" tag, and antique wooden 8" Black Forest hand carved nutcracker of 
tyrolean gentleman's head ( some chips to cap, rub to nose) - in house shipping 
available

668

2 Mid Century Floor Lamps - brushed aluminum with wood accent and adjustable 
swivel arm (no lamp shade or harp) similar design to Russel Wright & chrome base 
with glass shelf and black column (black lamp shade has some dents) {local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party shipping}
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669 Engraved Metal Water Jar on Stand with Lid & Cup From Baghdad - 36" tall on stand, 
jar 25" tall {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

670

3 Shelves Full of Green Depression, Vaseline, Aqua and other Collectible Glassware - 
Green Depression era glass (13 spiral optic and 2 ribbon panel dinner plates, 2 elegant 
glass center handle sandwich plates and a lemon tray, candlesticks, low compote, 
cream and sugar with utility tray, 7 shot glasses, bread bowl, 16 conical panel optic 
sherbets, 5 Pc Berry set, cubic bowl, Windsor ind ash tray, 2 square ind bakers), 2 
Vaseline bud vases, Fostoria light blue divided relishes, Collectible era aqua Madrid 
pedestal cake plate and butter, Forest green vases uranium green cream sugar, syrup 
and crackle bowl, and more - see photos for details - in house shipping available

671

6 Vintage Hand Dyed & Woven Indonesian Ikat Textiles - Ikat is a dyeing technique 
originated from Indonesia used to pattern textiles that employs resist dyeing on the 
yarns prior to dyeing and weaving the fabric (all in great condition) {in house shipping 
available}

672
Pair Of Marcel Breuer Cesca Midcentury Tall Bar Chairs Made In Italy - Blonde wood 
cane seats and backs. {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping}

673

Royal Company of Archers #1879 Pre War Metal Britains Soldiers XF to NM, in 
tattered box and more - Nice antique toy soldier set with great paint, also includes 9 
Britains pre war Grenadier Guards in winter dress incl officer - in house shipping 
available

674

5 Vintage Hand Woven & Dyed Indonesian Ikat Textiles - Ikat (in Indonesian 
languages means "bind") is a dyeing technique originated from Indonesia used to 
pattern textiles that employs resist dyeing on the yarns prior to dyeing and weaving 
the fabric.(beautiful condition) {in house shipping available}

675

Set Of 4 Ogg Design Emeco 33M Chrome And Molded Plastic Stacking Arm Chairs - 
Used Condition, some chrome pitting, caps on tube steel back supports missimg, 
Chairs designed by Richard Ogg, 30.5 in. H., 19.5 in. W., 19 in. D. {local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

676

200+ Vintage St Petersburg Postcards Through The Ages and Print of The Million 
Dollar Pier - Early Electric, Municipal and Milluon Dollar Pier cards, bird's eye views, 
city croquet and shuffleboard courts, scenic parks, Festival of States and othwr 
parades and celevrations, famous green bench shots, downtown cilorized linens, the 
shell fence, landmark and long gone hotels and other buildings,Roser Park, Snell Isle, 
Bee Line Auto Ferry, greyhpund racing, ipen air post office, sailboats, pelicans and 
more, PLUS, fine reprint of million dollar pier gelatin print - in house shipping available

677 Marble Top Plant / Accent Stand - oval inset marble on black with gold accent 
and wicker shelf - 18" wide x 24.5" tall {local pick up only}

678 Faux Bamboo Guilded Metal and Glass Top Coffee Table - 3/8" X 30" round glass top, 
table 17" tall.  {local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

679 22" Mid-Century Retro Vintage Statue of Lovers - chalkware figure of embracing 
lovers, gold and bronze tone finish wih minor rubs to base - local pick up only

680

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork Sculpture - 4 point antler entwined 
with intricately carved creatures. See photos for close up details of carving and of the 
collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art carvings 
{in house shipping available}
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681 Mid Century Modern Butcher Block Trestle Dining Table - 60 1/2" X 36" X 30" tall, 
{local pick up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

682
Vintage 1930s Roseville Art Pottery Sunflower Vase #485-6" - 2 handled design, 
excellent condition with some minor crazing noticeable upon very close inspection, 
tiny silver paint marks that should clean easily - in house shipping available

683

Indonesian Deer Antler Carving Balinese Artwork - 4 point antler entwined with 
intricately carved creatures. See photos for close up details of carving and of the 
collector living with the tribe that carved these wonderful one of a kind art 
carvings {in house shipping available}

684

Robin's Egg Blue Freihofer's Antique Bread Storage Crate Box, Solid Board 
Construction - 33 1/2" wide x 23 1/2" tall x 15 3/4" deep, painted blue over red "old 
paint" stamped inside " Freihofer's Property" drop front twist lock front.  {local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping}

685 Ciappa 20th Century Portrait Of A Man - oil on masonite unframed  16" x 
13"  framed  20 1/2"  x 17"  in house shipping available

686
Cranberry Cut to Clear Crystal Base Table Lamp - Poland cranberry cut to clear rose 
bowl with lucite top mount and square footl base, cranberry/ maroon cone shade & 
crystal facet finial - in house shipping available, large size box

687 D-Scan Teak 3 Piece Nesting Tables - Made In Denmark,  {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping}

688

Kerry Stratton Watercolor On Paper Modernist Landscape -  sight 14 1/2" X 21" 
framed and matted 23" X 29 1/2".  Primarily a watercolor landscape artist  Studied 
under Ed Whitney, Robert Wood, Rex Brandt, and Hellen Reed.  {in house shipping 
available} 

689

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed 
Figure Sets - BF-103 Juan II de Aragon on horseback, BF-98 Juan II de Castilla on 
horseback, BF-76 Sir de Morbecque on foot, BF-77 Sir Thomas Walkfare, BF-78 
Guillaume de Melun/ Archbishop of Sens, and BF-73 English/French Men at Arms (2 
piece set) - in house shipping available

690

23 Volume Set of "The Zohar" The First Ever Unabridged English Translation With 
Commentary - New Old Stock, all but 5 still in cellophane wrappers. Rev Shimon bar 
Yochai from the book of Avaham with the Sulam commentary, Rav Yehuda  Ashlag, 
published The Kabbalah Centre International Inc. Dean Rav S. P. Berg Shlita, edited 
and compiled by Rabbi Michael Berg. revised edition 2003 Full Set Of 23 Vol. {in house 
shipping available USPS book rate}

691

2 Balance Motion Cast Iron Toys - 22" Italian accordion player (arms and accordion 
move separately) and 20" trumpeting angel - flae sheet metal construction attached 
to arched ball weight, point rests on flat top iron stands with open base to allow 
pendulum weight to rock unhindered, long rocking motion from small push - antique 
style crackle finish paint - in house shipping available

692

Tray Lot of Vintage Hand Painted Toy Soldier Castings - 16 Bermuda Police Argentina 
(8 rifles at attention in white and blue with officer -1 missing bayonet - and 8 saluting 
in red and green), 21 Indian Regiment ( plus 2 as is), 5 Grenadier Guards (white 
plume) in gray winter dress (3 with rifle arm detached), 3 unnamed soldiers mounted 
on wood stands and 2 horse statues - great overall condition, some mild paint chips, 
scuffs - in house shipping available
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693

Signed 8X10 Photos of Sarah Michelle Gellar, X-Men Stars and More, many with COAs 
- Buffy star Sarah Michelle Gellar collection 4 signed (2 with COAs),  Jessica Alba from 
Dark Angel, Elizabeth Rohn, Eliza Dushkin, & Katherine Heigl with COAs, X-Men 2000 
Photo signed by Hugh Jackson, Patrick Stewart, James Marden, Famke Jannsen and 
Halle Berry (no COA), Rebeccah Romijn as Mystique, 2 signed photos of Andy 
Hallett  (Lorne from Angel, also no COA)

694

Collection of Marvel & DC Mighty Muggs, Banks, Etc. - 7 Mighty Muggs incl. Hulk, 
Spider Man, Thor, Torch, Galactus, etc., 3 Monogram Masterworks DC banks incl. 
Batman, Wonder Woman, & Superman, plus 2 cup cover/straw holders Lip-Stick Face 
Demon & Watto {in house shipping available}

695
1/32nd Scalextric 1990s Edition Slot Car Set with Track, Cars and Controllers - 
Advanced Track Systems and Controllers with 8 Hornby and 1 Monogram brush cars, 
worked when tested - in house shipping available

696 2 Vintage Brass And Wood Yacht Wheels - both 25" peg end to peg end. {in house 
shipping available}

697 2003 Michael T. Gilbert's Mr. Monster Mini-Bust Bowen Designs in Orig. Box - #45
/1000 - 5" tall (great condition) {in house shipping available}

698

6 Alymer Banners Forward Medieval Knights Military Miniatures in Metal Boxed 
Figure Sets - BF-75 Graf von Nassau and fallen horseback, BF-93 Alvarode Luna on 
horseback (removable helmet), BF-96 The King of Poland on horseback, (removable 
helmet), BF-95 Raoul Duque of Lorraine, BF-106 Thomas Strickland Esquire, and 2 
misc figures in BF-108 Men at Arms Box (William Lord Lattimer and 1 Men at Arms) - 
in house shipping available

699
Pr of Kiyoshi Saito MCM Japanese Woodblock Prints of Traditional Dress Women - 
great mid century modern retro vintage look, chop mark and pencil signed - frame 
size: 21"x15" {in house shipping available}

700

7 Boxed Britains Knights of Agincourt Matt Series MIB - 54mm Medieval metal 
miniature figures - 17683 English knight set Edward Duke of York and Sir John 
Cornwall, 17684 English Men at Arms Set #1 2 figues, 1 stake, 17685 French Men at 
Arms #1 2 pc set, 17686 English Archers Set #3 (2 figures and 2 stakes), 17729

701

IDW Artist's Edition Jack Kirby DC The Forever People 17" x 12" Hardback Art Book - 
Like new in original factory seal, Artist Editions are archival top quality color scan 
prints of actual artist's original art layouts of comic books with blue line marks, 
whiteouts and side notes, often with additional cover art, sketches and related image 
- in house shipping available

702

Royal Doulton Blithe Morning HN 2065, The Ermine Coat HN 1981, and Top O’ the Hill 
HN 1834 - 3 Elegant red and white dress ladies - Blithe Moring with artists moniker 
under HN number, Ermine Cat with RD number only on base and Top O' the Hill in red 
dress treatment (in great condition) in house shipping available

703 7 Royal Doulton Toby Jars - John Barleycorn Large, Small and Mini,


	 

